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AGREEMENT

This agreement executed this 21st Day of December 
2001

Between

Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation

hereinafter referred to as “the Corporation”, Party of the 
first part,

and

Communications, Energy 
and Paperworkers Union of 

Canada
hereinafter referred to as “the Union”, Party of the second 

part.
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PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT1
It is the intent and purpose of this Agreement to 1.1

recognize the community of interest between the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the Union in 
promoting the utmost cooperation between the 
Corporation and its employees, consistent with the rights 
of both parties.  It is further the intent of this Agreement to 
foster a friendly spirit which shall prevail at all times 
between the Corporation and the employees, and to this 
end this Agreement is signed in good faith by the two 
parties.  The Agreement is therefore designed to set forth 
clearly the rates of pay hours of work and conditions of 
employment to be observed between the parties.  It is 
further agreed that the Union and its members will fully 
support the Corporation in maintaining the highest quality 
and most effective programmes, ensuring value to the 
Canadian public is achieved.

UNION RECOGNITION2
The Corporation recognizes the Union as the 2.1

exclusive bargaining agent for all the employees in the 
bargaining unit defined by the Canada Labour Relations 
Board in its decision of November 4, 1993 and as 
amended from time to time certifying the Union, that is to 
say:

“all personnel whose core functions are 
technical, maintenance, trade and general labour, 
including all blue collar and technical personnel, working 
for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, outside of the 
Province of Quebec and of Moncton, N.B., excluding those 
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whose core functions consist of supervisory duties”.

It is agreed that Corporation personnel as 2.2
defined in 2.1 who are hired to work and reside outside 
Canada, are not “employees” within the meaning of 
Article 3 (Definition of Employee) of this Agreement and 
that they will be excluded from the bargaining unit so long 
as they remain outside Canada.

Where the Corporation transfers or assigns a 2.2.1
member of the bargaining unit to work and reside outside 
Canada, their working conditions and benefits  will be as 
defined in APPENDIX B.

It is agreed that personnel under contract with 2.3
the Corporation who are retained to work and reside 
outside of Canada, are not “employees” within the 
meaning of Article 3 (Definition of Employee) of this 
Agreement and that they will be excluded from the 
bargaining unit described in Article 2.1 so long as they 
remain outside Canada.

The decision to retain outside firms, contractors 2.4
or freelance personnel, or to assign members of the 
bargaining unit to work and reside outside Canada, will 
be at the sole discretion of the Corporation.

DEFINITION OF EMPLOYEE3
The term "employee" as used in this Agreement 3.1

shall mean any person employed in a classification 
included within the bargaining unit hereinbefore defined 
and/or within a classification set forth in the Agreement 
and shall also include any person employed in any 
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classification created which the parties, by mutual 
consent, decide to include within the bargaining unit.

Any failure mutually to agree upon the inclusion 3.2
within or the exclusion from the bargaining unit of any 
newly-created classification shall not become a subject of 
grievance under this Agreement, but may be referred by 
either party to the Canada Labour Relations Board.

JURISDICTION4
Employees as defined in Article 3.1, for 4.1

Corporation originations on CBC premises or remote 
locations, shall:
perform functions involving the lighting, recording, editing 
and mixing of audio and visual elements; the creation of 
graphic and photographic images; the design, 
construction, decoration and assembly of sets and 
costumes; the application of makeup; the preparation and 
execution of special effects; the handling of set 
properties; and related assistance.

A “Corporation origination” means radio and television 
productions in which the Corporation is exclusively 
responsible for the production, planning and control 
related thereto including creative control, financial control, 
distribution, and ownership.

Employees as defined in Article 3.1, on CBC 4.1.1
premises or remote locations, shall perform functions 
involving the transmission of programming over Radio 
and Television networks and stations for which the 
Corporation holds the broadcasting licenses.
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Employees as defined in Article 3.1, on CBC 4.1.2
premises or remote locations, shall perform mechanical, 
electrical and electronic maintenance duties and may be 
required to train staff, related to the functions described in 
4.1 and 4.1.1.

Employees as defined in Article 3.1, at locations 4.1.3
where they are employed, shall perform electrical, 
plumbing, mechanical, carpentry, and cleaning functions 
related to general building maintenance.

The Corporation agrees not to assign to 4.2
Corporation personnel outside the bargaining unit 
described in Article 2 duties normally performed by 
employees in the bargaining unit covered by this 
collective agreement, except:

Personnel in the CMG Bargaining Units can be i)
assigned to do work normally falling within this CEP 
bargaining unit provided that employees in this CEP 
bargaining unit can do work normally falling within the 
CMG bargaining units and provided that such duties do 
not normally constitute the core functions of any such 
personnel.  (See Article 39).

In major production centres or at transmitter ii)
sites, persons in management can perform work 
normally falling within this CEP bargaining unit provided 
that such management personnel are within the 
classifications of Technical Supervisors, Technical 
Producers and Transmitter Supervisors in either Radio or 
Television and such work shall not result in the layoff of a 
bargaining unit employee or the non-assignment to a 
shift or crew of a bargaining unit employee.

Where there is a single Manager responsible for iii)
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a location, and bargaining unit employees are also at that 
location, that Manager can perform work normally falling 
within this CEP bargaining unit and such work shall not 
result in the layoff of a bargaining unit employee or the 
non-assignment to a shift or crew of a bargaining unit 
employee.

Persons in the STARF bargaining unit can be iv)
assigned to do work normally falling within this CEP 
bargaining unit provided that employees in this CEP 
bargaining unit can continue to do work normally falling 
within the STARF bargaining unit.  It is also agreed that 
the Corporation can assign persons in either this CEP or 
the STARF bargaining units to meet its production, 
installation and maintenance needs. Such reciprocal 
arrangements will not cause additional layoffs in this CEP 
bargaining unit.

The Corporation may retain outside contractors 4.3
or enter into partnerships (as per Article 41) to provide any 
services when it has determined that it has a valid 
business case.  A valid business case will be used in all 
cases except the two to which Articles 4.4 and 4.5 apply.  
It is understood that this article will not be used to change 
individual staff jobs to individual contract jobs.

The Corporation may, without restriction, retain 4.4
outside firms, contractors and/or freelance personnel 
(including outside firms, contractors and/or freelance 
personnel retained also to perform work normally 
performed by employees in another bargaining unit in the 
Corporation) to supply a given service for a particular 
program or program series, provided that the retaining of 
services pursuant to this clause 4.4 will not cause layoffs.  
A given service is defined as any job or function in which 
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the members of the bargaining unit, at the location 
concerned, do not have the requisite skills or experience 
for the job or function or cannot meet the specific needs of 
the production. 
Freelance Personnel so retained by the CBC will be paid 
a minimum daily rate of $280. Union dues will be 
deducted and remitted.

The Corporation agrees that Freelance Personnel will not 
be engaged in Classifications that fall within the Entry 
Level. 

Further it is agreed that where freelance personnel work 
on a given program in the same dept/job function as other 
Bargaining Unit employees that the freelancers will not 
start earlier or end later than other Bargaining Unit 
employees. (e.g. on a mobile the audio crew, lighting 
crew, tape ops, etc. each form a dept for purposes of this 
article).

The Corporation may retain outside contractors 4.5
for specific installations, modifications, servicing and 
maintenance at any of its facilities provided that,

the specific work cannot practicably be i)
performed by members of the bargaining unit, and

the retaining of services in accordance with this ii)
clause 4.5 will not cause layoffs, however, the 
Corporation may utilize the services of outside firms to 
compensate for attrition.

The Corporation undertakes best efforts in 4.6
negotiations with its partners to ensure bargaining unit 
members receive opportunities to work on non-CBC 
originations.  
Productions that are not Corporation originations may be 
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produced using crews comprised of any mix of, outside 
firms, contractors, freelance personnel and/or 
Corporation employees.  It is understood that the 
Corporation will not be the contractor in such cases.  

The Corporation will give advance notice to the local 
union of such productions where they involve employees 
in this bargaining unit or where they are taking place on 
CBC premises.

At remote locations where another union has an 4.7
effective collective agreement in written form which covers 
the scope of work covered by this Collective Agreement, 
CEP will perform the functions in 4.1 except lighting and 
staging functions.  At least one (1) technician (lighting) 
shall be assigned to direct the lighting, and the present 
practice of assigning employees to direct the staging 
elements will continue.

It is recognized that the CBC will continue to 4.8
acquire programs as part of its regular programming in 
accordance with APPENDIX E (Program Acquisition).

CLASSIFICATIONS AND 5
SALARY SCHEDULES

 List of Classifications5.1
JOB TITLE Salary

ASSISTANT COSTUME DESIGNER C-8
ASSISTANT FILM EDITOR C-4
ASSISTANT GRAPHIC DESIGNER C-6
ASSISTANT MAKE-UP ARTIST C-3
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ASSISTANT PROGRAM EDITOR N-4
ASSISTANT SET DESIGNER C-7
AUTOMATED CONTROL FACILITIES 
TECHNICIAN

N-5

CAMERA SPECIALIST N-6
CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM TECHNICIAN 
RADIO 

N-5

COLOURIST N-6
COLOURIST – LEVEL 1 N-4
CONSULTING TECHNOLOGIST - D MD
CONSULTING 
TECHNOLOGIST/INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGIST

M-DI

COSTUME CUTTER C-8
COSTUME FABRICATOR C-6
DESIGN COORDINATOR MS-3
DESIGN PROCESSOR C-6
DESIGNER - 1 D-1
DESIGNER - 2 D-2
DESIGNER - 3 D-3
ENG EDITOR N-6
ENG/EFP RECORDIST N-4
ENG/Producer HY-5
ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE MOBILE M-M
FABRIC SPECIALIST C-6
FILM CAMERA ASSISTANT C-4
FILM CAMERA OPERATOR C-6
FILM EDITOR C-6
FILM EDITOR-IN-CHARGE C-9
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FILM INSPECTOR C-6
FILM LABORATORY TECHNICIAN N-4
FILM PRODUCTION EDITOR C-7
FILM STYLE DIALOGUE AND EFFECTS 
EDITOR 

N-6

GENERAL TECHNICIAN (RADIO) N-3
GENERAL TECHNICIAN (TV) N-3
HIGH END PRODUCTION CHARACTER 
GENERATOR

N-5B

LIGHTING CAD N-5
LIGHTING DIRECTOR N-6
LIGHTING DIRECTOR - LEVEL 1 N-5
LIGHTING TECHNICIAN N-4
LIGHTING TECHNICIAN (DIMMER BOARD, 
FRONT AND REAR SCREEN 
PROJECTION)

N-3

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN A M-A
MAKE-UP ARTIST C-6
MECHANICAL RIGGER N-4
MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN (SACKVILLE ) N-5
MICROWAVE OPERATOR N-5A
MOVING LIGHTS OPERATOR N-5
NEGATIVE CUTTER C-5
NETWORK CONTROL CENTRE 
TECHNICIAN (TORONTO)

N-6

NETWORK PRESENTATION 
COORDINATOR

C-8

NEWSWORLD PRESENTATION 
COORDINATOR

C-9
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ON-AIR BOOTH CONTROL TECHNICIAN N-5
PAINTER C-3
POST PRODUCTION AUDIO ENGINEER - 
TV 

N-6

PRODUCTION SWITCHER N-6
PROGRAM EDITOR N-6
RADIO MASTER CONTROL TECHNICIAN N-5
RADIO MASTER CONTROL TECHNICIAN 
(WINNIPEG) 

N-5

RADIO STUDIO ATTENDANT N-1
RADIO TECHNICIAN N-4
RECORDING ENGINEER (RADIO) N-6
Recording Engineer/Producer HY-5
ROBOCAM N-5A
SATELLITE NEWS GATHERING N-5A
SCENIC ARTIST C-8
SCENIC CARPENTER C-5
SCENIC CONSTRUCTOR C-7
SCENIC CONSTRUCTOR 
(CREWLEADER) 

C-9

SCENIC ESTIMATOR C-7
SERVICE STAGEHAND C-3
SET DECORATOR C-6
SHORTWAVE RECEIVING STATION 
TECHNICIAN

N-5

SOUND EFFECTS N-5B
SPECIAL EFFECTS COORDINATOR C-6
SR. AUTOMATED CONTROL FACILITIES 
TECHNICIAN

N-7
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SR. CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM 
TECHNICIAN

N-7

SR. ENG EDITOR N-8
SR. LIGHTING TECHNICIAN N-6
SR. MAINTENANCE  
TECHNOLOGIST/INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGIST

M-BI

SR. MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGIST M-B
SR. MAKE-UP ARTIST C-7
SR. MECHANICAL RIGGER N-6
SR. MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN 
(SACKVILLE)

N-7

SR. MICROPHONE BOOM TECHNICIAN N-4
SR. ON-AIR BOOTH CONTROL 
TECHNICIAN

N-7

SR. PAINTER C-4
SR. POST PRODUCTION AUDIO 
ENGINEER

N-8

SR. PRODUCTION EDITOR N-8
SR. PROGRAM EDITOR N-8
SR. RADIO MASTER CONTROL 
TECHNICIAN

N-7

SR. RADIO TECHNICIAN N-6
SR. RECORDING ENGINEER (RADIO) N-8
SR. SCENIC ARTIST C-9
SR. SET DECORATOR C-7
SR. SOUND EFFECTS TECHNICIAN N-6
SR. SPECIAL EFFECTS COORDINATOR C-8
SR. STAGING RIGGER C-8
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SR. TV MASTER CONTROL TECHNICIAN N-7
SR. TV TECHNICIAN N-6
SR. VIDEOGRAPHER N-8
SR. VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTION EDITOR N-8
STAGEHAND C-4
STAGING ASSISTANT C-5
STAGING ASSISTANT (CREWLEADER) C-6
STAGING CREWLEADER C-6
STAGING RIGGER C-7
SUPERVISING TECHNICAL INSTALLER N-6
SUPERVISING TECHNICIAN N-8
Supervising Technician/Associate Producer HY-3
Switcher/Director HY-4
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIST – C M-C
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIST/INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGIST

M-CI

TECHNICAL INSTALLER N-4
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR N-8
tECHNICAL TRAINING OFFICER MS-3
Technician/Associate Producer HY-1
TECHNICIAN-IN-CHARGE, TECHNICAL 
STORES 

N-3

TELEPROMPTER OPERATOR N-2
TV ASSISTANT N-1
TV MASTER CONTROL ROOM 
TECHNICIAN (MTL & TOR)

N-5

TV TECHNICIAN N-4
Video Journalist HY-2
VIDEO SPECIALIST N-6
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VIDEOGRAPHER N-6
VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTION EDITOR N-6
VTR PRODUCTION EDITOR/DIRECTOR HY-4
WARDROBE ATTENDANT C-3
WARDROBE COORDINATOR C-5

Note:  Maint/It Jobs will only be located in small locations 
but in other locations daily upgrades will be payable on a 
daily basis when the work is assigned by Mgmt.

The following minimum salaries shall be in 5.2
effect during the term of the Collective Agreement for the 
purpose of salary for the Classifications as in 5.1 and 
nothing prevents the Corporation from paying salaries 
above these scales.  The Corporation is hereby 
authorized to negotiate salaries directly with any 
employee or prospective employee, provided that the 
negotiated salary exceeds the minimum salary.

Any salary so negotiated between the 5.3
Corporation and an employee is strictly confidential and 
the Union will not request information pertaining to any 
such employee’s salary and the Corporation will not 
reveal any such information without the affected 
employee’s express written consent.



N-1 TECHNICAL UNIT
Start 24654 944.60 12.188 25024 958.77 12.371 25400 973.18 12.557 26035 997.51 12.871
6 m 25523 977.89 12.618 25906 992.57 12.807 26296 1007.51 13.000 26953 1032.68 13.325
1 yr 26384 1010.88 13.044 26780 1026.0

5
13.239 27183 1041.49 13.439 27863 1067.55 13.775

18 m 27250 1044.06 13.472 27659 1059.7
3

13.674 28075 1075.67 13.880 28777 1102.57 14.227
2 yr 28110 1077.01 13.897 28532 1093.1

8
14.106 28962 1109.66 14.318 29686 1137.39 14.676

3 yr 29839 1143.26 14.752 30287 1160.4
2

14.973 30742 1177.85 15.198 31511 1207.32 15.578
4 yr 32025 1227.01 15.832 32505 1245.4

0
16.070 32995 1264.18 16.312 33820 1295.79 16.720

N-2
Start 31522 1207.74 15.584 31995 1225.8

6
15.818 32477 1244.33 16.056 33289 1275.44 16.457

1 yr 33299 1275.82 16.462 33798 1294.9
4

16.709 34307 1314.44 16.961 35165 1347.32 17.385
2 yr 35545 1361.88 17.573 36078 1382.3

0
17.836 36621 1403.10 18.105 37537 1438.20 18.557

N-3
Start 29028 1112.18 14.351 29463 1128.8

5
14.566 29906 1145.82 14.785 30654 1174.48 15.155

6 m 30042 1151.03 14.852 30493 1168.3
1

15.075 30951 1185.86 15.301 31725 1215.52 15.684
1 yr 31047 1189.54 15.349 31513 1207.3

9
15.579 31988 1225.59 15.814 32788 1256.25 16.210

18 m 32054 1228.12 15.847 32535 1246.5
5

16.085 33025 1265.33 16.327 33851 1296.97 16.735
2 yr 33063 1266.78 16.346 33559 1285.7

9
16.591 34064 1305.13 16.840 34916 1337.78 17.262
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Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly
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3 yr 35086 1344.29 17.346 35612 1364.4
4

17.606 36148 1384.98 17.871 37052 1419.62 18.318
4 yr 37106 1421.69 18.344 37663 1443.0

3
18.620 38230 1464.75 18.900 39186 1501.38 19.373

5 yr 39622 1518.08 19.588 40216 1540.8
4

19.882 40821 1564.02 20.181 41842 1603.14 20.686
N-4
Start 30223 1157.97 14.942 30676 1175.3

3
15.165 31137 1192.99 15.393 31915 1222.80 15.778

6 m 31229 1196.51 15.439 31697 1214.4
4

15.670 32174 1232.72 15.906 32978 1263.52 16.304
1 yr 32238 1235.17 15.938 32722 1253.7

2
16.177 33215 1272.61 16.421 34045 1304.41 16.831

18 m 33245 1273.75 16.436 33744 1292.8
7

16.682 34252 1312.34 16.933 35108 1345.13 17.357
2 yr 35269 1351.30 17.436 35798 1371.5

7
17.698 36337 1392.22 17.964 37245 1427.01 18.413

3 yr 37292 1428.81 18.436 37851 1450.2
3

18.713 38420 1472.03 18.994 39381 1508.85 19.469
4 yr 39314 1506.28 19.436 39904 1528.8

9
19.728 40505 1551.92 20.025 41518 1590.73 20.526

5 yr 41340 1583.91 20.438 41960 1607.6
6

20.744 42592 1631.88 21.056 43657 1672.68 21.583
6 yr 45189 1731.38 22.340 45867 1757.3

6
22.676 46557 1783.79 23.017 47721 1828.39 23.592
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N-5
Start 32902 1260.61 16.266 33396 1279.5

4
16.510 33899 1298.81 16.759 34746 1331.26 17.178

6 m 33911 1299.27 16.765 34420 1318.7
7

17.016 34938 1338.62 17.273 35811 1372.07 17.704
1 yr 34918 1337.85 17.263 35442 1357.9

3
17.522 35975 1378.35 17.785 36874 1412.80 18.230

18 m 35928 1376.55 17.762 36467 1397.2
0

18.028 37015 1418.20 18.299 37940 1453.64 18.757
2 yr 36936 1415.17 18.260 37490 1436.4

0
18.534 38054 1458.01 18.813 39005 1494.44 19.283

3 yr 38962 1492.80 19.262 39546 1515.1
7

19.551 40141 1537.97 19.845 41145 1576.44 20.341
4 yr 40982 1570.19 20.261 41597 1593.7

5
20.565 42223 1617.74 20.874 43279 1658.20 21.396

5 yr 43006 1647.74 21.261 43651 1672.4
5

21.580 44308 1697.62 21.905 45416 1740.08 22.453
6 yr 46219 1770.84 22.850 46912 1797.3

9
23.192 47618 1824.44 23.541 48808 1870.04 24.130

N-5A
Start 37851 1450.23 18.713 38419 1471.9

9
18.993 38997 1494.14 19.279 39972 1531.49 19.761

1 yr 40826 1564.21 20.183 41438 1587.6
6

20.486 42061 1611.53 20.794 43113 1651.84 21.314
2 yr 43799 1678.12 21.653 44456 1703.3

0
21.978 45125 1728.93 22.309 46253 1772.15 22.866

3 yr 47284 1811.65 23.376 47993 1838.8
1

23.727 48715 1866.48 24.084 49933 1913.14 24.686
N-5B
Start 38754 1484.83 19.159 39335 1507.0

9
19.446 39927 1529.77 19.739 40925 1568.01 20.232
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Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly
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1 yr 41799 1601.49 20.664 42426 1625.5
2

20.974 43064 1649.96 21.290 44141 1691.23 21.822
2 yr 44840 1718.01 22.168 45513 1743.7

9
22.501 46198 1770.04 22.839 47353 1814.29 23.410

3 yr 48411 1854.83 23.933 49137 1882.6
4

24.292 49877 1911.00 24.658 51124 1958.77 25.275
N-6
Start 39820 1525.67 19.686 40417 1548.5

4
19.981 41025 1571.84 20.282 42051 1611.15 20.789

1 yr 42947 1645.48 21.232 43591 1670.1
5

21.550 44247 1695.29 21.875 45353 1737.66 22.421
2 yr 46074 1765.29 22.778 46765 1791.7

6
23.120 47469 1818.74 23.468 48656 1864.21 24.054

3 yr 49744 1905.90 24.592 50490 1934.4
8

24.961 51249 1963.56 25.336 52530 2012.64 25.970
N-7
Start 41566 1592.57 20.549 42189 1616.4

4
20.857 42824 1640.77 21.171 43895 1681.80 21.701

1 yr 44695 1712.45 22.096 45365 1738.1
2

22.427 46048 1764.29 22.765 47199 1808.39 23.334
2 yr 47824 1832.34 23.643 48541 1859.8

1
23.998 49272 1887.82 24.359 50504 1935.02 24.968

3 yr 51499 1973.14 25.460 52271 2002.7
2

25.842 53057 2032.84 26.230 54383 2083.64 26.886
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N-8
Start 43214 1655.71 21.364 43862 1680.5

4
21.684 44522 1705.82 22.011 45635 1748.47 22.561

1 yr 46342 1775.56 22.910 47037 1802.1
8

23.254 47745 1829.31 23.604 48939 1875.06 24.194
2 yr 49470 1895.40 24.457 50212 1923.8

3
24.824 50968 1952.80 25.197 52242 2001.61 25.827

3 yr 53151 2036.44 26.277 53948 2066.9
7

26.671 54760 2098.08 27.072 56129 2150.54 27.749
MS-3 MANAGEMENT SCALE GROUP
Start 51834 1985.98 25.626 52612 2015.7

9
26.010 53404 2046.13 26.402 54739 2097.28 27.062

1 yr 54342 2082.07 26.865 55157 2113.3
0

27.268 55987 2145.10 27.679 57387 2198.74 28.371
2 yr 56849 2178.12 28.105 57702 2210.8

0
28.527 58571 2244.10 28.956 60035 2300.19 29.680

3 yr 59354 2274.10 29.343 60244 2308.2
0

29.783 61150 2342.91 30.231 62679 2401.49 30.987
M-A MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGIST GROUP
Start 32671 1251.76 16.152 33161 1270.5

4
16.394 33660 1289.66 16.641 34502 1321.92 17.057

6 m 34102 1306.59 16.859 34614 1326.2
1

17.112 35135 1346.17 17.370 36013 1379.81 17.804
1 yr 35533 1361.42 17.567 36066 1381.8

4
17.830 36608 1402.61 18.098 37523 1437.66 18.550

18 m 36965 1416.28 18.275 37519 1437.5
1

18.549 38084 1459.16 18.828 39036 1495.63 19.298
2 yr 38396 1471.11 18.982 38972 1493.1

8
19.267 39559 1515.67 19.557 40548 1553.56 20.046

3 yr 39827 1525.94 19.690 40424 1548.8
1

19.985 41032 1572.11 20.285 42058 1611.42 20.792



2001/07/01 2001/12/02 2001/12/31 2002/07/01
Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly
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4 yr 41256 1580.69 20.396 41875 1604.4
1

20.702 42505 1628.54 21.013 43568 1669.27 21.539
5 yr 42997 1647.39 21.257 43642 1672.1

1
21.576 44299 1697.28 21.900 45406 1739.69 22.448

M-B
Start 43643 1672.15 21.576 44298 1697.2

4
21.900 44964 1722.76 22.229 46088 1765.82 22.785

1 yr 45552 1745.29 22.520 46235 1771.4
6

22.857 46931 1798.12 23.202 48104 1843.07 23.781
2 yr 47459 1818.35 23.463 48171 1845.6

3
23.815 48896 1873.41 24.173 50118 1920.23 24.777

3 yr 49368 1891.49 24.406 50109 1919.8
9

24.773 50864 1948.81 25.146 52136 1997.55 25.775
4 yr 51582 1976.32 25.501 52356 2005.9

8
25.884 53144 2036.17 26.273 54473 2087.09 26.930

M-BI
Start 45826 1755.79 22.655 46513 1782.1

1
22.995 47213 1808.93 23.341 48393 1854.14 23.924

1 yr 47828 1832.49 23.645 48545 1859.9
6

24.000 49276 1887.97 24.361 50508 1935.17 24.970
2 yr 49832 1909.27 24.636 50579 1937.8

9
25.005 51340 1967.05 25.381 52624 2016.25 26.016

3 yr 51837 1986.09 25.627 52615 2015.9
0

26.012 53407 2046.25 26.403 54742 2097.39 27.063
4 yr 54162 2075.17 26.776 54974 2106.2

8
27.178 55801 2137.97 27.587 57196 2191.42 28.276
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MC
Start 46501 1781.65 22.989 47199 1808.3

9
23.334 47909 1835.59 23.685 49107 1881.49 24.277

1 yr 48887 1873.07 24.169 49620 1901.1
5

24.531 50367 1929.77 24.900 51626 1978.01 25.523
2 yr 51273 1964.48 25.348 52042 1993.9

5
25.728 52825 2023.95 26.115 54146 2074.56 26.769

3 yr 53657 2055.82 26.527 54462 2086.6
7

26.925 55281 2118.05 27.330 56663 2171.00 28.013
4 yr 56355 2159.20 27.861 57200 2191.5

7
28.278 58061 2224.56 28.704 59513 2280.19 29.422

M-CI
Start 48826 1870.73 24.138 49558 1898.7

7
24.500 50304 1927.36 24.869 51562 1975.56 25.491

1 yr 51332 1966.74 25.377 52102 1996.2
5

25.758 52887 2026.32 26.146 54209 2076.97 26.800
2 yr 53836 2062.68 26.615 54644 2093.6

4
27.015 55466 2125.13 27.421 56853 2178.28 28.107

3 yr 56340 2158.62 27.853 57185 2191.0
0

28.271 58046 2223.98 28.697 59497 2279.58 29.414
4 yr 59174 2267.20 29.254 60062 2301.2

3
29.693 60966 2335.86 30.140 62490 2394.25 30.894

MM
Start 51150 1959.77 25.287 51917 1989.1

6
25.667 52699 2019.12 26.053 54016 2069.58 26.704

1 yr 53776 2060.38 26.586 54583 2091.3
0

26.985 55405 2122.80 27.391 56790 2175.86 28.076
2 yr 56400 2160.92 27.883 57246 2193.3

3
28.301 58107 2226.32 28.727 59560 2281.99 29.445

3 yr 59023 2261.42 29.180 59908 2295.3
3

29.617 60810 2329.89 30.063 62330 2388.12 30.814
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Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly Ann Bi-W Hrly
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4 yr 61991 2375.13 30.647 62921 2410.7
7

31.107 63868 2447.05 31.575 65465 2508.24 32.364
M-D
Start 50558 1937.09 24.995 51316 1966.1

3
25.369 52089 1995.75 25.752 53391 2045.63 26.395

1 yr 53420 2046.74 26.410 54221 2077.4
3

26.806 55037 2108.70 27.209 56413 2161.42 27.889
2 yr 56278 2156.25 27.823 57122 2188.5

8
28.240 57982 2221.53 28.665 59432 2277.09 29.382

3 yr 59146 2266.13 29.240 60033 2300.1
1

29.679 60936 2334.71 30.125 62459 2393.07 30.878
4 yr 62313 2387.47 30.806 63248 2423.3

0
31.268 64200 2459.77 31.739 65805 2521.26 32.532

M-DI
Start 53084 2033.87 26.243 53880 2064.3

7
26.637 54690 2095.40 27.037 56057 2147.78 27.713

1 yr 56090 2149.04 27.730 56931 2181.2
6

28.145 57788 2214.10 28.569 59233 2269.46 29.283
2 yr 59092 2264.06 29.214 59978 2298.0

1
29.652 60881 2332.61 30.098 62403 2390.92 30.851

3 yr 62102 2379.39 30.702 63034 2415.1
0

31.163 63982 2451.42 31.631 65582 2512.72 32.422
4 yr 65428 2506.82 32.346 66409 2544.4

1
32.831 67408 2582.68 33.325 69093 2647.24 34.158
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C-2 PRODUCTION GROUP
Start 28402 1088.20 14.041 28828 1104.5

2
14.252 29262 1121.15 14.466 29994 1149.20 14.828

1 yr 29147 1116.74 14.410 29584 1133.4
9

14.626 30029 1150.54 14.846 30780 1179.31 15.217
2 yr 29916 1146.21 14.790 30365 1163.4

1
15.012 30822 1180.92 15.238 31593 1210.46 15.619

3 yr 30709 1176.59 15.182 31170 1194.2
5

15.410 31639 1212.22 15.642 32430 1242.53 16.033
C-3
Start 30709 1176.59 15.182 31170 1194.2

5
15.410 31639 1212.22 15.642 32430 1242.53 16.033

1 yr 31518 1207.59 15.582 31991 1225.7
1

15.816 32473 1244.18 16.054 33285 1275.29 16.455
2 yr 32349 1239.43 15.993 32834 1258.0

1
16.232 33328 1276.93 16.477 34161 1308.85 16.888

3 yr 33203 1272.15 16.415 33701 1291.2
3

16.661 34209 1310.69 16.912 35064 1343.45 17.335
C-4  
Start 33203 1272.15 16.415 33701 1291.2

3
16.661 34209 1310.69 16.912 35064 1343.45 17.335

1 yr 34081 1305.79 16.849 34592 1325.3
6

17.101 35113 1345.33 17.359 35991 1378.97 17.793
2 yr 34980 1340.23 17.293 35505 1360.3

4
17.553 36040 1380.84 17.817 36941 1415.36 18.263

3 yr 35905 1375.67 17.751 36444 1396.3
2

18.017 36992 1417.32 18.288 37917 1452.76 18.745
C-5
Start 35905 1375.67 17.751 36444 1396.3

2
18.017 36992 1417.32 18.288 37917 1452.76 18.745
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1 yr 36849 1411.84 18.217 37402 1433.0
3

18.491 37965 1454.60 18.769 38914 1490.96 19.238
2 yr 37822 1449.12 18.698 38389 1470.8

4
18.979 38967 1492.99 19.264 39941 1530.31 19.746

3 yr 38820 1487.36 19.192 39402 1509.6
6

19.479 39995 1532.38 19.773 40995 1570.69 20.267
C-6
Start 38820 1487.36 19.192 39402 1509.6

6
19.479 39995 1532.38 19.773 40995 1570.69 20.267

1 yr 39846 1526.67 19.699 40444 1549.5
8

19.995 41052 1572.87 20.295 42078 1612.18 20.802
2 yr 40896 1566.90 20.218 41509 1590.3

8
20.521 42134 1614.33 20.830 43187 1654.67 21.351

3 yr 41974 1608.20 20.751 42604 1632.3
4

21.062 43245 1656.90 21.379 44326 1698.31 21.914
C-7
Start 41974 1608.20 20.751 42604 1632.3

4
21.062 43245 1656.90 21.379 44326 1698.31 21.914

1 yr 43081 1650.61 21.298 43727 1675.3
6

21.618 44385 1700.57 21.943 45495 1743.10 22.492
2 yr 44219 1694.21 21.861 44882 1719.6

2
22.189 45557 1745.48 22.522 46696 1789.12 23.085

3 yr 45385 1738.89 22.437 46066 1764.9
8

22.774 46759 1791.53 23.117 47928 1836.32 23.694
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C-8
Start 45385 1738.89 22.437 46066 1764.9

8
22.774 46759 1791.53 23.117 47928 1836.32 23.694

1 yr 46584 1784.83 23.030 47283 1811.6
1

23.376 47994 1838.85 23.727 49194 1884.83 24.320
2 yr 47815 1831.99 23.639 48532 1859.4

6
23.993 49263 1887.47 24.354 50495 1934.67 24.964

3 yr 49073 1880.19 24.261 49809 1908.3
9

24.624 50559 1937.13 24.995 51823 1985.56 25.620
C-9
Start 49073 1880.19 24.261 49809 1908.3

9
24.624 50559 1937.13 24.995 51823 1985.56 25.620

1 yr 50369 1929.85 24.901 51125 1958.8
1

25.275 51895 1988.31 25.656 53192 2038.01 26.297
2 yr 51697 1980.73 25.558 52472 2010.4

2
25.941 53261 2040.65 26.331 54593 2091.69 26.989

3 yr 53060 2032.95 26.232 53856 2063.4
5

26.625 54666 2094.48 27.026 56033 2146.86 27.701
D-1 DESIGN GROUP

0Start 44271 1696.21 21.887 44935 1721.6
5

22.215 45612 1747.59 22.549 46752 1791.26 23.113
1 yr 46576 1784.52 23.026 47275 1811.3

0
23.372 47986 1838.54 23.723 49186 1884.52 24.316

2 yr 48877 1872.68 24.164 49610 1900.7
7

24.526 50357 1929.39 24.895 51616 1977.62 25.518
D-2
Start 51186 1961.15 25.305 51954 1990.5

7
25.685 52736 2020.54 26.071 54054 2071.03 26.723

1 yr 53490 2049.43 26.444 54292 2080.1
5

26.841 55109 2111.46 27.245 56487 2164.25 27.926
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2 yr 55793 2137.66 27.583 56630 2169.7
3

27.997 57482 2202.38 28.418 58919 2257.43 29.128
D-3
Start 58095 2225.86 28.721 58966 2259.2

3
29.151 59854 2293.26 29.590 61350 2350.57 30.330

1 yr 60397 2314.06 29.859 61303 2348.7
7

30.307 62226 2384.14 30.763 63782 2443.75 31.532
2 yr 62699 2402.26 30.997 63639 2438.2

8
31.462 64597 2474.98 31.935 66212 2536.86 32.734

Hy1 HYBRID GROUP
Start 43596 1670.34 21.553 44250 1695.4

0
21.876 44916 1720.92 22.205 46039 1763.95 22.761

1 yr 47037 1802.18 23.254 47743 1829.2
3

23.603 48462 1856.78 23.958 49674 1903.22 24.558
2 yr 48759 1868.16 24.105 49490 1896.1

7
24.467 50234 1924.67 24.835 51490 1972.80 25.455

3 yr 52201 2000.04 25.807 52984 2030.0
4

26.194 53781 2060.57 26.588 55126 2112.11 27.253
4 yr 54274 2079.46 26.832 55088 2110.6

5
27.234 55917 2142.41 27.644 57315 2195.98 28.335

5 yr 56903 2180.19 28.132 57757 2212.9
1

28.554 58626 2246.21 28.983 60092 2302.38 29.708
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Hy2
Start 52859 2025.25 26.132 53652 2055.6

3
26.524 54459 2086.55 26.923 55820 2138.70 27.596

1 yr 54168 2075.40 26.779 54981 2106.5
5

27.181 55809 2138.28 27.591 57204 2191.72 28.280
2 yr 55953 2143.79 27.662 56792 2175.9

4
28.077 57647 2208.70 28.499 59088 2263.91 29.212

3 yr 58336 2235.10 28.840 59211 2268.6
2

29.273 60102 2302.76 29.713 61605 2360.34 30.456
4 yr 61907 2371.92 30.605 62836 2407.5

1
31.065 63782 2443.75 31.532 65377 2504.87 32.321

Hy3
Start 48010 1839.46 23.735 48730 1867.0

5
24.091 49464 1895.17 24.454 50701 1942.57 25.065

1 yr 51453 1971.38 25.437 52225 2000.9
6

25.819 53011 2031.07 26.207 54336 2081.84 26.862
2 yr 53174 2037.32 26.288 53972 2067.8

9
26.682 54784 2099.00 27.084 56154 2151.49 27.761

3 yr 56616 2169.20 27.990 57465 2201.7
2

28.409 58330 2234.87 28.837 59788 2290.73 29.558
4 yr 58688 2248.58 29.014 59568 2282.3

0
29.449 60465 2316.67 29.892 61977 2374.60 30.640

5 yr 61362 2351.03 30.336 62282 2386.2
8

30.791 63219 2422.18 31.254 64799 2482.72 32.035
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Hy4
Start 56789 2175.82 28.075 57641 2208.4

7
28.496 58508 2241.69 28.925 59971 2297.74 29.648

1 yr 59083 2263.72 29.209 59969 2297.6
6

29.647 60872 2332.26 30.094 62394 2390.57 30.846
2 yr 61378 2351.65 30.344 62299 2386.9

3
30.799 63236 2422.84 31.262 64817 2483.41 32.044

3 yr 63673 2439.58 31.478 64628 2476.1
7

31.951 65601 2513.45 32.432 67241 2576.28 33.242
4 yr 65394 2505.52 32.329 66375 2543.1

0
32.814 67374 2581.38 33.308 69058 2645.90 34.141

5 yr 68664 2630.80 33.946 69694 2670.2
7

34.455 70742 2710.42 34.973 72511 2778.20 35.848
Hy5
Start 56903 2180.19 28.132 57757 2212.9

1
28.554 58626 2246.21 28.983 60092 2302.38 29.708

1 yr 59201 2268.24 29.268 60089 2302.2
6

29.707 60993 2336.90 30.154 62518 2395.33 30.907
2 yr 61501 2356.36 30.405 62424 2391.7

2
30.861 63363 2427.70 31.325 64947 2488.39 32.108

3 yr 63801 2444.48 31.542 64758 2481.1
5

32.015 65733 2518.51 32.497 67376 2581.46 33.309
4 yr 65526 2510.57 32.395 66509 2548.2

4
32.880 67510 2586.59 33.375 69198 2651.26 34.210

5 yr 68802 2636.09 34.014 69834 2675.6
3

34.524 70885 2715.90 35.044 72657 2783.79 35.920
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GENERAL SALARY 7
PROVISIONS

Employees shall be paid according to the wage 7.1
schedule of the classification to which they are assigned.

When a temporary employee is rehired, within a 7.1.1
twelve (12) month period, into the same group or into a 
lower group than the one previously employed, the 
employee shall receive credit for previously accumulated 
time, calculated to the last completed month of service. 
Such service credits shall determine the wage level within 
the group to which the temporary employee is rehired.

Progression up the salary schedule within each 7.2
classification shall automatically occur on the first day of 
the first two (2) week pay period nearest the employee’s 
semi-annual or annual anniversary date of appointment, 
transfer or promotion to the wage classification.

When an employee is transferred into a higher 7.3
pay classification, the employee shall move into the 
higher salary scale and receive at least the equivalent of 
one (1) full increment of the former group, and shall 
automatically progress upward on the first day of the first 
two (2) week period nearest the annual anniversary date 
of the upgrading.

An employee who has been promoted and is not 7.3.1
confirmed and elects not to accept the promotion during 
the trial period will be returned to the employee’s previous 
classification at the previous rate of pay.

Employees carrying out job functions of a wage 7.4
group lower than the one for which they are presently 
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classified will continue to progress to the top of the higher 
wage group and shall receive all salary increases and 
fringe benefits accorded to other employees in the higher 
wage group and, should they be required to perform 
duties described in that higher wage group, they shall not 
be entitled to pay for upgrading. 
The Corporation undertakes to place such employees in 
a vacant job falling within their wage group without the 
necessity of such employees applying for such positions.

If an employee requests to be permanently 7.4.1
based in a job which falls within a lower wage group, then 
the employee shall maintain the current salary level and 
anniversary date and shall progress to the next higher 
salary level in the lower wage group upon the employee’s 
anniversary date.  However, if the current salary level is 
more than the maximum salary level for the lower wage 
group, the employee’s salary will be reduced to the 
maximum level of the lower wage group.

The Corporation will notify the National Offices of 7.4.2
the Union of such regrouping.

 Employees on National payroll will be paid 7.5
through direct deposit, and employees on local payrolls 
will be paid by cheque on a bi-weekly basis with pay day 
occurring on the second Thursday following each 
fourteen (14) day period which begins on Monday and 
ends on Sunday.

The Corporation shall continue to provide a 7.5.1
Statement of Earnings paid in accordance with the current 
payroll system.

6.6 Those employees who receive a salary 
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advance as a result of the change in payroll schedule in 
May 1998 will have the salary advance recovered upon 
termination of employment.

WORK WEEK AND DAYS-OFF8
The following provisions of this Article, when 8.1

Local Union approval is received, may be modified at the 
request of two-thirds (2/3) majority of the employees 
concerned. Such modification shall require Local 
Management approval and prior to implementation, 
approval of the parties at the National Level.  Such 
approval will not be unreasonably withheld.

The work week shall be 38 3/4 hrs and shall 8.2
commence at 0001 hours Monday. The hours of work 
shall be exclusive of meal periods, but inclusive of break 
periods.

There shall be a minimum of two (2) consecutive 8.3
days-off which shall be referred to hereinafter as 
scheduled days-off.  These two scheduled days off may 
be in separate work weeks, i.e., Sunday and Monday.
The movement into such days-off can only be 
accomplished by the assignment of the days-off as 
Saturday and Sunday in the week immediately preceding 
the week in which the days-off are split.  Subject to the 
provisions of Article 17.2, the pattern of Sunday-Monday 
as days-off may then continue but may only be exited from 
by scheduling Monday and Tuesday as days-off in the 
week following the last week in which the days-off were 
split.

The pattern should be as follows:
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M T W T F S S

IN --- --- -- -- -- D/O D/O

D/O --- -- -- -- --- D/O

D/O D/O -- -- -- --- --- OUT

The Corporation shall schedule such days-off to 8.3.1
include both Saturday and Sunday as frequently as 
possible.  Unless otherwise agreed to by the employee 
and the Corporation, Saturday and Sunday shall be 
scheduled as days-off at least twelve times (12x) a year.  
In any event, days-off shall include Saturday or Sunday or 
both at least fifteen times (15x) a year including days-off 
scheduled consecutive with or during periods of leave.

The five (5) days in any work week need not 8.4
necessarily be consecutive, they may be separated by 
days-off or statutory holidays.

Scheduled days-off, for whatever purpose, shall 8.5
consist of twenty-four (24) hours for each scheduled day-
off.

Scheduled days off can be consecutive with, 8.6
separated by, or separate from statutory holidays. Days 
off may not be scheduled on a statutory holiday (see 
Article 17.2).

Work performed on a day-off or a statutory 8.6.1
holiday will be credited on a one and one-half (1 1/2) 
times basis with a minimum credit of seven and three-
quarter (7 3/4) hours.  Work performed beyond twelve (12) 
hours will be credited on an extra one-half times (1/2) 
basis.
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Work on a second scheduled day-off will be 8.6.2
credited on a two (2) times basis with a minimum credit 
of seven and three-quarter (7 3/4) hours.  Work performed 
beyond twelve (12) hours will be credited on an extra one-
half (1/2) times basis.

An employee may refuse to work on a day(s)-off 8.7
as referred to in Article 7.3. This right of refusal shall not 
apply to work on a day-off scheduled in accordance with 
Article 9.1. However, in the event all available employees 
who normally perform the duties required, refuse to work, 
the Corporation may assign the work to one of the 
employees in the group who normally performs these 
duties. An available employee shall be understood to be 
an employee who can be contacted and who can report 
for work within a reasonable period of time.

Notice of cancellation of unscheduled work on a 8.7.1
day-off or on a holiday (as defined in Article 17.1) shall be 
given not later than 1700 hours of the previous day. If 
such notice is not given, the employee shall be paid for 
his normal shift at the appropriate rate.

SHIFTS9
A shift is defined as the hours in a day 9.1

scheduled and/or assigned to an employee with a 
standard working day of: 7 3/4 hrs
The shift includes break periods and clean-up time but 
does not include time worked as Call Back (Article 14) or 
meal periods given in accordance with Article 10, 
calculated to the end of the last quarter (1/4) hour in which 
work was performed.
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The necessity for clean-up time and the amount of time 
required in any instance will be determined by 
Management.

A shift that extends beyond midnight shall be considered 
as falling wholly within the calendar day in which it starts.

An employee's shift shall not commence later 9.1.1
than 2000 hours of the day prior to a day(s)-off.

Any work day that is broken through authorized 9.2
absence with pay (e.g., short term disability, annual, 
special leave or any other absence with pay) will not 
reduce the minimum shift but will reduce any overtime 
hours by one (1) hour for each hour of absence.
Absence without pay will reduce the shift by one (1) hour 
for each hour of absence.

An employee's time card shall not be changed 9.3
without notification to the employee when such change 
results in a reduction of the employee's claim.  Such 
notification must be within ten (10) work days of the 
discovery of the error causing such reduction.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 8.3, at 9.3.1
the employee's request, the employee may have access 
to the time records for each overtime period.

SCHEDULING10
Each employee's schedule for any week shall be 10.1

posted as early as possible but in no event later than 
1700 hours Friday of the second week prior to the week in 
question. This posting shall include days off, the starting 
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and finishing times, and the duration of the meal 
period(s) for each work day of the week.

Posted schedules, including days off, may be 10.2
changed no later than the end of a shift the day before for 
the following reasons:

authorized Union activity with pay,n

events of major political, economic, or social n
importance of which the Corporation had not or could 
not be expected to have prior knowledge, (i.e. death 
of a politician or a celebrity, a disaster or a sudden 
national or world crisis or national/international 
sports playoffs).

For employees assigned to TV Drama 10.3
productions, TV Variety productions, Mobiles (TV and/or 
Radio), and out-of-town assignments, schedules except 
days off may be changed for such assignments only 
while on such assignments, and no later than the end of 
the shift the day before.

Changes in posted days-off may be made only 10.4
with the written consent of the employee.
Other changes in scheduled working hours may be made 
seventy-two (72) hours prior to the start of the employee’s 
scheduled start of shift or within seventy-two (72) hours 
with the employee’s consent.

Schedules except days off may also be changed 10.5
as soon as possible but no later than the end of the shift 
the day before where there are circumstances beyond the 
Corporation’s control.  Examples of such circumstances 
could be weather, power failures, unexpected illness 
cover-off.
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Cancellation of scheduled work on a day off may 10.6
only be made for the reasons contained in 9.2 and 9.5  
and no later than the end of the shift the day before.  
Where the day off to be worked was not on the original 
posted schedule, the provisions of article 7.7.1 will 
apply.

The posting of weekly schedules and any 10.7
subsequent posted changes to these schedules shall be 
considered to be notification to the employees except that:

when such posting will not notify the employee of a n
change in schedule within the required time limits, 
notice shall only be considered given as of the time it 
is communicated to the employee personally, or is 
conveyed to a responsible person at the employee’s 
residence in such a manner as to be reasonably 
certain of being communicated to the employee.

Prior to going on leave of five (5) days or more, an 
employee shall be given in writing a pre-arranged time to 
report back.  This time, however, may be rescheduled 
later, but not earlier than the pre-arranged time.  It is the 
Corporation's responsibility to inform the employee of any 
change in schedule.

It is the responsibility of an employee to report to 10.8
the supervisor in charge of scheduling as early as 
possible when the employee is going to be absent from 
an assignment.  It is the intent that this advice shall be 
given to the supervisor at least one (1) hour in advance of 
the scheduled starting time.

It is the responsibility of an employee to report to 10.8.1
the supervisor in charge of scheduling advising as early 
as possible of availability for duty following absence due 
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to illness.

ASSIGNMENT OF MEAL AND 11
BREAK PERIODS

The provisions of this Article may be modified by 11.1
mutual agreement of the parties at the Local Level.  Prior 
to implementation such modifications must be approved 
by the parties at the National Level.

Break periods are considered as time worked, 11.2
except as provided herein.  Meal periods are not 
considered as time worked.

Meal Periods - Duration thirty (30) or sixty 
(60) minutes

 A meal period of thirty (30) minutes or sixty 11.3
(60) minutes shall be assigned and given as close to 
the mid-point of the employee’s shift, subject to 
operational requirements.

The Corporation will provide sufficient time in 11.3.1
addition to meal periods to an employee on remote 
assignment when suitable eating facilities are not 
available or provided on location.

In shifts of eight (8) hours or more subsequent 11.4
meal periods will be scheduled within the fourth, fifth or 
sixth hours since the last meal period should have been 
completed.

Twelve dollars ($12.00) shall be allowed to 11.5
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compensate for the cost of each of the second and 
subsequent meals after twelve (12) hours.

The twelve dollar ($12.00) meal payment 11.5.1
provided in 10.5 shall not apply when:

travelling on common carrier where the carrier n
provides a meal,
an employee on remote assignment is entitled to n
compensation for meals through travelling,
meal is provided (consideration will be given to n
special dietary needs where it is known in advance).

The parties recognize employees’ desire to drink 11.6
coffee or other beverages at their work places.  The 
guidelines for such consumption shall be determined by 
local joint committees, taking into account specific 
requirements of different work places.

Break Periods - minimum duration fifteen 
(15) minutes

Employees shall be entitled, during a shift, to two 11.7
(2) break periods which may be taken away from their 
immediate work area.  The first break period will be given 
between the employee’s starting time and their first meal 
period, and the second between the end of the first meal 
period and their finishing time, and in shifts over eight (8) 
hours, additional fifteen (15) minute break periods will be 
given within each additional four (4) hour period.

Emergency Response
The Corporation must be able to respond to 11.8

emergency situations and therefore personnel in 
transmitter maintenance may be required to carry a 
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communication device such as a beeper or cellular 
phone for the duration of their shift including meal and 
break periods.  Where a meal period is terminated for 
such personnel, as a response to an emergency 
situation, the employee will be compensated at one and 
one half (1 1/2) times basic rate for such meal periods. 

OVERTIME12
Overtime shall be paid at one and one-half (1 12.1

1/2) times the basic hourly rate for all hours worked in 
excess of a daily shift as defined in 8.1, to a maximum of 
twelve (12) hours. Hours worked in excess of twelve (12) 
hours shall be paid at two (2) times the basic hourly rate.  
Overtime shall be computed to the end of the last quarter 
(1/4) hour worked.

Work performed on a day-off or a statutory 12.2
holiday will be credited on a one and one-half (1 1/2) 
times basis with a minimum credit of seven and three-
quarter (7 3/4) hours.  Work performed beyond twelve (12) 
hours will be credited on an extra one-half times (1/2) 
basis.

Work on a second scheduled day-off will be 12.3
credited on a two (2) times basis with a minimum credit 
of seven and three-quarter (7 3/4) hours.  Work performed 
beyond twelve (12) hours will be credited on an extra one-
half (1/2) times basis.

It is the intention of the Corporation to provide 12.4
employees with as much advance notice of extra hours to 
a shift as possible.

The Corporation will, wherever possible, assign 12.4.1
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overtime in such a manner so as to try to equalize the 
opportunities among those qualified and willing to work 
the overtime, on a departmental basis.

Banking of Time Off in Lieu
 Subject to making intentions known on a time 12.5

record, an employee may elect to accumulate overtime 
hours and take in each fiscal year leave in lieu of pay for 
work performed beyond the scheduled work day, on a 
scheduled day-off or holiday converted to basic hours, in 
addition to hours accumulated in displaced meals.  By 
mutual agreement, the employees may add such time off 
to annual leave credits or it may be taken at other times.

However, the leave credit option applies only to i)
the equivalent of half or full days based on the 
accumulated work hours of eligibility.  Any hours in 
excess of this eligibility will be paid at the appropriate 
rate.

Within the fiscal year in which it was earned, an ii)
employee has the right at any time to request payment for 
this leave payable at the rate it was originally earned.

Such accumulated time may be taken off at iii)
times mutually agreeable to the employee and the 
Corporation. However, the Corporation may, on a 
quarterly basis, "buy-back" at the basic rate, accumulated 
time not used during the preceding quarter(s).

Following the end of a calendar year, the 12.5.2
Corporation may "buy back" at the rate originally earned, 
any days outstanding that is any days that have not been 
taken or ear-marked to be taken in conjunction with the 
following year's annual leave or such other time as 
mutually agreed to. Such arrangement must be made by 
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January 15 of the following year. 

If the agreed to schedule for disposition of remaining time 
in lieu credits cannot be met or rescheduled by mutual 
agreement, the Corporation will pay such credits in the 
next overtime period at the rate originally earned.

While such time off may, by mutual agreement, be added 
to an employee's annual leave, it is clearly understood 
that time off in lieu may not interfere with another 
employee's right to take annual leave, i.e. annual leave 
has clear priority over an employee's time off in lieu 
request.

Regardless, the employee is entitled to begin a new 
accumulation of lieu days for the new year even though 
the employee has lieu credits from the previous year, ear-
marked for the next fiscal year.

The parties, recognizing that time off in lieu may be 
difficult to arrange at times, agree that the intent of this 
Article is to allow members of the bargaining unit to take 
their "lieu time" as time off instead of being paid. Best 
efforts must be made to meet this intent and schedule 
such time off.

It is agreed that other options to daily overtime 12.6
are available such as:

Prepayment of overtime;i)

Buy-out of expected overtime;ii)
In certain circumstances, the parties agree that these 
options where mutually agreed can be utilized.

SELF-ASSIGNING 13
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EMPLOYEES
There will be two categories of self-assigning 13.1

employees:

Self-assigning (scheduled):i)
Employees in this category will have days of work posted 
but not hours.  When required and authorized to work 
overtime, work on a day off or on a statutory holiday they 
will be paid in accordance with the overtime provisions of 
this agreement.

Such employees will generally determine their hours of 
work and taking of meals.  Except for circumstances out 
of the employee’s control (e.g. weather, power failures or 
unexpected illness cover-off) the following provisions of 
the Collective Agreement do not apply: work week and 
days off, shift schedules, call-back, turn-around period, 
posting of schedules, change of schedules, meal 
periods.

Examples of such employees may be:

Remote Area Transmitter Techniciann

System Technologist/Consulting Technologistn

Supervising Techniciann

Training Officern

Designern

Self-assigning (unscheduled):ii)
Employees in this category will not be scheduled or 
assigned hours or days of work but will arrange his/her 
hours, days of work and days-off in order to complete their 
assignment.  Such assignment would be a specific 
project with an allotted number of hours for completion, 
and Management will determine the number of hours.
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If a project requires overtime, the overtime requirements 
will be mutually agreed in advance and re-confirmed 
regularly for the duration of the project.  Such overtime will 
be paid at time and one half (1 1/2) of basic rate or taken 
as time off in lieu.

Employees in this category will determine their hours of 
work and taking of meals.  The following provisions of the 
Collective Agreement do not apply to them: work week 
and days off, shift schedules, call-back, turn-around 
period, overtime, posting of schedules, change of 
schedules, meal periods.

Examples of such employees may be:

Recording Engineern

Post-Production Audio Engineern

VTR Production Editorn

Training Officern

Designern

It is mutually agreed that certain employees fall 13.2
into the self-assigning category on a regular basis and 
that others are self-assigning on a “per occasion” basis 
while engaged on specific projects of one week or more.

Employees will be advised two weeks in 13.2.1
advance of when they are expected to be self-assigning 
for a specific project.  That advice will include such things 
as the expected duration of the assignment.

Employees may request to be self-assigning.  13.3
Where it is in the mutual interest of the employee and the 
Corporation to have a self-assigning arrangement, 
approval will not be unreasonably withheld.
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With the exception of Remote Area Transmitter 13.4
Technicians (self-assigning (scheduled)), employees 
may refuse self-assigning status.

SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL14
For scheduled employees, all work performed 14.1

between midnight and 7:00 a.m. shall be compensated 
for at fifteen percent (15%) of the basic hourly rate in 
addition to regular salary.  This additional payment 
applies only to the time worked between midnight and 
7:00 a.m.
The minimum differential payment under this Article shall 
be $3.21.

Night shift differential shall not be deemed overtime or 
part of the base pay.

CALL-BACK15
Call-back occurs when a scheduled employee 15.1

after leaving work is required to report back to work to 
perform duties which are expected to be completed 
before the commencement of the employee’s next 
scheduled shift. Work on a day off will not be affected by 
the call back language.  (Employees who work a day off 
will be paid as per Article 11).  Call back cannot be 
scheduled.

An employee called back to work shall receive a 15.2
minimum of three (3) hours pay at time and one half 
times (1 1/2x) the regular rate or time and one half (1 1/2x) 
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the regular rate for all hours worked on such a call-back, 
whichever is greater.  Time worked shall be calculated 
from the time of the call.

An employee receiving telephone calls at home 15.3
from a supervisor or a person delegated by a supervisor, 
concerning urgent operational matters where they are 
required to work at home, will be compensated by one 
and one-half (1 1/2) hour’s pay at the basic rate.  Where a 
telephone call exceeds one hour, Clause 14.2 will apply.

Call-back does not apply to schedule changes or 15.4
when the Corporation requires an employee to attend a 
meeting on a regular day-off or before or after their shift.  
In such cases, the overtime provisions shall apply.

Cancellation of call-back before the employee 15.5
has left their residence will not require any payment.

This Article shall not apply to calls concerning 15.6
scheduling.

TURN-AROUND PERIOD AND 16
ENCROACHMENT

A minimum of eight (8) hours between shifts in 16.1
the posted work schedule.   The CBC will communicate 
this requirement to its management group.

For the sole purpose of computing 16.2
encroachment when a holiday is scheduled off and is not 
consecutive with days-off, there shall be thirty-two (32) 
hours between the end of the last shift before such 
holiday off and the beginning of the shift next following 
such holiday off.
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Problems associated with rotating shift patterns 16.3
will be reviewed by the Local Joint Committees in the best 
interest of the employees affected and operational 
requirements at the location.

For the purposes of calculating turnaround, 16.4
scheduled days-off, for whatever purpose, shall consist of 
twenty-four (24) hours for each scheduled day-off plus a 
turn-around period of eight (8) hours.

An extra day-off shall consist of twenty-four (24) 16.5
hours only when scheduled separately from regular days-
off. However, each extra day-off scheduled consecutive to 
scheduled day(s)-off will add twenty- four (24) hours to the 
period described in Article 15.4

TEMPORARY UPGRADES17
The Corporation has the right to temporarily 17.1

upgrade employees to meet operating requirements, 
provided that such activity does not avoid the filling of a 
vacancy.

Temporary needs in excess of twelve (12) 17.2
consecutive weeks will be posted locally for three (3) 
days.  The postings will contain the same information as 
is included in notices of vacancy for permanent work as 
described in Article 24 (Posting of Vacancies).

An employee shall have the right to refuse a 17.3
temporary upgrade or promotion and a refusal shall not 
prejudice their employment in any manner whatsoever. 
However, if no other candidate is found, the Corporation 
may assign.  Such assignments cannot be the subject of 
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disciplinary measures or performance reviews.

Employees temporarily upgraded to perform the 17.4
principal functions of a higher salary group within the 
bargaining unit for no longer than a period of four (4) 
consecutive work weeks, shall receive a flat amount per 
shift for the duration of the upgrade according to the 
following:

to a higher salary job within the entry leveln
$15.00

into the generalist level  $20.00n

to a higher salary job within the generalist leveln
$20.00

into the lead hand level $25.00n

to a higher salary job within the lead hand leveln
$25.00

into the specialist level $25.00n

to a higher salary job within the specialist leveln
$30.00

Employees assigned to work in a higher salary 17.4.1
group within the bargaining unit in excess of four (4) 
weeks will receive for the duration of the upgrade, the 
step of the higher salary group closest to their current 
salary which results in an increase, computed according 
to the promotion formula in Article 6.  Anniversary 
increases will also be provided in the higher group, and 
time spent working on this basis will count towards the 
anniversary increases in the higher group.

Employees performing the principal functions of 17.4.2
a higher salary group to cover meal and break periods to 
a maximum of one and one half (1 1/2) hours a day are 
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not eligible for an upgrade.

Where operational requirements permit, a 17.5
continuing employee who applies for a temporary 
promotion in their location, and meets the occupational 
qualifications for the temporary assignment, shall be 
granted the temporary promotion.
It is agreed that, while temporary promotions do not 
qualify an employee for permanent positions, experience 
gained during such promotions will be considered 
relative to subjective and objective criteria.  This Article 
16.5 is not subject to the grievance procedure.

During a temporary assignment to a 17.6
management position none of the provisions of the 
Collective Agreement shall apply.  The duration of the 
assignment will be to a period of up to two (2) years.  If 
the employee returns to the bargaining unit, the employee 
will return to the same position held prior to the temporary 
assignment and at the same salary plus any raises 
granted in the interim.  Employees will not be obliged to 
accept such a temporary assignment.

HOLIDAYS AND HOLIDAY PAY18
The following shall be paid holidays:18.1

New Year's Day,n

Good Friday,n

Easter Monday,n

the date proclaimed as the Reigning Monarch's n
Birthday,
Canada Day,n
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Labour Day,n

Thanksgiving Day,n

Remembrance Day,n

Christmas Day and Boxing Day,n

plus any day duly proclaimed by federal, provincial or 
municipal authority as a public holiday in the area in 
which the place of employment is located.

In addition, any other holiday so declared by the 18.1.1
Corporation and granted to other staff as a whole, either 
locally or nationally, shall also be given to employees 
covered by this Agreement in the area affected. 
Employees in P.E.I. shall receive a paid holiday on the 
first Monday in August until such time as the Provincial or 
Municipal authority declares a public holiday for P.E.I. The 
Corporate Human Resources Leave Policy will apply to 
the declaration of additional holidays at Christmas and 
New Year's.

Days-off may fall in separate work weeks or the 18.2
following work week when adjacent to or separated by 
one (1) or more holidays and when no work is scheduled 
on the holiday(s).
E.g.: Holiday on Saturday, days off may be Thursday-
Friday, Friday-Sunday or Sunday-Monday.  Holiday on 
Sunday, days off may be Friday-Saturday, Saturday-
Monday, Monday-Tuesday.  Holidays on Saturday and 
Sunday, days off may be Thursday-Friday or Friday-
Monday, or Monday-Tuesday.

Any period of time-off allowed by the Corporation 18.3
for:

employee participation in organized recreational i)
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activities,

because of inclement weather,ii)

and for any other reason,iii)
shall not be considered as a holiday for the purposes of 
this Agreement. It is understood that such time-off shall 
be granted at the discretion of the Corporation, having 
due regard to the work requirements in each department. 
Such authorized time-off which falls within the assigned 
work day of an employee shall be considered as time 
worked.

A shift beginning on the eve of a holiday and 18.4
continuing into the holiday shall not be considered as 
work performed on the holiday, and a shift beginning on 
the holiday, and continuing into the day following shall be 
considered as work performed on the holiday.

There will be occasions when a shift begins on 18.4.1
the eve of Christmas and/or New Year’s Day, which are 
holidays off, but the major portion of the shift falls on the 
designated holiday. In such cases, all hours worked will 
be deemed to have been worked on the holiday.

Where a public holiday of less than one (1) day's 18.5
duration is proclaimed by federal or provincial authority, 
employees will be compensated for a minimum of four 
(4) hours or the actual number of hours specified in the 
proclamation in accordance with the foregoing provisions.

When a shift on a paid holiday is interrupted by 18.6
an employee falling ill or being absent because of 
personal contingencies, the employee will be credited at 
the appropriate rate only for those hours of the shift in 
which work was performed.
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An employee will not be entitled to time credits 18.7
for a holiday:

if the employee does not work on the holiday (unless n
excused), or
if on both the working day prior to and the working day n
following the holiday the employee is absent without 
pay, or
if the employee is not otherwise entitled to pay for the n
work week in which the holiday occurs, unless on 
leave without pay for Union activities as provided in 
Article 60.

SCHEDULING OF CHRISTMAS 19
AND NEW YEAR'S HOLIDAYS

Before November 15th of each year, the Local 19.1
Management will ascertain the preferences of the 
employees and take them into account regarding the 
scheduling of Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and Boxing 
Day, or New Year's Eve and New Year's Day.
The schedule of Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and 
Boxing Day shall be posted before December 8. New 
Year's Eve and New Year's Day shall be posted before 
December 15.

Preferences shall be taken on the basis of 19.1.1
Corporation seniority in accordance with Article 37.

TRAVEL20
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When travelling on Corporation business, 20.1
employees shall be reimbursed for all expenses as 
incurred and as authorized.  An employee who is called 
upon to accompany a person receiving a per diem in 
excess of that provided by the Corporation’s Travel 
Policies shall be entitled to the same daily allowance as 
the person with whom the employee accompanies.  The 
intent of this Article to ensure fair and just treatment of 
employees, and to ensure an accurate, timely and proper 
accounting by employees with respect to expenses 
incurred when travelling on Corporation business and to 
further ensure that:

employees are to travel by the most economical i)
and efficient means;

employees are to travel by the approved ii)
common carrier where possible, provided that the mode 
of transportation chosen is most advantageous to the 
conduct of Corporation business;

travel is to be by the shortest direct route, and iii)
advantage should be taken of return ticket rates and 
special fares;

additional expenses incurred for personal iv)
reasons such as personal stopovers will not be allowed;

Prior to departure, the Corporation will provide 20.1.2
travel advances in accordance with the Corporation’s 
Travel Policy (e.g. credit card, cash card, standing 
advance). 

Travelling Time Credits20.2

For pay purposes, regularly scheduled 20.2.1
employees shall be credited with all time spent in 
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travelling on Corporation assignment except as provided 
in 19.2.2.

When travelling is on a common carrier between 20.2.2
the hours of 12:00 midnight and 8:00 a.m. local time, and 
suitable sleeping facilities are available, no time credit 
shall be allowed.  When travelling is designated by the 
Corporation on conveyances which do not have suitable 
sleeping facilities, time credit shall be allowed on an hour 
for hour basis.

On secondment or training as detailed in the 20.3
Corporation’s Travel Policy, a reduced per diem 
allowance may be set in advance for periods in excess of 
five weeks where a self-contained apartment or similar 
accommodation is provided.  The employee and the 
Union will be advised in writing, indicating the 
circumstances for such a reduction as soon as the 
Corporation sets such a reduction.

Employees on assignments in excess of ten 20.4
(10) days will be reimbursed for laundry expenses 
supported by receipts in addition to the normal per diem 
rate.

Employees on overnight out-of-town 20.5
assignments will be entitled to single room 
accommodation.  When available at the location 
concerned, a single room with shower and/or bath 
facilities will be provided.  However, due to circumstances 
beyond the control of the Corporation, it may not be 
possible to secure single room accommodation due to 
the nature of the location and the facilities available.  
Members of this bargaining unit will not be discriminated 
against in such cases.
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Employees on out-of-town trips in excess of five 20.6
(5) calendar days will be entitled to reimbursement for the 
cost of the first five (5) minutes of a phone call to the 
employee’s home location limited to two (2) such claims 
per week.

An employee on return from an overseas 20.7
assignment who travels through four (4) time zones or 
more, shall be entitled to a minimum of eighteen (18) 
hours turnaround prior to their next shift.

An employee who is assigned outside the local 20.8
area but within Canada for a continuous period in excess 
of eight (8) weeks will be entitled to one return trip to 
home base at Corporation expense for each five (5) 
weeks of such assignment.

For out-of town assignments of seven (7) days or 20.9
more, employees may be assigned their days off while 
out of town.  Such days off shall not be considered as 
work on a day off.

Operational requirements permitting, for out-of-20.10
town assignments, the Corporation will, where possible, 
assign days off at the home location prior to and/or 
following the out-of-town assignment.

Travel To and From Work20.11

Taxi cabs shall be provided at the expense of the 20.11.1
Corporation for those employees in the bargaining unit 
required to travel to and/or from work at hours when other 
public transportation is not available.  Such transportation 
shall only be paid for that portion of the employee's travel 
where public transportation is not available, and shall be 
reimbursed by the Corporation to a maximum of ten 
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dollars ($10.00).  This maximum may be exceeded, 
where authorized, and receipts shall be required.

If an employee is assigned to work at more than 20.11.2
one place in the same area on the same day, the 
Corporation shall furnish transportation as laid down in 
the Corporation’s Local Transportation  

With reference to the Human Resource Policy 9.2 - Local 
Transportation Policy (ref. page 244) the definition of 
“local area” will not be changed without prior discussion 
with the Local Union.

Travel Accident Insurance20.12

Employees are automatically covered by 20.12.1
accident insurance in the amount of $25,000 while 
travelling on CBC business.

It shall be the Corporation’s responsibility to 20.12.2
adequately insure and protect an employee who is 
required to be involved in the operation or transportation 
of a vehicle which is used on or for a program.

Use of Employee’s Car20.13

It is expressly agreed that the use of an 20.13.1
employee’s car in executing the business of the 
Corporation is not compulsory.  However, if an employee 
uses their own car with prior authorization from the 
Corporation for this purpose the provisions of the 
Corporation’s Travel and Local Transportation Policies 
shall apply.  On remote assignments in an urban area, 
mileage shall be computed from the studios to remote 
point(s) back to the studio.  At the employee’s request 
such authorization will be given in writing.
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The rates shall be as follows:20.13.2

At request of employer:i)
Manitoba 30.0 cents a kilometren

Saskatchewan 30.0 cents a kilometren

Alberta 30.0 cents a kilometren

New Brunswick 31.0 cents a kilometren

Nova Scotia 31.0 cents a kilometren

P.E.I. 31.0 cents a kilometren

British Columbia 32.0 cents a kilometren

Ontario 32.0 cents a kilometren

Newfoundland 32.0 cents a kilometren

Quebec 33.5 cents a kilometren

N.W.T. / Yukon 36.0 cents a kilometren

or a minimum of two ($2.00) dollars per diem, whichever 
is the greater, for each day the employee’s automobile is 
used on Corporation business.

At request of employee:ii)
All locations 10.0 cents a kilometren

Transmitter Technicians or other employees 20.13.3
using their own automobiles to travel to and from the 
transmitter location, will be paid a mileage allowance at 
the rate of fourteen (14) cents per kilometre per round trip 
(maximum forty (40) kilometres), provided that the 
transmitter is not serviced adequately by public 
transportation. 

A special winter allowance may be paid, not to exceed 
twenty dollars ($20.00) per month nor for a period in 
excess of six (6) months, per year, as determined by 
Local Management.
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Requests for Transmitter Technicians’ mileage 
allowances and special winter allowances will be 
forwarded to the Regional Engineer for authorization.

Other approved expenses can be allowed in 20.14
accordance with the policy on travel.

WORKING CONDITIONS AND 21
SAFETY

The Corporation shall not repeatedly assign 21.1
excessive hours of work to employees. The Corporation 
will therefore avoid the repeated scheduling or assigning 
of excessive hours, short turn-arounds and/or displaced 
meal periods. 
The Corporation will advise the Union whenever it applies 
to the Federal Minister of Labour to modify the provisions 
which allow the Corporation to average the hours as 
provided in the Canada Labour Code. If such advice is not 
provided the Corporation will not be permitted to modify 
the existing averaging granted by the Minister.

The Corporation will carry on its operations in a 21.1.1
manner that will not endanger the health and safety of any 
of its employees and shall adopt and carry out 
reasonable procedures and techniques designed or 
intended to prevent or reduce the risk of physical injury in 
its operations. Employees shall take all reasonable and 
necessary precautions to ensure their own safety and the 
safety of all fellow employees. Working conditions and 
employee facilities will be maintained in a clean and 
sanitary condition by the Corporation. Complaints arising 
under this Article should initially be referred to the Local 
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Health and Safety Committee.

Employees assigned to the maintenance and/or 21.1.2
quality assurance checks of a transmitter, shall not be 
required to work beyond the interlock of the protective 
relay system when the power is on the transmitter.

In accordance with established Corporation 21.1.3
policy, leave of absence with pay will be granted by the 
Corporation to any employee on account of physical injury 
and/or mental strain received in the performance of their 
duties, which is compensable under provisions of the 
Government Employees Compensation Act. This leave 
will not be charged against any of the employee's leave 
credits.

The Corporation shall continue to give full and 21.2
complete consideration to the capabilities of an employee 
for assignments involving climbing, and will recognize 
valid inability to perform such assignments.

Where an employee has reasonable cause to 21.2.1
believe that a danger (as defined in the Canada Labour 
Code) exists to undertake work alone or where safety 
regulations require additional help, it shall be the 
employee’s responsibility to notify a supervisor or if that is  
not possible, summon help as required or in such a 
situation, if neither course of action is  possible, the 
employee may refuse to complete  the job pending the 
elimination or lessening of the dangerous situation or 
until a Labour Canada Safety Officer has made a 
determination.

The individual involved will advise the Local Safety Officer. 
The Local Safety Officer will forward the information to the 
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Local Health and Safety Committee at its next meeting.

The Corporation shall supply adequate 21.3
protective clothing and/or safety devices for employees on 
assignments (e.g. remotes, towers, transmitters, etc.) 
where conditions require their use and to supply other 
special attire when required. When such clothing or 
devices are supplied for an employee's protection, their 
use is mandatory.

The employee shall not be held responsible for 21.3.1
the maintenance or the normal wear or accidental 
damage caused to the protective clothing and/or safety 
devices supplied by the Corporation.

Radio Studio Attendants shall be supplied 21.3.2
protective clothing. Type and use of clothing to be decided 
at Local Joint Committees.

In each workplace, the Corporation will 21.4
establish, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Canada Labour Code, a Health and Safety Committee 
which will have the following powers:

shall receive, consider and expeditiously i)
dispose of complaints relating to the safety and health of 
the employees represented by the Committee;

shall maintain records pertaining to the ii)
disposition of complaints relating to the safety and health 
of the employees represented by the Committee;

shall cooperate with any occupational health iii)
service established to serve the workplace;

may establish and promote safety and health iv)
programs for the education of the employees represented 
by the Committee;
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shall participate in all inquiries and v)
investigations pertaining to occupational safety and 
health including such consultations as may be necessary 
with persons who are professionally or technically 
qualified to advise the Committee on such matters;

may develop, establish and maintain programs, vi)
measures and procedures for the protection or 
improvement of the safety and health of employees;

shall monitor on a regular basis programs, vii)
measures and procedures related to the safety and 
health of employees;

shall ensure that adequate records are kept on viii)
work accidents, injuries and health hazards and shall 
monitor data relating to such accidents, injuries and 
hazards on a regular basis;

shall cooperate with safety officers designated ix)
by the Minister of Labour;

may request from the Corporation such x)
information as the Committee considers necessary to 
identify existing or potential hazards with respect to 
materials, processes or equipment in the workplace; and 

shall have full access to all Government and xi)
employer reports relating to the safety and health of the 
employees represented by the Committee but shall not 
have access to the medical records of any person except 
with the consent of that person.

In each workplace covered by this Article, 21.4.2
membership in the Committee shall be open to all 
bargaining units as well as Confidential and 
Management employees in accordance with procedures 
established among themselves. However, no employee 
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can be represented by more than one union, association 
or group.

Meetings will be held at least once a month. i)
Special meetings required on an urgent basis shall be 
held at the call of either co-chairperson, who should both 
be present at that meeting. The absence of one of the co-
chairpersons will not prevent the holding of an emergency 
meeting.

Subject to any regulations made under the ii)
Canada Labour Code, the Committee will establish 
procedures for the conduct of its meetings as it considers 
advisable.

Minutes of each Committee meeting shall be iii)
distributed to all Committee members and posted on 
designated bulletin boards.

The Committee shall have two (2) co-iv)
chairpersons of equal standing chosen from the 
members of the Committee, one being an employee 
representative selected by the employee representatives 
in the Committee and the other being a managerial 
representative selected by the managerial 
representatives on the Committee. The 
Union/Association whose representative is chosen as a 
co-chairperson may nominate another representative of 
that Union/Association as their designate. The 
managerial representative may also be replaced in the 
same fashion. The chairmanship shall alternate monthly 
or as agreed by the Committee. 

The secretary will be appointed by the v)
Committee but need not be a member of the Committee. 
The secretary's duties will include the keeping of minutes 
and records and the preparation of agendas.
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The Committee shall have the authority to vi)
appoint sub-committees where needed. The sub-
committees may include advisors who are not Committee 
members.

Complaints referred to the local Health and 21.4.3
Safety Committee shall be dealt with in accordance with 
the appropriate sections of the Canada Labour Code. In 
the event that a complaint is not resolved by the local 
Health and Safety Committee, the Union may file a 
grievance at the National Level which would be 
processed in accordance with Article 66 of the Collective 
Agreement.

The Corporation will comply with the Canada 21.5
Labour Code, Part IV and Regulations thereto including:

Canada Fire Safety -Building Safetyn

Temporary Work Structure -Noise Controln

Hand Tool -Dangerous Substancesn

Electrical Safety -Confined Spacesn

Boiler and Pressure Vessel -First-aidn

Machine Guarding -Accident Investigation and n
Reporting
Safe Illumination -Safety and Health Committeen

Elevating Devices -Protective Clothing and n
Equipment
Sanitation -Materials Handling Regulations.n

Also, Part IV, Sections 81 and 82 "Duties of Employers" 
and Sections 84 - 90 "Employment Safety" which includes 
reference to Refusal to work if danger.

The Parties recognize that the Canada Labour Code 
establishes certain minimum standards.
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Where this Agreement provides more favorable language, 
it shall take precedence.

20.6 The Corporation will establish in accordance 
with the Labour Code, a Health and Safety Committee 
whose functions and responsibilities will be as 
described in the Labour code.  CBC will release, without 
loss of pay or leave credits, the CEP member of the 
committee to perform functions associated with said 
committee.

EMPLOYMENT STATUS22
All employees covered by this agreement shall 22.1

be considered full-time continuing employees of the 
Corporation except as hereinafter provided.

All full-time employees shall be probationary 22.1.1
employees for a period of six (6) months, which may be 
extended by an additional (3) months, from the date of 
their hiring.  During the probationary period, Article 33 
need not apply and the Corporation may release an 
employee at any time.  At Management’s discretion, this 
probationary period may be extended by a period 
equivalent to any absence with or without pay.

A temporary employee is one hired on a regular 22.2
or occasional basis for such reasons as but not limited 
to: covering absences of regular employees (i.e. 
sickness, maternity leave, vacations, summer relief), 
peak workloads or special projects.  Temporary 
employees will not be hired to avoid filling a vacancy for a 
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full-time job or to eliminate or displace a full-time 
continuing employee.  Temporary employees shall be 
paid on an hourly basis for the wage classification to 
which they have been assigned. Whenever a temporary 
employee has been employed on a continuous basis in 
the same location and media for eighteen (18) or more 
months, (24 months in the case of LTD cover-off) a full-
time job will be created and must be posted and filled. 
The Union will give due consideration under Article 24.2 
to waiving the posting requirements where the 
Corporation wishes to make the incumbent temporary 
employee a full-time employee in the created position.
It is agreed and understood that vacations, lieu time, and 
leaves do not constitute a break in the continuous service 
referred to above.

All Articles of this Agreement shall apply to 22.2.1
temporary employees except as hereinafter provided:

Article 38 - Staff Reductioni)

Temporary employees working on a regular ii)
weekly basis shall be given (two) 2 weeks notice, in 
advance of the proposed termination, or (two) 2 weeks 
pay in lieu of notice. 
Temporary employees hired to work on a specific project 
of a pre-determined length of time, or for vacation relief or 
to cover parental or child care leave, shall be considered 
to have received notice at the time of hiring.

Temporary employees hired on a daily basis, or a 
sporadic basis will not require notice of termination as 
provided in the Agreement due to the very nature of their 
assignment.

Article 40 - Technological Changeiii)
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Temporary employees hired after date of iv)
ratification and for a period of under three (3) continuous 
months will enjoy the full benefits and entitlements to this 
Agreement pro-rated for time worked, and an all-inclusive 
payment of twelve and one-half (12.5) percent added to 
their salaries for benefits and vacation.  Employees who 
have previously worked as temporary employees will 
continue to be paid 18.5% added to base salaries for 
benefits and vacation.

 Temporary employees hired for a period in v)
excess of three (3) continuous months will enjoy the full 
benefits to this Agreement pro-rated for time worked with 
the exception of LTD and pension, subject to the 
restrictions contained in the various benefit plans.
Holidays shall apply except that temporary employees 
hired for a period of under three (3) months shall be 
entitled to pay for a general holiday on which they do not 
work calculated on the basis of one-twentieth (1/20) of the 
wages earned during the thirty (30) calendar days 
immediately preceding the general holiday.

Article 9 - Schedulingvi)

Banking of time off in lieuvii)

Article 33 - Discipline as it applies to dismissal.viii)

PART-TIME
A part-time employee is one who is ordinarily 22.3

required to work less than the regular full-time hours per 
week (excluding overtime) and who may be hired on a 
continuing basis.  Such continuing work will be limited to 
holidays and weekends. Temporary employees may be 
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hired on a part time basis for short-term needs, 
including backfill for absent employees and coverage 
for employees pursuing training opportunities.

Continuing part-time employees will require two 22.3.1
(2) weeks notice of termination.

The Corporation acknowledges the continuing 22.3.2
need for full-time employees with regard to the proper 
operation of the organization.  The parties also recognize 
the need for part-time employment in a variety of 
situations filling a variety of needs.  Such part-time 
employment can be used according to 21.3 within a 
location or work area subject to the following conditions:

The hiring of part-time persons will not replace i)
or displace other flexible work arrangements currently 
outlined in the Collective Agreement.

Part-time employees where possible will have ii)
their hours posted in accordance with Article 9.  Schedule 
changes will be in accordance with Article 9.  Daily hours 
posted will be a minimum of four (4).

When full-time vacancies become available, iii)
part-time and temporary employees at the location will be 
given special consideration if they choose to apply for 
such a position(s).

Full-time employees will not be forced in any way iv)
to revert to or accept part-time employment.

Remuneration for part-time work will be as per v)
the scales in the Collective Agreement pro-rated for actual 
time worked.

Meal and break periods for part-time employees vi)
will apply only where a shift is in excess of four (4) hours.
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When part-time employees are required for vii)
holidays, they will be paid one and one half (1 1/2) times 
their hourly rate.

Continuing part-time employees will enjoy the viii)
full benefits and entitlements to this Agreement pro-rated 
for time worked, subject to the restrictions contained in 
the various benefit plans, with the exception of Medical 
and Dental plans, LTD and pension.

This part-time employment shall not interfere ix)
with the use of temporary employees.

It is recognized that continuing part-time x)
employees can be used in emergency situations or to 
replace absent employees.  In these cases, it will not be 
possible to schedule such persons on the schedule.

Notwithstanding the language contained in 22.4
21.3.1 and 21.3.2, the following articles do not apply to 
part-time employees:

Article 38 - Staff Reduction (except lay-off pay)n

Article 7 - Work-Weekn

Article 10 - Meal and Break Periodsn

Article 22 - Job Sharingn

Article 14 - Call-backn

Article 15 - Turn-aroundn

An employee who resigns from the Corporation 22.5
may do so in writing with at least two (2) weeks notice or 
such other period as mutually agreed between the 
employee and a supervisor.

JOB SHARING23
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Job sharing can occur where there is agreement 23.1
among the employer, CEP and the staff employees in the 
same group and classification who wish to share a job. 
Exceptions can be looked at on a case by case basis, it 
being clearly understood that the final decision on these 
exceptions is at management's discretion and not subject 
to appeal.

It is agreed that job sharing results from two (2) 23.2
staff employees sharing a full-time position in the 
employee’s workplace, and as such, the shared position 
will continue to be identified as a full-time staff position 
and CBC seniority will continue to accrue.  However, for 
severance pay purposes employees will be credited for 
actual time worked.

The sharing of hours of work shall be 23.3
determined by the parties to the sharing arrangement. In 
no case will the combined hours worked be fewer than 
one full-time job per month and neither will either party’s 
hours be less than fifteen and one half (15 1/2) per week.  
There shall not be pyramiding of any premiums or 
benefits to any employee under this arrangement.

The following conditions will apply to 23.4
employees accepted into job sharing arrangements:

Annual leave credits prorated based on time i)
worked.  Time off for annual leave will be in accordance 
with Article 42.

Participation in the CBC Pension Plan by ii)
employees who job share will be subject to the rules of 
the plan.

The CBC will continue to pay supplementary iii)
health care premiums and, to pay for employee’s 
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continued participation in the Dental Plan.  Short-term 
disability (STD benefits will be based on time worked.  
Life insurance and long-term disability (LTD) premiums 
and benefits will be based on the employee’s reduced 
salary.

The CBC will endeavour to ensure the equitable iv)
distribution of statutory holiday credits.  The CBC will 
not be required to pay the same holiday twice.

All details of a job sharing arrangement will be 23.5
committed to writing and signed by the parties prior to the 
commencement of the job sharing arrangement.

The Corporation, CEP or the employees involved 23.6
may cancel a job sharing arrangement upon receipt of 
four (4) weeks written notice to all parties concerned.

No such job sharing arrangement shall exist 23.7
without the knowledge and approval of the Union.

FREELANCERS24
The Corporation acknowledges that Long Term 24.1

Freelancers (LTF’s) are represented by CEP and covered 
by this Agreement.

The Corporation may continue with its existing 24.2
freelance contracts until such time as it deems they are 
no longer necessary or until such time as the contract 
with the Corporation is terminated by the freelancer.

Long term freelancers will be paid at a minimum 24.3
daily rate of $280 and union dues will be deducted and 
remitted.
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POSTING OF VACANCIES25
When an existing or newly created position in the 25.1

bargaining unit needs to be filled on a permanent basis, 
the notice of vacancy will be posted nationally for two 
calendar weeks for all vacancies in the bargaining unit for 
work of a permanent nature.  Posting will be as far in 
advance of the date of hiring as possible.

Strip postings which summarize notices of 25.1.1
vacancy will provide the information in 24.1.3.

A notice of vacancy shall contain the following 25.1.2
information: classification, status of employment, salary 
grouping, salary range, location, affiliation, whether future 
mobility may be required and expiry date.

A notice of vacancy will include a Statement of 25.1.3
Qualifications which will provide a description of the job 
function and of the tasks to be carried out. It will outline 
the objective and subjective criteria, with their relative 
importance, to be applied in the selection process.

Applicants will be asked to respond with their 25.1.4
demonstrated qualifications for the position as they relate 
to the posted criteria described in the Statement of 
Qualifications (APPENDIX C)

The reclassification of a position occupied by an 25.2
employee is permitted provided the Union is consulted 
and gives its consent.  Such consent will not be 
unreasonably withheld.
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HIRING AND PROMOTION26
When hiring to fill a vacancy or a new position in 26.1

the Lead Hand or Specialist levels the best candidate 
from amongst those who meet the qualifications and 
criteria as set out in the notice of vacancy and the 
Statement of Qualifications (as illustrated in APPENDIX 
C) will be engaged to fill the vacancy.
Where a Statement of Qualifications includes both 
subjective and objective criteria, and where the ratings 
between candidates on both sets of criteria are relatively 
equal, the more senior person shall be given preference.

When hiring to fill a vacancy or a new position in 26.2
the Entry or Generalist levels candidates must meet the 
qualifications and criteria as set out in the notice of 
vacancy and the Statement of Qualifications (as illustrated 
in APPENDIX C).
Seniority will be the determining factor in selection where 
candidates are otherwise qualified. There is no obligation 
for the Corporation to transfer employees from one 
location to another.

In the event that no full-time employee within the 
bargaining unit applies for a posted vacancy, or does 
apply but is not accepted, a temporary employee who has 
been fulfilling a similar job function for more than one (1) 
continuous year, and is the best qualified candidate, will 
be hired to fill such vacancy.

Nothing in this Article precludes the Corporation 26.2.1
from hiring qualified applicants from outside when no 
qualified employee applies and is accepted.
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Persons promoted from within the Corporation 26.3
may be subject to a trial period up to a total of six (6) 
months.  During this trial period should the employee not 
be satisfied with the job or if the employee is not to be 
confirmed in the job the employee may return to the 
employee’s former classification in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 6 (General Salary Provision).

Selection boards, if established, will include 26.4
persons who are knowledgeable about the position(s) to 
be filled and about the objective and subjective criteria to 
be applied in reaching a decision.

A bargaining unit member may be appointed as 26.4.1
a member of any selection board set up to screen 
applicants for vacancies within the bargaining unit.  In 
such cases should the appointment of a candidate 
become a matter of dispute between the Union and the 
Corporation, the position taken by the bargaining unit 
member of the board shall not be used by either party as 
the sole means of arguing the case.

Continuing employees can retain their 26.5
continuing staff status as they move to different positions 
throughout the Corporation, regardless of whether or not 
the other position(s) have been considered or recognized 
to be contract positions.

Should a grievance be filed in respect to this 26.6
Article, confirmation of the chosen candidate for a position 
shall not take place while the grievance remains 
unresolved.

TRANSFER27
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The Corporation shall not permanently transfer 27.1
an employee from one location to another against the 
employee's wishes, unless the employee is in a position 
which was clearly indicated to the employee as requiring 
future mobility at the time of hiring or selection for the job.  
The Corporation shall not use the provisions of this Article 
in a capricious manner.  The Corporation shall make 
every reasonable effort to avoid transferring employees 
against their wishes.

Employees subject to a transfer against their 27.2
wishes shall be entitled to:

full discussion;i)

the reasons, in writing, for the transfer.ii)

If an employee feels a transfer is contrary to the 27.2.2
provisions of Article 26.1 the employee has the right of 
appeal under the following procedure.  The grievance 
shall be filed within two (2) calendar weeks of receipt of 
written notice that the employee shall be transferred.  The 
grievance shall be dealt with at the National level at the 
earliest possible time.  If the grievance is not settled at 
the national level within two (2) calendar weeks of being 
filed, the grievance shall be referred to arbitration.  Unless 
otherwise mutually agreed, the parties shall appoint a 
single arbitrator within fifteen (15) days of the grievance 
being referred to arbitration; the arbitrator shall be 
required to arrange to hear the grievance within five (5) 
days and render a decision within fifteen (15) days of the 
hearing conclusion. The transfer shall be suspended 
pending the outcome of the above procedure, although 
the employee may be sent on assignment to the new 
location should the need arise.  The remaining arbitration 
provisions as outlined in Article 66 (Grievance Procedure) 
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shall apply to the expeditious procedures described 
above.  

An employee whose job is moved to another 27.3
geographic location shall have the right to move with the 
job.  If the employee refuses to move, the employee will 
be declared redundant and Article 38 (Staff Reduction) 
will apply.

In the event of any transfer, there shall be no 27.4
reduction in salary or impairment of other benefits as a 
result of such transfer except when an employee makes a 
request in writing resulting in a transfer from one location 
to another, and to a lower group.  In such circumstances, 
the salary may be reduced to not less than the top 
minimum for that lower group.

When an employee is transferred from one 27.5
geographic location to another for a change of 
assignment, the employee shall be paid all transfer and 
removal expenses in accordance with the provisions of 
the Corporation's Travel Policy and Relocation Expenses 
- Canada.  However, the Corporation shall not be bound 
to pay such expenses for an employee who requests a 
transfer for a promotion, personal or compassionate 
reasons.

ASSIGNMENT28
Attached hereto and forming part of this 28.1

Agreement are the functional categories and levels.  For 
the purposes of work organization (not for the purposes of 
remuneration or ranking) the functional categories are:

Designi)
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Presentationii)

Productioniii)

Supportiv)

Maintenancev)
Within each functional category, there are four (4) levels: 
Entry, Generalist, Lead Hand and Specialist.

Employees when hired full-time into a vacancy 28.2
will have the job title identified in the posting and the core 
duties expected to be performed on a regular basis.

Employees can be assigned to perform any of 28.3
the duties within the bargaining unit, provided that such 
assignment will not be capricious or intended as 
disguised discipline.  

Employees assigned duties within the 28.4
bargaining unit which fall within a lower regular salary 
level will maintain their regular salary for the duration of 
the assignment.

Employees assigned duties which fall within a 28.4.1
higher regular salary level will be paid the appropriate 
upgrade in accordance with Article 16.4 in addition to 
normal pay.

In addition to their core duties, employees may 28.4.2
be assigned other duties such as, but not limited to, the 
following: administering, supervising, and training.  When 
assigned these duties, pay will be in accordance with 
Article 16.4.

Workforce Model
Design
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Specialist
Art Director 
Design Coordinator 
Designer – 1
Designer – 2
Designer – 3

Lead Hand
Scenic Constructor (Crewleader) –9
Senior Makeup Artist - 7
Senior Scenic Artist – 9
Senior Set Decorator - 7
Senior Special Effects Coordinator –8
Senior Staging Rigger – 8

Generalist
Assistant Costume Designer - 8
Assistant Graphic Designer - 6
Assistant Set Designer - 7
Costume Cutter - 8
Costume Fabricator - 6
Design Processor – 6
Fabric Specialist – 6
Makeup Artist – 6
Scenic Artist – 8
Scenic Constructor – 7
Scenic Estimator – 7
Set Decorator – 6
Special Effects Coordinator – 6
Staging Assistant (Crewleader) – 6
Staging Crewleader –6
Staging Rigger – 7

Entry Level
Assistant Makeup Artist – 3
Painter – 3
Scenic Carpenter – 5
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Senior Painter -  4
Service Stagehand – 3
Stagehand – 4
Staging Assistant – 5
Wardrobe Coordinator – 5

Production
Specialist

Camera Specialist -6
Colourist –  6
Director of Photography
ENG Editor -  6
ENG/Producer
Film Production Editor -  7
Film Style Dialogue and Effects Editor -  6
Lighting Director – 6
Negative Cutter -  5
Post Production Audio Engineer - TV -  6
Production Switcher -  6
Program Editor – 6
Recording Engineer (Radio) -  6
Recording Engineer/Producer
Senior ENG Editor – 8
Senior Post Production Audio Engineer - 8
Senior Program Editor – 8
Senior Production Editor -8
Senior Recording Engineer (Radio) -  8
Senior Videographer –8
Senior Videotape Production Editor – 8
Switcher/Director
Technician – Associate Producer
Video Journalist
Video Specialist -6
Videographer -  6
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Videotape Production Editor -  6
VTR Production Editor/Director

Lead Hand
Supervising Technician -  8
Supervising Technician – Associate Producer
Technical Training Officer
Technical Instructor -  8

Generalist
Colourist (level 1) - 4
ENG/EFP Recordist – 4
Film Camera OPERATOR -  6
Film Editor -  6
Film Inspector -  6
Film Laboratory Technician – 4
High End Production Character Generator –5B
Lighting CAD 
Lighting Director (level 1) - 5
Lighting Technician -  4
Microwave Operator 
Moving Lights Operator 
Radio Technician – 4
Robocam 
Satellite News Gathering 
Senior ENG/EFP Recordist -  6
Senior Lighting Technician -  6
Senior Microphone Boom Technician -  4
Senior Radio Technician -  6
Senior Sound Effects Technician -  6
Senior Television Technician -  6
Sound Effects 
Sound Effects Technician -  4
Television Technician -  4

Entry Level
Assistant Program Editor -  4
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Film Camera Assistant -  4
General Technician (Radio) -  3
General Technician (TV) -  3
Lighting Technician (Dimmer) -  3
Radio Studio Attendant -  1
Technical Stores Assistant -  1
Technician-In-Charge Tech Stores -  3
Teleprompter Operator -  2
Television Assistant -  I

Maintenance
Specialist

Consulting /Information Technologist
Consulting Technologist -  D
Engineer-In-Charge Mobile
Senior Maintenance/Information Technologist
Systems Technologist – C
Systems/Information Technologist

Lead Hand
Co-ordinating Technologist-  B *
Plant Technologist *
Senior Mechanical Rigger -  6
Senior Mechanical Technician (Sackville) – 7
Supervising Technical Installer -  6
* entitlement to premium

Generalist
Maintenance Technologist -  A
Mechanical Rigger -  4
Mechanical Technician (Sackville ) -  5
Senior Maintenance Technologist -  8
Senior Maintenance Technologist -  B
Technical Installer -  4

Presentation
Specialist
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Network Control Centre Technician (Tor) -  6
Newsworld Presentation Coordinator -  9

Lead Hand
Network Presentation Coordinator -  8

Generalist
Automated Control Facilities Technician -  5
Central Control Room Technician Radio -  5
On-Air Booth Control Technician -  5
Radio Master Control Technician -  5
Radio Master Control Technician (Wpg) -  5
Senior Automated Control Facilities Technician - N 7
Senior Central Control Room Technician -  7
Senior On-Air Booth Control Technician -  7
Senior Radio Master Control Technician -  7
Shortwave Receiving Station Technician -  5
Television Master Control Room Tech (Mtl & Tor) - 5

MAINTENANCE CAREER 29
STRUCTURE

The parties agree that the purpose of this 29.1
structure, classifications and wage groupings defined 
herein, is to provide opportunity for career development, 
adequate compensation for the required skills, and a 
comprehensive related training program with emphasis 
for advancement based on ability and recognition of the 
need to develop skills in order to successfully deal with 
changes brought about by advancing technology. The 
Corporation agrees that in any plant where there are at 
least five (5) Maintenance Technologists at either the A 
or B level, there will be at least one Group C Systems 
Technologist position.
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THE STRUCTURE
The following is the structure:29.2

Group A - Maintenance Technologistn

Group B - Senior Maintenance Technologistn

Group BI -Senior Maintenance Technologist / n
Information Technologist
Group C - Systems Technologistn

Group CI -Systems Technologist / Information n
Technologist
Group D - Consulting Technologistn

Group DI -Consulting Technologist / Information n
Technologist

ELIGIBILITY (to appear before a Selection Board)29.3

All candidates must write the appropriate exam 29.3.1
and failure on any required exam will make a candidate 
ineligible to appear before a Selection Board/Review 
Panel and ineligible to rewrite an exam for a period of six 
(6) months.

All candidates must have the qualifications 29.3.1.1
listed below:

Group A - Maintenance Technologist
Must possess at least a two (2) year Post-Secondary n
technologist diploma from a recognized college in an 
appropriate discipline or its equivalent as determined 
by the Corporation
Every eligible candidate must write an entrance exam n
and a pass mark of 60% is required on the entrance 
exam to appear before a Selection Board.
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Group B - Senior Maintenance Technologist
The candidate:

Must have a total of three (3) years of practical and n
relevant experience, one (1) of which must have been 
in the CBC as a Maintenance Technologist.
Must have a “satisfactory” or better on the most recent n
performance appraisal, when applicable. 
Must pass a written Corporate exam according to n
established standards.
A Group A Maintenance Technologist will, following n
review of qualifications by a Panel similar to that 
described under “Progression Procedures”, be 
promoted to Group B within the respective 
Specialization Area, without the necessity of 
posting(s), as long as the candidate meets all the 
conditions outlined above.

Group C - Systems Technologist
The candidate:

Must have a total of seven (7) years practical and n
related experience, two (2) of which must have been 
in the CBC as a Senior Maintenance Technologist.
Must have a "satisfactory" or better on the most recent n
performance appraisal, when applicable.
Must pass a written Corporate exam according to n
established standards.

The final selection will be by a Selection Board.

Group D - Consulting Technologist
The candidate:
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Must have a total of ten (10) years of practical and n
relevant experience, one (1) of which must have been 
in the CBC as a Systems Technologist.
Must have a "satisfactory" or better on the most recent n
performance appraisal, when applicable.
Must pass a written Corporate exam according to n
established standards.

The final selection will be by a Selection Board.

Group BI/CI/DI–Information Technologist
In a small location where an ‘M-B’, ‘M-C’ or ‘M-D’ is 
assigned, on an on going basis, to do work qualifying 
for the IT upgrade, a new position will be created and 
filled.  This will be posted as ‘M-I’.  Only existing 
maintenance staff at the location may apply.  The 
successful applicant will be reclassified with the 
addition of the ‘IT’ designation to their previous job title.

IT upgrades will be paid pursuant to the settlement 
reached at the National Grievance Committee meeting 
of February 28, 2001.  (See Letter of Agreement pg.216)

ASSIGNMENT29.4

Training29.4.1

Must be a Group B Senior Maintenance Technologist n
with a total of five (5) years of practical and relevant 
experience.
Must have a "satisfactory" or better on the most recent n
performance appraisal.

Employees to be appointed to this function will be 
evaluated in terms of their training and related skills.  
Management may revoke this appointment at its 
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discretion.

Coordinating Technologist29.4.2

Must be at least a Group B Senior Maintenance n
Technologist within the Corporation.
Must have a "satisfactory" or better on the most recent n
performance appraisal.
Employees to be appointed to this function will be n
evaluated in terms of their coordinating and related 
job skills.

Management may revoke this appointment at its 
discretion.

Plant Technologist29.4.3

Must be at least a Group B Senior Maintenance n
Technologist within the Corporation.
Must have a "satisfactory" or better on the most recent n
performance appraisal.
Employees to be appointed to this function will be n
evaluated in terms of their coordinating and related 
job skills.

Management may revoke this appointment at its 
discretion.

TRIAL PERIOD29.5

Corporation employees who enter into or are 29.5.1
promoted within the Maintenance Career Structure or 
employees transferring between Specialization Areas 
may be subject to a trial period of up to six (6) months. 
Should the employee not be satisfied with the job or if the 
employee is not to be confirmed in the job the employee 
may return to the former classification at the previous rate 
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of pay.

PROBATIONARY PERIOD29.6

All new employees hired into the Maintenance 29.6.1
Career Structure shall be probationary employees for a 
period of one (1) year.  During the probationary period 
Article D need not apply and the Corporation may release 
the employee at any time.

EXAMS29.7

Exams will be made available to eligible 29.7.1
applicants for a posted position.  In addition, Group B 
exams will be available twice a year (i.e. April and 
October).  Those who write exams will be advised of the 
results and for those who pass, accreditation will be valid 
for a two (2) year period.

Failure on an exam will make a candidate 29.7.1.1
ineligible to rewrite that exam for a six (6) month period.  A 
Group C or Group D Technologist, chosen by the Union, 
will be a member of each exam sub-committee (one (1) 
per specialization committee). The Corporation agrees to 
underwrite all costs of the Union members on this 
Committee.  Further, it is agreed that Maintenance 
Technologists and Systems Technologists will be 
encouraged to submit exam questions.

PROGRESSION PROCEDURES29.8

Candidates will be promoted from within the 29.8.1
Maintenance Career Structure. However, at the C and D 
level, if no employee applies, or if no applicant is 
qualified, the Union will give due consideration to 
requests from the Corporation to waive the requirements 
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for Corporation service as detailed under eligibility 
requirements. If such a waiver is given, the Corporation 
must repost the position internally, noting the reduced 
eligibility requirements, after which, if no qualified 
employee applies or if no applicant is qualified, external 
candidates may be considered.

Senior Maintenance Technologist - Group B29.8.2

The B level exam is composed of two (2) parts.

Part 1: Core - Advanced theory

This part is common to Radio, Television and 
Transmitters.

Part 2: Specialization Areas

One of:

Radion

Television - (questions on areas of assignment)n

Transmittersn

In other areas (e.g. Combined Stations), candidates will 
be given a special exam with questions from the 
appropriate Specialization Area(s). If the candidate 
passes, accreditation will be given for the Specialization 
Area(s) covered.

For progression to Group B, a 60% pass 29.8.2.1
mark is required on each of the core and specialization 
parts.

The candidate must pass the exam prior to 29.8.2.2
appearing before a Review Panel. The Panel will review 
deficiencies identified on the exam and may discuss the 
employee's career aspirations with the aim of being 
assured that the candidate understands and accepts all 
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new "B" level responsibilities and will discharge them in 
the professional manner required.

Systems Technologist - Group C29.8.3

Exams at the C level will be made available in March in 
the areas of specialization where no C level position was 
posted during the year.

The questions on the exam comprise theory 29.8.3.1
questions, design questions and questions on all 
aspects of the Specialization Area(s).  A pass mark of 
60% is required in order to appear before a Selection 
Board.

Consulting Technologist - Group D29.8.4

The exam is the same as that written by C 29.8.4.1
level candidates. The same conditions and content apply 
with the exception that a pass mark of 70% is required in 
order to appear before a Selection Board.

PENALTY WAIVER - GROUPS C AND D29.9

Systems and Consulting Technologists will 29.9.1
generally be on a self-assigning basis and will generally 
determine their hours of work and the taking of meals as 
per the provisions of Article 12. Local practice will 
determine guidelines for pre- or post-authorization of 
extra hours.  All other provisions of the Collective 
Agreement apply as written.

In the event that Systems and Consulting 29.9.2
Technologists are required to work in situations where 
the hours of work are determined directly or indirectly by 
others, the employees would be entitled to all the normal 
provisions of the Collective Agreement.
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INTER-SPECIALIZATION AREA TRANSFERS29.10

When a Technologist wishes a permanent 29.10.1
switch between Specialization Areas, the selection 
process will be adhered to. Candidates will be 
interviewed by a Selection Board and exams will be 
required to be written except that, at the B level, a Senior 
Maintenance Technologist will not be required to write the 
core part of the exam and, at the A level, no further 
entrance exam is required.

UPGRADING29.11

If a Senior Maintenance Technologist/Systems 29.11.1
Technologist is temporarily assigned work of a higher 
classification and is verbally advised at the time of 
assignment of a temporary upgrading for a specific 
project, there is no requirement to have passed the 
appropriate exam for the higher classification.

However, if a Senior Maintenance 29.11.1.1
Technologist/Systems Technologist is temporarily 
assigned and is verbally advised at the time of 
assignment of the need to perform work in a higher 
classification on a replacement basis, then the 
technologist must have passed the appropriate exam for 
the higher classification.

It is agreed that a Group A Maintenance 29.11.2
Technologist may work alone without upgrading and that 
Article 16.4.1 will not apply to Group A Maintenance 
Technologists unless they are upgraded to Group C or D 
or to perform work in a higher salary level in a function 
outside the Maintenance Career Structure.
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MAINTENANCE OF PERFORMANCE 29.12
STANDARDS FOR GROUPS C AND D

One of the principal advantages of having a 29.12.1
professional career structure for maintenance 
technologists is that it allows for people with high 
technical skill and knowledge to be employed effectively 
at work requiring those talents and to be compensated 
accordingly. An equally important aspect of such a 
structure is that, by its very existence, it provides an 
incentive for employees to seek to improve their skills and 
knowledge for purposes of advancement since a viable 
and clearly visible avenue for progression is available.

It has been recognized by the parties that the 29.12.2
career and motivational potential of the structure would be 
seriously compromised if people at Group C and D levels 
had guaranteed tenure at their levels, irrespective of the 
quality of their performance. Indeed, the Group C and D 
level Technologists are chosen for their leadership, 
judgement, initiative and consultative skills, as well as for 
their high level of technical knowledge and skill. They are 
looked to for guidance, standards and quality control and 
must, of necessity, enjoy the respect of their co-workers. 
Therefore, should their performance fall below an 
acceptable level, there must exist some mechanism by 
which they may be encouraged to return to full productivity 
or, failing that, be reassigned to a job at a level more 
consistent with their performance. Additionally, such 
reassignment would allow for the promotion of another 
qualified person.

Supervisors are responsible for setting 29.12.3
performance standards and ensuring that they are met. 
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Should a supervisor as part of a performance appraisal, 
find clear indications of a deterioration in the performance 
of a member of the maintenance staff, the supervisor will 
take all possible measures to encourage the employee in 
question to return to the required level of performance. 
Such measures shall include:

Discussion and verbal warning:29.12.4

When an employee begins to exhibit a 29.12.4.1
pattern of unsatisfactory performance, the supervisor 
shall discuss the matter frankly and objectively with the 
employee. The supervisor must be prepared to illustrate 
the performance deficiencies with specific incidents and 
must clearly indicate what is expected in terms of 
acceptable performance. Any areas of misunderstanding 
or lack of information should be clarified. Any reasonable 
assistance the employee requires to overcome a 
performance problem will be made available. Finally, a 
specific time frame, not to exceed three (3) months, 
should be established during which the employee's 
performance will be expected to improve to the required 
level.

Formal Documented Interview:29.12.5

If at the expiration of the period set out in the 29.12.5.1
discussion, the employee's performance has not 
improved to the desired level, the supervisor should 
arrange for a formal interview to discuss the employee's 
performance. The employee will be advised of the right to 
bring a third party to this interview. Normally a 
representative of the Human Resources Department will 
also be present to ensure that issues relating to 
performance and improvement are discussed objectively 
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and clearly understood, and that all efforts are directed 
toward assisting the employee in achieving a fully 
satisfactory level of performance. In the interview, the 
supervisor will review the relevant aspects of the 
employee's performance, citing specific incidents of 
unacceptable performance and indicating what 
improvement is required. The supervisor will make it 
clear that the current level of performance is unacceptable 
and that the improvement indicated must occur within a 
specified time frame and be maintained. Any reasonable 
assistance the employee requires to overcome a 
performance problem will be made available. The 
supervisor will confirm the results of the interview and the 
agreed action in writing. The time frame for improvement 
should not normally exceed three (3) months.

Review Board29.12.6

If the performance of a Group C or D 29.12.6.1
Technologist has not improved during the period 
specified in the written report on performance, the 
employee will be required to appear before a review 
board. This board will be similar in make-up to the 
selection board which would normally be constituted to fill 
Group C or D vacancies. The employee's immediate 
supervisor will not be a member of the review board and 
may be present only when the employee is present. The 
board will interview the employee, discuss the reported 
deficiencies in the performance appraisal, may within a 
reasonable period of time, request a Corporate exam at 
the appropriate level be written and then may make one of 
the following determinations:

performance is satisfactory;n

employee is placed on probation for up to six (6) n
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months;
employee should be downgraded immediately.n

The results of this review board will be 29.12.6.2
communicated in writing to the employee by the 
chairperson of the review board.

Where probation is recommended, the 29.12.6.3
employee's performance will be monitored and at the end 
of the specified period, the employee will again be 
interviewed by the review board which may make one of 
the following determinations:

performance is satisfactory;n

employee should be downgraded.n

Where downgrading is determined, either at 29.12.6.4
the first or the second review, the employee will be given 
appropriate assignments. Employees may only be 
downgraded one group at a time, e.g. Group D to Group 
C, or Group C to Group B. Where a Group C or Group D 
Technologist is downgraded, a two (2) year period (from 
the date of downgrading) must lapse before the 
employee is allowed to reapply for a vacant position at the 
previously held level.

Salary will be frozen until the scale for the 29.12.6.5
new group encompasses the current salary at which time 
it will be adjusted to the new scale. Employees may only 
be downgraded one group at a time - i.e., Group D to 
Group C or Group C to Group B.

None of the foregoing shall prevent an employee 29.12.7
from voluntarily accepting a reclassification to a lower 
grouping.
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TRAINING29.13

In the Maintenance Career Structure a viable and 29.13.1
clearly visible avenue for progression is available to all 
maintenance technologists.

The Senior Maintenance Technologist (B level) in 29.13.2
this structure is the fully trained, completely competent 
professional capable of dealing with all equipment 
problems which could arise in an area of assignment. It 
is the intention that all Technologists hired or promoted 
into the Maintenance Career Structure have the potential 
to progress to this level and have the opportunity to 
achieve it.

Training is to improve employee performance in 29.13.3
various areas of assignment and offer an opportunity for 
career development.

Hiring only those who possess the entry 29.13.4
requirements and who pass the entry exam should 
ensure that all new maintenance technologists have the 
knowledge necessary to learn the practical aspects of the 
job and profit from internal and external training courses 
that may be required in the course of their development.

To ensure that employees are provided with the 29.13.5
opportunity to acquire the necessary knowledge and 
skills to carry out their normal work assignments and 
ensure that they are given an opportunity to progress to 
the next level of qualification, the Corporation will provide 
the necessary on-the-job training, may arrange 
inter-Specialization Area assignments and will make 
available exam related reference material for 
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Maintenance Technologists. Further, subject to the 
availability of training funds, the Corporation undertakes 
to provide training courses to assist employees to 
develop their skills. On the other hand, in order to perform 
their job satisfactorily and to progress within the 
Maintenance Career Structure, it is the responsibility of 
the individual Technologist to learn the course content 
and/or training material and to demonstrate ability and to 
apply it on the job. Personal effort is to be considered part 
of the training program and progress within the 
Maintenance Career Structure is the responsibility of each 
individual.

As part of the performance appraisal procedure, 29.13.6
each employee will discuss training requirements with an 
immediate supervisor. The outcome of these 
discussions will be entered on the employee's 
Performance Appraisal Form. This will form a basis for 
what training, work assignments, changes, personal 
study, etc., is required so that the individual may develop.

It is intended to utilize C and D level 29.13.7
Technologists in the preparation and delivery of training 
courses and material. Further B, C and D level 
Technologists must make themselves available to assist 
and familiarize any Technologist requiring assistance.

TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT29.14

For per occasion or short term hires under 3 29.14.1
months, temporaries may be appointed without the need 
to write exams.

When the Corporation has a need for a 29.14.2
temporary Technologist within the Maintenance Career 
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Structure, the Corporation will post the position. The 
following will apply:

Prior to appointment, the candidate will be 29.14.3
required to write the appropriate exam(s) and the results 
will be reported to the supervisor but the candidate need 
not attain a pass mark. Such temporary employment will 
not continue beyond six (6) months unless the employee 
rewrites and passes the appropriate exam(s).

Any candidate from outside the Structure who 29.14.4
applies and is accepted in a temporary or casual position 
within the Maintenance Career Structure can only be hired 
at the A level.

PERFORMANCE 30
MANAGEMENT/SKILLS 
INVENTORY

The parties promote excellence at every level 30.1
within the organization and such excellence can be 
accomplished through a positive, transparent 
performance management process.
The intent of the performance management process is to 
ensure all employees know what is expected, what 
standards and goals have to be met and that employees 
are afforded opportunities to develop and perform to their 
full potential in their position.

The employee has a key role along with his/her 
supervisor to jointly develop the goals and objectives of 
his /her performance management program.  
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An integral part of this process is to provide an 
employee regular dialogue and feedback about their 
performance and enable employees to give structured 
feedback on the way they perceive their work. 
Performance management process will be conducted 
at least once a year.

The parties agree to develop, implement and maintain a 
performance management process consistent with 
overall functions and objectives.  It is agreed that it 
must be an open and honest system in which the 
employees have confidence.

The Corporation and CEP have agreed to a 30.2
“Performance Management and Staff Development 
Process” as detailed in APPENDIX I and signed by all 
parties on November 20, 1998.   The implementation will 
be guided by this agreement and the Joint Performance 
and Staff Development Committee.

The performance management process should 30.2.1
assist the employee and his /her supervisor to recognize 
potential, identify training aspirations, and plan future 
assignments.  The parties agree that the performance 
management  process will not be used as a substitute for 
discipline, and shall be separate from other appraisal, 
reviews and salary negotiations.  It is understood that the 
employee has a key role along with his/her supervisor to 
jointly develop the goals and objectives of his/her career 
development plan.  The performance management 
process should assist the employee and his/her 
supervisor to recognize potential, assess present 
performance, identify training needs, and plan future 
assignments.  Career development can occur through 
training, education, temporary work assignments, 
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promotion, counselling, secondments, sabbaticals and 
other vehicles which allow an employee to obtain and 
maintain the knowledge, skills, ability, techniques, and 
experience.  An integral part of this process is also to 
allow employees to choose a career path within the 
Corporation and to provide them with opportunities 
through the performance management process to 
achieve their goals in order that their career aspiration 
may be met.

The parties also agree to develop a skills 30.3
inventory system.  A skills inventory is a record of the 
skills, experience, education (including CBC training), 
and career aspirations of employees in the bargaining 
unit.  It will be used to the benefit of both the employee 
and the Corporation.

FINAL REVIEW31
When an employee is not meeting the 31.1

requirements of the job and is in continuing need of 
improvement to meet the requirements of the job, the 
employee’s manager will advise the employee in writing 
at least five (5) working days in advance that the 
employee will be subject to the provisions of this article.  
This is a remedial process which at no point will be 
viewed as disciplinary.  At a first meeting in this process, 
the manager will review with the employee the need for 
improvement, the duties and responsibilities of the job 
and what is expected of the employee.  The manager will 
provide the employee written instruction and guidance 
and the opportunity to meet the requirements for the job.  
It is understood that this process does not apply to an 
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employee who has returned from sick leave with a work 
restriction or disability that is impacting on the 
performance of the job.

The employee will have the right to have a union 31.1.1
representative as an advisor during any review meeting 
throughout this process, if requested.

After three (3) months a joint review will take 31.2
place between the employee and the employee’s 
manager.

If the employee is meeting the expected 31.2.1
requirements of the job on a continuing and consistent 
basis, this will be stated in writing and jointly signed off, 
thereby ending the review process.

If the employee continues to need improvement 31.2.2
to meet the expected requirements of the job, the 
employee’s manager and the employee will meet again 
to review the duties and responsibilities of the job and 
what needs to be improved to meet acceptable 
requirements. A written joint action plan will be created 
and the employee will be given another opportunity to 
meet the identified requirements.  Such an opportunity 
could include training, re-training, assignment with a 
mentor, re-assignment.

A further review will occur three (3) months from 31.3
the signing of the joint action plan in 30.2.2.

If the employee is meeting the expected 31.3.1
requirements of the job on a continuing and consistent 
basis, this will be stated in writing and jointly signed off, 
thereby ending the review process. 
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If the employee continues to need to improve to 31.3.2
meet the expected requirements of the job at acceptable 
standards a further written joint action plan will be 
developed.  This additional plan will not exceed another 
three (3) months.

If at the end of this period the employee does not 31.4
meet the requirements of the position, the following will 
occur.

Vacancies at the same or lower salary level will i)
be canvassed, if one is found and if the employee has the 
clear demonstrated ability to meet the requirements for 
the vacancy, the employee will be placed in the vacancy 
without a posting.  In the event of a placement at a lower 
salary group, the employee will be placed on the salary 
scale of the lower salary group at the step closest to but 
not more than their existing salary step.

If after the above-noted process has been ii)
followed and a position is found but refused, or if no 
position is found, the employee will be laid-off with no 
bumping rights, with the appropriate lay-off pay.  The 
employee will be placed on a re-employment list and 
given re-employment rights for twelve (12) months as per 
Article 38.

Once the matter has been resolved, all 31.5
documents related to this process will be removed from 
the employee’s Status and Pay file.

The review process will not be applied to any 31.6
employee more than once while the employee is in the 
same job.  It is further agreed this will not be used as a 
substitute for the disciplinary process and will be used in 
good faith.
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JOB EVALUATION32
The parties remain committed to a joint 32.1

process to be completed in an expeditious fashion.  
Subject to the cooperation of the CEP, CMG and the 
Corporation, unless otherwise mutually agreed, the 
mandate of the joint job evaluation process as 
contained in the collective agreement will be completed 
by June 30, 2002.

The parties agree that any disputes at this 32.1.1
stage in the process will be resolved through the 
Dispute Resolution Mechanism found at page 180 of the 
collective agreement and will be completed no later 
than September 30, 2002.  

The final implementation of job evaluation, will 32.2
occur no later than March 31, 2003.  

Following implementation, whenever the CBC 32.3
creates a new or modified job, the CBC will describe the 
job in a job description.  The job will them be rated using 
the Job Evaluation Plan and the results will be conveyed 
to the Union.  If the Union disagrees with the results, 
such will be referred to the National Grievance 
Committee for resolution.  Should the Committee fail to 
agree, the matter will be referred to arbitration as 
provided in Article 66.

When the Corporation and/or the Union believe 32.4
there has been a change in duties or responsibilities, 
the job will be rated using the Job Evaluation Plan and 
the results will be conveyed to the Union.  If the Union 
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disagrees with the results, such will be referred to the 
National Grievance Committee for resolution.  Should 
the Committee fail to agree, the matter will be referred 
to arbitration as provided in Article 66.

TRAINING33
The Corporation recognizes the value of training 33.1

and professional development for present and future 
needs and agrees to provide employees in the 
bargaining unit with opportunities to participate in 
programs that will broaden the employee’s skills in 
broadcasting and enhance levels of performance. 

The parties recognize that the provision of 33.2
training under this Article is subject to funds being made 
available by the Corporation for the purpose of training.

As part of the local and national joint committee 33.3
process, the parties shall identify training and 
development needs and advise on programs or services 
available to meet those needs.

Employee may request to have documents 33.4
related to their upgraded knowledge or skills placed in 
their human resources file.

In accordance with its educational policy the 33.5
Corporation will, at its expense, send employees to 
courses when it is in the Corporation’s interest or when it 
is a job requirement in order to encourage employees to 
develop and improve their job performance.

Furthermore, the Corporation may grant leave 33.6
without pay or may pay part or all of the registration and 
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tuition fees of a course which has been approved by the 
Corporation and which the employee wishes to take 
providing such course relates to the type of work done by 
the employee.

Recognizing the mutual benefits derived from 33.7
training, while employees are attending a Corporation 
assigned course they shall be paid at their regular salary 
rate.  Where training occurs on an employee’s scheduled 
day or days-off, the employee shall be given time off in 
lieu on the basis of a day-off for a day-off and all overtime 
and penalty provisions of the Collective Agreement will be 
waived.

Travel time in connection with training activities 33.8
shall not be compensated.

Training is the assignment and accountability of 33.9
one employee for another reaching a predetermined level 
of competence in a job, function or work procedure.  This 
instruction may be given in a classroom context or on the 
job and may require that course material be provided.
Training is separate and distinct from familiarization 
where an individual already possesses general skills 
and knowledge of functions or equipment operation and 
only requires direction in the application of these skills or 
knowledge in a different work environment.

DISCIPLINE34
The parties agree the purpose of discipline is 34.1

correction.  Its primary purpose is to ensure employees 
perform their duties in accordance with Corporation rules, 
directives and regulations.  It is agreed that the parties 
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will deal with matters of discipline within ten (10) working 
days of the supervisor becoming aware of the incident.  If 
the matter cannot be dealt with due to the employee’s 
absence, the period will be extended by the length of the 
absence.

Discipline is any action taken by the Corporation 34.1.1
concerning an employee’s work or conduct, which may be 
detrimental to the employee’s position within the 
Corporation.  Disciplinary measures taken against 
employees shall be for just and sufficient cause.  It is 
understood that all measures of discipline will be 
contained in the employee’s status and pay file.

The following outlines the process which must 34.2
be followed when the Corporation decides discipline is to 
be imposed.

Prior to any discipline being imposed, the 34.2.1
employee will be given notice in writing to attend a 
meeting.  This notice will contain the subject matter to be 
discussed at the meeting and the employee shall be 
advised of the right to have a union representative from 
the location attend as an advisor.  However, the 
unavailability of an advisor will not delay the meeting for 
more than five (5) working days from the date of 
notification to the employee.

At the meeting there shall be a full discussion 34.2.2
between the employee, the employee’s supervisor and/or 
other designated management representative.  

Following this meeting, any disciplinary action 34.2.3
that is taken shall be communicated to the employee in 
writing, outlining all the pertinent details and reason(s) for 
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imposing discipline.  Such written notice must be sent to 
the employee and action initiated within twenty (20) 
working days of the discussion.  A copy will be sent to the 
local union officer.  If such notice cannot be sent, or if the 
action cannot be initiated, due to the employee’s 
absence, the period will be extended by the length of the 
absence.

If the twenty (20) day time limit referenced above 34.2.4
cannot be met, it may be extended by a further ten (10) 
days provided the employee and the national office of the 
union have been notified in writing of the reason for the 
delay and extension.

If this procedure is not followed, such discipline 34.2.5
shall not be taken and shall not become part of the 
employee’s record or used against the employee at any 
time.

When any discipline is found to be unjustified all 34.2.6
documents referring to the discipline imposed and action 
taken shall be removed from the employee’s record and 
destroyed.

Management reserves the right to remove 34.3
employees from the workplace, (pending a final decision) 
subject to Management satisfying the onus of proof that it 
has just and sufficient cause to do so.

There shall be no dismissal of full-time 34.4
permanent continuing employees who have completed 
their probationary period except for just and sufficient 
cause.

In addition to the employee’s rights under the 34.5
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Grievance Procedure, the employee has the right to reply 
in writing to any discipline imposed.  The employee’s 
reply, if received within twenty (20) working days after 
having been given notice of such discipline, shall 
become part of the employee’s record.

All documents referring to discipline shall be 34.6
removed from the employee’s status and pay file when 
the employee has completed twenty-four (24) months 
with no further discipline for a similar infraction(s).  All 
documents referring to discipline shall be removed from 
the employee’s status and pay file after thirty (30) months.

Upon written request, an employee may review 34.6.1
their own status and pay file once a year in the presence 
of a supervisor.

DISCRIMINATION35
The Corporation will not discriminate against any 35.1

employee for anything said, written or done legally in 
furtherance of the policies and aims of the Union.

The Corporation will not discriminate against 35.2
employees with respect to sex, colour, age (subject to the 
Corporation’s policy on retirement), disability, religion, 
creed, race, ethnic or national origin, marital or parental 
status, sexual orientation or political affiliation.

Where there is an allegation that the application 35.3
of the Collective Agreement has an adverse 
discriminatory effect on an employee, the parties agree to 
meet and attempt to reach a solution in accordance with 
the principles set out in the Federal Human Rights 
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Legislation (e.g. reasonable accommodation).

The Parties agree that it is essential to address 35.4
problems faced by our employees with respect to 
workplace harassment and sexual harassment, and to 
deal effectively with these problems.  The Corporation 
agrees to consult with the Union in the implementation of 
a new harassment policy.

AIR CREDITS36
In accordance with its current policy, the 36.1

Corporation shall continue to give air credits to 
employees where, in its opinion, such credits are merited 
by their contribution to the program.
As a guide:

an employee’s name may be included in the i)
credits on all broadcasts with which the employee has 
been involved;

when an employee is authorized by the ii)
Corporation to make a personal contribution to the 
program, extending beyond the normal requirements of 
professional functions, etc., the employee may be entitled 
to receive an additional credit;

an employee has the right to refuse a credit.iii)

When requested, and where feasible, the Union 36.2
seal will appear in the credits of television programs that 
are Corporation originations.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES37
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Employees shall be free to engage in  activities 37.1
outside their hours of work, provided:

That such activities are not performed for 37.1.1
Canadian Broadcasters, Cablecasters or CBC program 
partners,

That without permission, no employees may 37.1.2
exploit their connection with the Corporation in the course 
of such activities,

That such activity does not adversely affect their 37.1.3
work for the Corporation.

SENIORITY38
Corporation seniority shall be deemed to have 38.1

commenced on the date of hiring by the Corporation and 
shall be equal to the length of continuous service.  It shall 
relate only to the order of layoffs, re-call and the choice of 
annual leave periods.

Corporation seniority accrued by a person in 38.1.1
another bargaining unit will be carried over by that person 
if and when that person becomes an employee in this 
bargaining unit.

Unit seniority shall be measured by the length of 38.2
continuous service within the unit under this Agreement, 
plus service in any of the four (4) predecessor units which 
were combined when this unit was formed.  It shall relate 
only to promotion and wages.

In the event an employee who has passed their 38.3
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probationary period is laid off or is granted leave of 
absence, continuity of service for purposes of Corporation 
and Unit seniority shall be considered unbroken if the 
return to status of employee occurs within one (1) year, or 
if the return to the status of employee occurs after one (1) 
year has elapsed, the employee’s Corporation and Unit 
seniority upon returning shall be those which the 
employee had on the effective date of such lay off or leave 
of absence.

In the event an employee who has passed their 38.4
probationary period is transferred to another position 
within the Corporation, continuity of service for purposes 
of Corporation and Unit seniority shall be considered 
unbroken if the return to the status of employee occurs 
within one (1) year, or if the return to the status of 
employee occurs after one (1) year has elapsed, Unit 
seniority upon returning shall be that which the employee 
had on the effective date of such transfer, and Corporation 
Seniority shall be considered unbroken.

STAFF REDUCTION39
No later than six (6) weeks (including notice to 39.1

employees as provided herein) prior to any reduction of 
staff which may bring about lay-off or separation of 
employees, the Corporation shall advise and discuss the 
matter thoroughly with the Union. Group notice of 
quantitative lay-offs will be in accordance with pertinent 
sections of the Canada Labour Code

For this purpose, the Corporation and the Union 39.1.1
shall establish a Joint Employment Committee at the 
location(s) involved as required, to provide for 
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consultation and cooperation between the parties in order 
to avoid and minimize any adverse effects resulting from 
the reduction of staff.  The Corporation agrees to release 
not more than three (3) employees without loss of pay or 
leave credits to attend these meetings.

The parties agree to establish a National Joint 39.1.2
Employment Committee. The purpose of the Committee 
is to co-ordinate and direct the activities of the local 
Committees and to resolve issues referred to it from the 
local Committees. The Corporation agrees to release not 
more than three (3) employees without loss of pay or 
leave credits to attend these meetings.

Where appropriate, the parties will utilize the 39.1.3
services of Human Resources Development Canada.

The posting requirements of the Agreement 39.1.4
shall not apply where employees are reassigned and/or 
relocated in accordance with Article 38.1.6, 38.2 and 38.3.

Where suitable alternative employment is 39.1.5
available for any displaced employees, such employees 
designated for re-assignment and/or re-location will be 
given reasonable assistance to adjust to the other 
position.

In the event of lay-off, temporary employees in 39.1.6
each location will be released prior to lay-off of any 
continuing employee provided:

the continuing employee possesses the i)
occupational qualifications of the job filled by the 
temporary employee, and

the continuing employee is employed in the ii)
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same location as the temporary employee to be released.
Where temporary employment can be used to delay the 
bumping process or the lay-off of an employee, such 
employee may, at Management’s option, be transferred to 
the temporary employment, provided the employee 
possesses the occupational qualifications as described 
in the hiring criteria. Unless the employee again occupies 
a permanent position, when the temporary employment is 
no longer required, the employee will exercise all rights 
under this Article.

The list of regions for the purpose of this Article 39.1.7
shall be:

Newfoundland Regionn

Maritime Regionn

Province of Ontarion

Manitoba Regionn

Saskatchewan Regionn

Alberta Regionn

British Columbia Regionn

CBC Northn

For the purposes of this Article, CBC North is considered 
to be a Region.  Any affected CBC North employee 
exercising bumping rights will first bump within CBC 
North and then within the Region which includes their 
Point of Departure.  Employees whose Point of Departure 
is Montreal shall be considered as part of the Ontario 
Region.

”Location involved” shall mean a metropolitan 39.1.8
area including its transmitter point(s).
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Where employees are to be laid off, such lay-offs 39.1.9
shall proceed in inverse order of Corporation seniority 
after the procedures concerning bumping and 
redeployment have been exhausted.

An employee being offered relocation or 39.1.10
redeployment as provided in Articles 38.2, 38.3, 40.5, 
40.7, 41.4 and 41.6 will be given fourteen (14) calendar 
days notice of such offer. The employee must then advise 
the Corporation within this period of willingness to accept 
the relocation.  If electing to relocate, the employee will 
have up to sixty (60) calendar days from the date of 
notification of acceptance to report to the new location, 
unless mutually agreeable alternate arrangements are 
made between the employee and the Corporation.  
Failure to report within such time limits will result in the 
employee’s name being removed from the seniority list 
and the employee will be considered as having resigned 
from the service of the Corporation with consequent loss 
of all rights and privileges.

Continuing Corporation employees outside the 39.1.11
bargaining unit faced with lay-off and who possess the 
occupational qualifications may be offered vacant 
positions not filled by any continuing employee of the 
bargaining unit or any employee of the bargaining unit 
eligible for re-engagement.

Protected Status
No employee, as defined in Article 3, who was 39.2

on staff as of December 1, 1983 and is still an employee 
as of the date of the signing of this Agreement will be laid 
off, separated or suffer a reduction in salary during the 
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term of this Agreement because of a reduction of staff 
except where an employee with Protected Status:

refuses to be transferred to a vacant position within the i)
bargaining unit, in the employee’s location or region, (as 
defined in Article 38.1.7) or to any other location in the 
Corporation where there is a vacant position in the 
bargaining unit for which the employee possesses the 
occupational qualifications for the job as described in the 
selection criteria, with reasonable assistance to be 
provided, or

refuses to bump another employee in the bargaining ii)
unit at the employee’s location or in any other location in 
the region in a position, for which the employee 
possesses the occupational qualifications for the job as 
described in the selection criteria, with reasonable 
assistance to be provided, following the procedures 
outlined in Article 38.2.1, or

refuses temporary employment in a position, for iii)
which the employee possesses the occupational 
qualifications for the job as described in the selection 
criteria, in the location involved,

refuses to accept a forced bump of another iv)
bargaining unit employee designated by the Corporation 
in any region in Canada starting at the adjacent region(s),

the employee will be laid-off from the Corporation in 
accordance with Article 38.2.2

Redeployment and bumping shall first be made 39.2.1
in order of Corporation seniority in accordance with the 
process outlined below.  However, no employee is to be 
bumped by an employee with more Corporation seniority 
unless the latter possesses the occupational 
qualifications of the job as described in the selection 
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criteria, with reasonable assistance to be provided.  No 
employee is to be redeployed to a vacant position unless 
in possession of the occupational qualifications as 
described in the selection criteria with reasonable 
assistance and/or training within the trial period to adjust 
to the other position.  Redeployment and bumping will 
occur in the following order:

redeployment to a vacant position in the i)
bargaining unit at the employee’s location or bumping the 
most junior employee in the applicable same or lower 
classification in the bargaining unit at the employee’s 
location;

redeployment to a vacant position in the ii)
bargaining unit at another location in the region or 
bumping the most junior employee in the applicable 
same or lower classification in the bargaining unit in the 
region;

redeployment to a vacant position in the iii)
bargaining unit in any other location in the Corporation;

forced bump to any location in the Corporation, at iv)
the Corporation’s discretion starting at the adjacent 
region(s).

If a protected employee is laid-off in accordance 39.2.2
with Article 38.2, Article 40.8, Article 41.7, the protected 
employee shall receive at least four (4) weeks notice of 
separation or four (4) weeks pay in lieu of notice of 
separation and a separation allowance in a lump sum 
equal to one (1) weeks pay for each three (3) months of 
service or major portion thereof with the Corporation to a 
maximum amount equal to twenty-four (24) months salary 
and will be separated from employment with the 
Corporation without recall rights.
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It is understood that where no forced bump 39.2.2.1
is available anywhere within the Corporation, the 
employee will be laid off and shall receive four (4) weeks 
notice of separation or four (4) weeks pay in lieu of notice 
of separation and separation allowance in a lump sum 
equal to one (1) weeks pay for each three (3) months of 
service or major portion thereof with the Corporation to a 
maximum amount equal to twenty-four (24) months salary 
and will have right of recall for fifteen (15) months.

Any protected employee who has resigned from 39.2.3
their employment and is subsequently re-hired by the 
Corporation, will have lost their protected status.

In the event that an employee is laid-off for a 39.2.3.1
second or subsequent time, the amount of lay-off pay 
shall be one (1) week’s salary for each six (6) months of 
continuous service or major portion thereof with the 
Corporation following re-engagement.

Non-Protected Status
An employee who has completed a probationary 39.3

period but is not personally protected by virtue of Article 
38.2 may be subject to lay-off, separation or suffer a 
reduction in salary in accordance with this Article 38.3.

Redeployment and bumping shall first be made 39.3.1
in order of Corporation seniority in accordance with the 
process outlined below.  However, no employee is to be 
bumped by an employee with more Corporation seniority 
unless the latter possesses the occupational 
qualifications of the job as described in the selection 
criteria, with reasonable assistance to be provided.  No 
employee is to be redeployed to a vacant position unless 
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in possession of the occupational qualifications as 
described in the selection criteria with reasonable 
assistance to adjust to the other position.  Redeployment 
and bumping will occur in the following order:

redeployment to a vacant position in the i)
bargaining unit at the employee’s location or,
bumping the most junior employee in the applicable 
same or lower classification in the bargaining unit at the 
employee’s location;

redeployment to a vacant position in the ii)
bargaining unit at another location in the region or,
bumping the most junior employee in the applicable 
same or lower classification in the bargaining unit in the 
region;

If unable to be redeployed to a vacant position or 39.3.2
to bump another employee as provided above, the 
employee shall be laid off with recall rights for fifteen (15) 
months following the date of lay-off.

If an employee refuses to be redeployed to a 39.3.3
vacant position, refuses to bump another employee or 
refuses temporary employment at the location as 
provided above will be laid off without recall rights and 
shall receive lay-off pay equal to one (1) week’s pay for 
each six (6) months of service or major portion thereof 
with the Corporation..

Employees who came on staff after December 1, 39.3.4
1983 and who have completed their probationary period 
and are subject to a lay-off shall receive at least four (4) 
weeks notice of lay-off or four (4) weeks equivalent pay in 
lieu of notice and lay-off pay equal to one (1) week’s pay 
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for each six (6) months of service or major portion thereof 
with the Corporation. Additionally, during the notice period 
the employee shall receive reasonable time off 
(Corporation assignments permitting) to be interviewed 
for positions outside the Corporation.

In the event that an employee is laid-off for a 39.3.5
second or subsequent time, the amount of lay-off pay 
shall be one (1) week’s salary for each six (6) months of 
continuous service or major portion thereof with the 
Corporation following return from the previous period of 
lay-off.

Trial Period
All employees who are redeployed or who bump 39.4

will be required to complete a trial period of not longer 
than three (3) months.

An unprotected employee who fails to 39.4.1
successfully complete a trial period will be laid off without 
right of recall and shall receive a separation allowance in 
a lump sum equal to one (1) week’s pay for each six (6) 
months of continuous service or major portion thereof 
with the Corporation.  Additionally, during the notice 
period the employee shall receive reasonable time off 
(Corporation assignments permitting) to be interviewed 
for positions outside the Corporation.

A protected employee who fails to 39.4.1.1
successfully complete a trial period will be laid off with 
right of recall for fifteen (15) months and shall receive a 
separation allowance in a lump sum equal to one (1) 
week’s pay for each three (3) months of continuous 
service or major portion thereof with the Corporation.
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Re-engagement of Employees
Continuing Employment39.5

Notice39.5.1

When continuing work becomes available, the vacancy 
will be made available to employees of the bargaining 
unit who possess the occupational requirements (as 
described in the selection criteria) of the vacant position, 
based on Corporation seniority, in the following order:

to employees with protected status who i)
bumped, were bumped, or were redeployed to another 
position at a lower level within their location,

to other employees who bumped, were bumped, ii)
or were redeployed to another position at a lower level 
within their location,

to employees who chose temporary employment iii)
under Article 38.6,

to employees who continue to retain recall rights,iv)

to persons outside the bargaining unit.v)

Offer Goes To39.5.2

Subject to the provisions of Article 38.5.1 above, a re-
engagement offer shall be sent to all qualified employees 
by order of Corporation seniority.

Recall Rights39.5.3

Refusal39.5.3.1
Should an employee, who was offered a position for 
which the employee is qualified, and is at the previous 
location and at the same salary level previously held, 
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refuse such an offer, all recall rights with the Corporation 
are lost.

Failure to Answer39.5.3.2
Should a notified employee fail to answer the notice of 
vacancy within three (3) working days of receipt of notice, 
all recall rights with the Corporation are lost.

Failure to Report39.5.3.3
Should a notified employee who has accepted a job offer 
fail to report to work within the stipulated time limits, all 
recall rights with the Corporation are lost unless the 
employee was unavailable for bona fide reasons.

Rights Maintained39.5.3.4
Recall rights will be maintained if an employee refuses a 
job offer at a lower group level than was previously held.

Refusal at Another Location39.5.3.5
Should a notified employee refuse a position at the 
former salary level in a location other than the one from 
which layoff occurred, the employee’s name will be 
removed from the recall list for that location.

Re-engagement – Fifteen (15) Months39.5.4

Re-engagement notices shall continue to be offered to all 
employees listed in Article 38.5.1 no longer than fifteen 
(15) months from the date of bumping or redeployment 
(except for employees on LTD, STD, Parental and Child 
Care Leave, or Workers Compensation, for whom the 
fifteen (15) month re-engagement period commences at 
the time they return from the respective leave).

Recall Definition39.5.5
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Recall will be local, regional, national, as follows:

locally – all positions within a Corporation i)
location at the Entry level;

regionally –all Corporation locations within a ii)
region as defined in Article 38.1.7- all positions at the 
Generalist level;

nationally – (all locations in Canada) –all iii)
positions at the Specialist or Lead Hand level.

No Persons from Outside the Bargaining Unit39.5.6

No persons from outside the bargaining unit can be 
employed in the unit until all employees as listed in Article 
38.5.1 have had the opportunity to exercise their right of 
reinstatement.

Notice of Recall39.5.7

Notice of recall shall be sent to all qualified employees 
listed in Article 38.5.1.

Receipted Mail39.5.8

A registered letter or receipted mail will be sent to all 
laid-off employees who are qualified. An internal letter 
(signed for by the employee) shall be sent to employees 
still on staff. Time limits start only from the day after the 
employee signs that the notice has been received.

Local Joint Employment Committee Role39.5.9

The Local Joint Employment Committee will prepare a list 
of employees noting their skills and qualifications, 
Corporation seniority and latest address, and will keep it 
updated. The Local Committee shall also determine at 
which location(s) employees would wish to be recalled. It 
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shall be the responsibility of the employee to inform the 
Local Joint Employment Committee of any change in 
address.

Seniority39.5.10

The right of acceptance/refusal shall be in order of 
Corporation seniority.

Time Limits to Reply39.5.11

Employees have until the close of business of the third 
(3rd) working day after the signed receipt of the recall 
notice (excluding the day of receipt) to advise the 
Corporation if they wish to be considered for recall.

 Time Limits to Report for Work39.5.12

Employees who accept a recall must report within thirty 
(30) calendar days from the date of acceptance unless 
alternate arrangements are agreed mutually by the 
employee and the Corporation.

Relocation Expenses39.5.13

Employees accepting employment at another location will 
be paid relocation expenses as per Article 38.7.

Union Notification39.5.14

The Union, at the Local and National Level, will be copied 
on all permanent employment offers and confirmation of 
permanent employment.

Salaries39.5.15

Except for those employees protected by virtue of Article 
38.2, salary on recall will be on the basis of the step in 
salary scale of the job offered which recognizes the 
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employee’s unit seniority if the employee has one (1) year 
or more of Corporation seniority; otherwise, the employee 
may be recalled at the hiring rate of the job offered.

Temporary Employment
Temporary Employment (Within Location)39.6

Temporary employment that can be planned in 
accordance with the time frames as spelled out in Articles 
38.5.11 and 38.5.12, such as seasonal programs, 
vacation relief, Parental and Child Care Leave, or other 
planned projects, will be made available and employees 
notified as per the same conditions and provisions as for 
permanent positions as listed above.

Relocation Costs39.6.1

The Corporation shall not be required to pay any 
relocation costs for temporary employment.

Refusal Does Not Limit Rights39.6.2

Refusal for temporary work shall not deprive employees 
of recall rights for permanent work.

Local List39.6.3

The local Joint Employment Committee will establish a 
list of those employees with qualifications who would be 
interested in temporary work. This list will be used as a 
source of candidates for temporary work (planned and/or 
short notice). The local Joint Employment Committee will 
update all lists on a monthly basis.

Employees to Advise Preference39.6.4

Employees in other locations will be eligible to state 
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preference for temporary work in accordance with the 
group level which is available through the local, regional, 
national notice concept, as spelled out above. The local 
Human Resources Office will forward their name to the 
appropriate Human Resources Office for addition to the 
local list (e.g. vacation relief positions).

No Person from Outside the Bargaining Unit39.6.5

No person from outside the bargaining unit shall be 
placed in such employment until all employees whose 
name appears on the list referred to in Articles 38.6.3 and 
38.6.4 have been given the opportunity to exercise their 
right to such temporary work.

Short Notice Temporary Work39.6.6

Short notice temporary work that cannot be planned in 
advance, in accordance with the time frames as in 
Articles 38.5.11 and 38.5.12 will be offered in the 
following manner:

Employees Interestedi)
All employees interested in temporary work will advise 
their local Human Resources Office of their area(s) of 
interest based on qualifications.

Employee Notificationii)
Management will contact qualified employees in order of 
Corporation seniority as determined by the Joint 
Employment Committee’s Corporation seniority list.

Union Notificationiii)
The Local Union will be copied on all confirmations of 
employment. Furthermore, the Local Union shall be 
notified of any refusal or inability to contact an employee.
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Relocation Expenses
When an employee relocates in accordance with 39.7

the provisions of this Article, the employee and the 
employee’s immediate family shall be paid relocation 
expenses by the Corporation in accordance with the 
following provisions of Human Resources Policy – 
Relocation Expenses:

House hunting tripn

Removal of household effectsn

Transportation and travel accommodationn

NOTE: Except where temporary employees are referred 
to specifically, it is agreed that the term “employee” or 
“employees” used throughout Article 38 shall mean 
full-time continuing employees of the Corporation within 
the bargaining unit.

WORKFORCE 40
REORGANIZATION

In the event of downsizing and or workforce 40.1
reorganization the Corporation will use its best efforts to 
provide opportunities for training and development 
necessary for employees in the CEP Unit to have as 
much access as possible to any jobs which may remain 
and which are made up of some proportions of work from 
two (2) or more Units.

For layoffs subsequent to April 1, 1997, where it 40.2
can be clearly demonstrated that an employee has lost a 
position as a direct result of cross-skilling, the employee 
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will be entitled to one (1) additional week salary for each 
continuous year of service with the Corporation, as a 
training allowance in addition to layoff pay for any affected 
unprotected member as provided for in the appropriate 
articles, and administered in the same manner as in 
Articles 41 and 40, with the same redeployment and 
bumping requirements and rights.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE41
Technological change means the introduction by 41.1

the Corporation into its work, undertaking or business, of 
equipment or material of a different nature or kind than 
that previously utilized by the Corporation in the operation 
of the work, undertaking or business and a change in the 
manner in which the Corporation carries on the work 
undertaking or business that is directly related to the 
introduction of that equipment or material.

Where the Corporation proposes to effect a 41.2
technological change that is likely to affect the terms and 
conditions of employment of a significant number of 
employees to which this collective agreement applies, 
then the Corporation shall give notice to the union at least 
one hundred and twenty (120) days prior to the 
introduction of new equipment or material different in 
nature or kind than that previously utilized.
Such notice referred to above shall contain:

the nature of the technological change;n

the date on which the Corporation proposes to effect n
the technological change;
the approximate number and type of employees likely n
to be affected by the technological change;
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the effect that the technological change is likely to n
have on the terms and conditions, or security of 
employees affected.

The parties agree that Sections 52, 54 and 55 of 41.3
the Canada Labour Code do not apply during the term of 
this collective agreement.

The following steps are intended to assist 41.4
employees affected by any technological change.

After notice as per clause 40.2 is given, the 41.4.1
parties shall meet and discuss the technological change 
with a view to minimize or avoid adverse effects and to 
discuss options to assist employees who are affected by 
technological change to adjust to any adverse effects 
associated with such technological change.

The parties shall also discuss a number of 41.4.2
possible alternatives for affected employees which can 
include:

retraining;n

reassignment and/or relocation to an available n
position.

When such reassignment or relocation is required, the 
posting provisions of the collective agreement shall not 
apply.

Affected employees shall first have an 41.5
opportunity to be redeployed in order of Corporation 
seniority in accordance with the process outlined below.  
However no employee is to be redeployed to a vacant 
position unless in possession of the occupational 
qualifications of the job as described in the selection 
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criteria, with reasonable assistance to be provided.  
Redeployment will occur in the following order:

redeployment to a vacant position in the i)
bargaining unit at the employee’s location;

redeployment to a vacant position in any other ii)
bargaining unit at the employee’s location;

redeployment to a vacant position in the iii)
bargaining unit at another location in the region;

redeployment to a vacant position in any other iv)
bargaining unit in the region;

redeployment nationally to a vacant position in v)
the bargaining unit;

redeployment nationally to a vacant position in vi)
any other bargaining unit.
Such offer for redeployment shall be made according to 
the process provided in Article 38.1.10.

If an employee is unable or refuses to be 41.6
redeployed to a vacant position the employee shall bump 
in order of Corporation seniority.  However no employee 
is to be bumped by an employee with more Corporation 
seniority unless the latter possesses the occupational 
qualifications of the job as described in the selection 
criteria, with reasonable assistance to be provided.  
Bumping will occur in accordance with the process 
outlined below:

bumping the most junior employee in the i)
applicable same or lower classification in the bargaining 
unit at the employee’s location;

bumping the most junior employee in the ii)
applicable same or lower classification in the bargaining 
unit in the region.
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bumping the most junior employee in the iii)
applicable same or lower position in any region in 
Canada, starting at the adjacent region(s)

At any time during this process the Corporation 41.7
may offer the employee an alternative position that may 
require training.  Such redirection would be to a position 
for which the employee does not possess the 
occupational qualifications of the job as described in the 
selection criteria.

The Corporation will provide training and/or 41.7.1
assistance to help the employee to adjust to such a 
career change.  The employee has the right to refuse 
such an offer of special redirection.

If the employee is unable to be redeployed to a 41.8
vacant position, or to bump another employee, or refuses 
an offer of special redirection as provided above, the 
employee will be laid off and receive at least four (4) 
weeks notice of redundancy or four (4) weeks equivalent 
pay in lieu of notice and a separation allowance equal to 
one week’s pay for each three (3) months of service or 
major portion thereof with the Corporation. The employee 
will have recall rights for twelve (12) months following the 
date of layoff.

Employees who accept retraining, reassignment 41.9
or relocation may be subject to a trial period up to a total 
of twelve (12) months.

If an employee fails during the trial period, the 41.9.1
employee will be declared redundant and dealt with in 
accordance with Article 38.

The parties agree to expedite the joint committee 41.10
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process at the Local and National levels to deal with 
technological change.  Decisions regarding 
redeployment, bumping and layoff of employees affected 
by technological change will have been completed by the 
end of the six (6) month period following the notice of 
technological change to the Union.  This process may be 
extended by the mutual agreement of the parties.

Where appropriate, the parties will utilize the 41.11
services of the Labour Markets Services of the Federal 
Department of Employment and Immigration.

CONTRACTING OUT42
As limited by Article 4.3, the Corporation 42.1

undertakes to consult with the Union by way of the 
National Joint Committee on the potential outsourcing of 
any activities which will result in the layoff of employees.  It 
is agreed the Corporation has the right to make the final 
determination and this consultation will not impede the 
decision process.  This consultation is with the view to 
giving the Union an opportunity at the earliest stage as 
practicable to:

obtain information on the Corporation’s i)
objectives, the nature of the activities and the estimated 
number of employees, by location, affected by 
outsourcing;

provide alternatives to the Corporation in areas ii)
of cost reduction, operational efficiencies and conditions 
of employment in order to achieve the stated objectives.
It is also understood that information shared at such 
meetings will be held in confidence, not to be shared with 
anyone outside the consultation process.
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When the Corporation has determined that it has 42.2
a requirement to contract out any work within the 
jurisdiction of this CEP bargaining unit, as described in 
Article 4.3, the Corporation will provide the Union with as 
much notice as possible.

As part of any negotiation with a supplier to 42.2.1
provide a contracted service, the Corporation will provide 
an opportunity for the contractor to consider bargaining 
unit employees for employment with the contractor.  
Agreements that provide job opportunities for employees 
will be included in the written documentation between the 
Corporation and the contractor.

Any employee who has completed the 42.3
probationary period, and has been selected for 
employment by the contractor, will be separated from their 
employment with the Corporation.  The employee will 
receive at least four (4) weeks notice of redundancy or 
four (4) weeks equivalent pay in lieu of notice and a 
separation allowance equal to one week’s pay for each 
three (3) months of service or major portion thereof with 
the Corporation.

Should an employee be unable or choose not to 42.4
be engaged by the contractor, the employee shall first 
have an opportunity to be redeployed in order of 
Corporation seniority in accordance with the process 
outlined below.  However no employee is to be 
redeployed to a vacant position unless in possession of 
the occupational qualifications of the job as described in 
the selection criteria, with reasonable assistance to be 
provided.  Redeployment will occur in the following order:

redeployment to a vacant position in the i)
bargaining unit at the employee’s location;
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redeployment to a vacant position in any other ii)
bargaining unit at the employee’s location;

redeployment to a vacant position in the iii)
bargaining unit at another location in the region;

redeployment to a vacant position in any other iv)
bargaining unit in the region;

redeployment nationally to a vacant position in v)
the bargaining unit;

redeployment nationally to a vacant position in vi)
any other bargaining unit.
Such offer for redeployment shall be made according to 
the process provided in Article 38.1.10.

If an employee refuses to be redeployed to a 42.5
vacant position the employee shall bump in order of 
Corporation seniority.  However no employee is to be 
bumped by an employee with more Corporation seniority 
unless the latter possesses the occupational 
qualifications of the job as described in the selection 
criteria, with reasonable assistance to be provided.  
Bumping will occur in accordance with the process 
outlined below:

bumping the most junior employee in the i)
applicable same or lower classification in the bargaining 
unit at the employee’s location;

bumping the most junior employee in the ii)
applicable same or lower classification in the bargaining 
unit in the region.

bumping the most junior employee in the iii)
applicable same or lower position in any region in 
Canada, starting at the adjacent region(s)

At any time during this process the Corporation 42.6
may offer the employee an alternative position that may 
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require training.  Such redirection would be to a position 
for which the employee does not possess the 
occupational qualifications of the job as described in the 
selection criteria.

The Corporation will provide training and/or 42.6.1
assistance to help the employee to adjust to such a 
career change.  The employee has the right to refuse 
such an offer of special redirection.

If the employee is unable to be redeployed to a 42.7
vacant position, or to bump another employee, or refuses 
an offer of special redirection as provided above, the 
employee will be laid off and receive at least four (4) 
weeks notice of redundancy or four (4) weeks equivalent 
pay in lieu of notice and a separation allowance equal to 
one week’s pay for each three (3) months of service or 
major portion thereof with the Corporation.  The employee 
will have recall rights for twenty-four (24) months following 
the date of layoff.  

ANNUAL LEAVE43
Leave with pay for annual leave shall be earned 43.1

at the rate of three (3) weeks per year for those 
employees with less than eight (8) years of service and 
four (4) weeks per year after eight (8) years of service and 
five (5) weeks per year after twenty (20) years of service, 
and six (6) weeks per year after twenty-five (25) years of 
service, computed according to the provisions of the 
Annual Leave Schedule. (APPENDIX A).

For purposes of computing credits earned, any 43.2
calendar month in which the employee is entitled to 
salary for a minimum of ten (10) working days shall be 
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taken as a full month of service.

For specific purposes e.g. overseas trips, etc., 43.3
up to fifty per cent (50%) of an employee’s entitlement to 
annual leave may be carried over from one year to the 
next. An employee who wishes to carry over a portion of 
annual leave shall so indicate in writing at the time the 
employee requests the choice of annual leave period in 
the year prior.

Annual leave shall be scheduled according to 43.4
Corporation seniority and taken, operational 
requirements permitting, at any mutually agreeable time 
within the fiscal year.  The employee shall not be 
compelled to take annual leave outside the period May 
15th to October 31st.

The employee’s days off shall be scheduled to 43.4.1
coincide with annual leave in the weeks preceding and 
following the annual leave period, whenever possible.

Where an employee elects to break annual leave 43.4.2
entitlement into more than one time period, all employees 
within the identified group shall be afforded their right of 
preference for their first time period before seniority 
preference is given to an employee’s second or 
subsequent time period(s).

Employees taking their annual leave between 43.4.3
May 15th and October 31st shall indicate their preference 
prior to April 1st and annual leave schedules shall be 
posted not later than April 30th.  Employees taking their 
annual leave after October 31st shall indicate their 
preference not later than October 1st and schedules shall 
be posted not later than October 31st.
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Failure by the employee to indicate choice of 43.4.4
annual leave, within the set time limits may result in the 
employee’s loss of annual leave preference based on 
seniority.

The Corporation may, without mutual consent, 43.5
schedule annual leave carry-over, or annual leave for 
which the employee has not indicated a choice before 
October 1st, outside the period May 15th to October 31st 
provided:

the carry-over or unrequested leave was not i)
previously agreed under Article 42.3, or

the carry-over was not the result of leave being ii)
requested by the employee but refused by the 
Corporation, or

the carry-over or failure to request leave was not iii)
the result of the Corporation requesting the employee not 
to take annual leave.
The Corporation undertakes to use its best efforts to find 
mutually agreeable times before unilaterally scheduling 
such leave.  It is understood that where such leave is to 
be scheduled by the Corporation it must be in blocks of at 
least one week, unless the employee agrees otherwise.

Any legal or declared holiday (Article 17) falling 43.6
within an employee’s annual leave period shall be 
considered as taken.  The day or half day of annual leave 
so displaced shall be added to the annual leave period if 
requested by the employee and approved by the 
Corporation, or reinstated to the employee’s annual leave 
credits to be taken at a later date.

If while on annual leave an employee’s leave is 43.7
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interrupted for a period of five (5) consecutive calendar 
days or more through an employee’s serious illness or 
an injury which disables, or for a shorter period all or part 
of which involves hospitalization, the period of annual 
leave so displaced shall be charged against the 
employee’s sick leave credits.  By mutual agreement 
between the employee and the Corporation, the annual 
leave so displaced may be added to the end of the 
employee’s scheduled leave period or rescheduled to a 
later mutually agreeable date.

When a CBC North employee proceeds on leave 43.8
with pay, other than special leave, and the period of time 
required for the journey to or from the isolated location is 
prolonged by transportation delays beyond the 
employee’s control, travel time not exceeding five (5) days 
will be allowed in respect to any one period of absence.  
Notwithstanding the above, an extension of this period 
may be allowed in special circumstances.  In addition to 
the continuation of salary during this period, allowances 
will also be continued.  This travel time will not be 
charged against the employee’s leave credits, although 
for the purposes of payment of salary and allowances, it 
shall be regarded as leave.

When a CBC North employee proceeds on either 43.9
annual or sick leave, the employee will be allowed leave 
in an amount which is the lesser of three (3) days or the 
actual time required to travel from the isolated post to the 
nearest point of departure and return from the nearest 
point of departure to the isolated post.

Travel leave may be granted to points other than 43.9.1
the nearest point of departure for CBC North employees 
except that where such employees are authorized to 
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proceed on annual leave more than once in a fiscal year, 
the total amount of travel leave which may be granted 
shall not exceed the maximum referred to above.  This 
travel time will not be charged against the employee’s 
leave credits, although for the purposes of payment of 
salary and allowance, it shall be regarded as leave.

Upon separation from staff, an employee will 43.10
receive a cash payment equivalent to salary for unused 
annual leave credits.

SPECIAL LEAVE44
Special leave is designed to assist an employee 44.1

in coping with domestic contingencies or unforeseen 
emergencies that affect the employee or the employee’s 
immediate family.  Special leave may be granted for such 
domestic contingencies as illness in the immediate 
family, moving and for unforeseen emergencies such as 
bereavement in the immediate family and additionally, for 
marriage of an employee, and for divorce of an employee 
on the day of court appearance if required and the like.  
Such special leave will not be unreasonably withheld.  
When denied, the reason for withholding shall be given to 
the employee if requested in writing. 

Bereavement
When a member of an employee’s immediate 44.1.1

family dies, the employee is entitled to bereavement leave 
of up to three (3) consecutive days immediately following 
the day of the death.

If any of the three days coincides with a normal working 
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day, the employee is entitled to a normal day’s pay for 
such days. The intent is to provide employees with three 
(3) consecutive days off without loss of income, if any or 
all such days fall on a normal work day of the employee.

Travel time in addition to the three days may also be 
allowed depending on circumstances.

Immediate family means the spouse, parents, 44.1.2
children, sisters, brothers, father-in-law, mother-in-law, 
grandparents, grandchildren, son-in-law, daughter-in law, 
sister-in-law, brother-in-law of the employee and includes 
any relative permanently residing in the employee’s 
household or with whom the employee reside

At the request of the employee and at the 44.1.3
discretion of management, special circumstances related 
to the bereavement can be reviewed on a case by case 
basis.

STD/LTD45
Employees are entitled to disability and/or sick 45.1

leave benefits in accordance with the following 
provisions.

The Corporation accepts that it is the policy 45.2
(contract) holder in respect to the long term disability plan 
and agrees the Union and the Employee will be provided 
access to the insurer.

S.T.D./L.T.D. benefits apply to all regular and full 45.3
time employees in the bargaining units who elected to be 
covered by these new provisions. Employees hired after 
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April 1st, 1977 participate in these Plans as a condition of 
employment. S.T.D./L.T.D. Disability Plans do not apply to 
temporary employees except as provided in Article 21.

Employees will be protected from loss of basic 45.3.1
salary when incapacitated through illness or injury by 
means of a Short-Term Disability and/or Long-Term 
Disability Plan.

Effective April 1st, 1977, the Corporation shall 45.3.2
provide, at no cost to employees, a Short-Term Disability 
Income Protection Plan in accordance with the following 
schedule:

An employee with

service length of will receive benefit of

More than but less 
than 

full salary 
for

plus 66 2/3 
salary for

3 months 1 year 2 weeks 15 weeks

1 year 2 years 4 weeks 13 weeks

2 years 3 years 6 weeks 11 weeks

3 years 4 years 8 weeks  9 weeks

4 years 5 years 10 weeks  7 weeks

5 years 6 years 12 weeks  5 weeks

6 years 7 years 14 weeks  3 weeks

7 years or 
more 

17 weeks 
full salary

Upon request, an employee will be advised of the status 
of S.T.D. Benefits available.
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New employees who, during the first three (3) 45.3.3
months of service, are absent due to illness or injury, may 
be granted up to five (5) days ’ Short-Term Disability 
Income Protection Benefits at one hundred percent 
(100%) basic salary.

Long-Term Disability45.3.4

An employee who is disabled, as defined in the Long-
Term Disability Plan for a period in excess of eighty-five 
(85) working days will (unless they elect option under 
Article 44.3.6 iv) on the eighty-sixth (86th) day of such 
disability, receive income protection payments equal to 
sixty percent (60%) of their basic salary (subject to a cost-
of-living adjustment of up to a maximum of four percent 
(4%) annually) until recovery, retirement or death. Long-
Term Disability claims are subject to periodic review for 
acceptance.

An employee receiving Long-Term Disability 45.3.5
Benefits will, for the duration of Long-Term Disability 
Benefits have all premiums normally payable for the 
various insurance and income protection plans waived 
with full coverage maintained. No employee contributions 
to the CBC Pension Plan will be required and the 
employee shall continue to accrue pensionable service 
while in receipt of Long-Term Disability Benefits.

As of March 31st, 1977, all “sick leave credits” 45.3.6
accumulated by an employee shall be frozen and set 
aside in a “bank” for use by the employee. These credits 
may be used in accordance with the following options or 
in any other manner which may become available:

an employee with less than seven (7) years’ i)
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service may draw from their “bank” of “Sick Leave Credits” 
to bring their Short-Term Disability Benefits up to full 
salary;

a working employee may opt out of the Long-ii)
Term Disability Plan (and cease premium payments) 
when their age plus their “banked sick leave credits” 
and/or benefits entitlement under the Short-Term 
Disability Plan will provide disability income protection to 
retirement;

an employee in receipt of Long-Term Disability iii)
Benefits may opt out of this plan when their age plus their 
“banked sick leave credits” will provide disability income 
continuance until retirement. In the event that the salary 
scale for the position (or its equivalent) vacated by the 
disabled employee increases, the income protection 
provided will be at the higher salary in effect when the 
employee opts to use their “banked sick leave credits” 
rather than remain on Long-Term Disability Income;

an employee may elect to draw from the “banked iv)
sick leave credits” at the completion of the Short-Term 
Disability entitlement, and prior to receiving Long-Term 
Disability benefits.

The bargaining units will have the right through 45.3.7
their representatives on the Consultative Committee on 
Staff Benefits to take part in the election of a Union 
Representative to the adjudication committee which 
reviews Long-Term Disability cases and may, in the case 
of a claim involving a member of the bargaining units, 
name a CEP representative to sit on that particular 
adjudication.

Sick Leave “Old” Plan
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Those regular or full-time employees who were 45.4
on staff prior to April 1st, 1977 and opted to remain under 
the provisions of the “old” benefit plans including sick 
leave, will continue to benefit from this Plan which is 
described in H.R.P. 4.7.

Leave with pay for illness is granted to 45.4.1
employees under the conditions set forth in H.R.P. 4.7.

For purposes of computing credits earned, any 45.4.2
calendar month in which the employee is entitled to 
salary for a minimum of ten (10) working days shall be 
taken as a full month of service. Sick leave credits are 
accumulated in accordance with the sick leave schedule 
in H.R.P. 4.7.

It is agreed and understood by the Parties that, 45.5
effective April 1, 1977, the Sick Leave provisions of the 
Collective Agreement are amended to the extent of the 
new Disability Income Security Plans as set forth above.
The Corporation agrees that notwithstanding the changes 
to the benefit plans instituted April 1, 1977, all employees 
on staff prior to April 1st, 1977 will continue to enjoy full 
access to all current benefits unless they individually 
elected to participate in the new benefit plans.

ACCIDENT ON DUTY46
For employees who are absent as a result of an 46.1

accident while on duty, the Corporation will grant 
additional pay over and above that which is allowed by the 
Worker’s Compensation Board in order to maintain the 
employee on full salary.
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In order to maintain salary payments, the 46.1.1
employee will be placed on leave of absence with pay, 
and the Worker’s Compensation Board will be advised 
against issuing compensation salary payments during 
the period that such leave is granted.  The leave will not 
be charged against any of the employee’s leave credits.

Claims not accepted by the Worker’s Compensation 
Board will not be classified for leave purposes as an 
accident on duty, and will be automatically processed as 
sick leave, STD/LTD (in accordance with the 
requirements of the plan), or absence without pay.

Before reporting for duty following a 46.1.2
compensable injury, an employee may be required to 
produce evidence of good health, showing that the 
employee has recovered and is able to resume normal 
duties.  Upon receipt of this evidence, the Officer-in-
Charge of Human Resources will authorize the employee 
to return to duty.  When an employee is unable to resume 
normal duty, the employee will be afforded rights in 
accordance with Article 46 (INCAPACITATED/DISABLED 
EMPLOYEES)

There shall be no pyramiding of CBC benefits or 46.2
payments related to the application of this Article.

INCAPACITATED / DISABLED 47
EMPLOYEES

The following replaces all policies and/or 47.1
employment guarantees and is the complete protocol for 
re-integrating incapacitated persons into the workforce.
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Employees who have been approved on L.T.D. 47.2
will have benefits provided in accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the L.T.D. plan.  Employees who are 
fully recovered and satisfy the Corporation that they are 
medically fit to resume full duty, will be placed in a 
suitable vacancy or category of employment as that which 
they held immediately prior to being approved on L.T.D.  If 
no suitable vacancy exists at the same level, the returning 
employee will displace the most junior person in the 
same classification or category (at the location).
If no junior person exists in the same classification or 
category, the employee will displace the most junior 
employee in a classification or category of a lower group 
for which the returning employee possesses the 
necessary education, experience, and qualifications.  The 
person so displaced will be given rights under Article 38 
(Staff Reduction). With reference to this clause if no 
position is found at the location redeployment and 
bumping will be permitted under the appropriate section 
of Article 38 dependent on the employee’s seniority date.

If the employee returning from L.T.D. has been 47.3
certified medically fit to return to duty at the employee’s 
regular position and there is a medical restriction which 
is temporary (i.e. no more than six (6) months), the 
Corporation will make reasonable efforts to 
accommodate the temporary restrictions.

If the restrictions are of a permanent nature, the 47.4
Corporation will make reasonable accommodation in 
providing technical aids, devices or reasonable 
modification of the work environment for employee(s) with 
such permanent restrictions, if and when it will allow the 
employee(s) to return to full-time employment.  Such 
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employment will be at their regular job or at any job at the 
same or lower level within the bargaining unit that they 
are capable of performing.  The definition of reasonable 
accommodation shall be the same as defined in the 
Federal Human Rights legislation.

When an employee is p laced in a position as per 47.5
clause 46.4 above and fully recovers at any time within 
two (2) years from return to full-time duty, the employee 
will be entitled to a return to the employee’s former or 
equivalent category of employment within one (1) year of 
being declared fully recovered.  This will be subject to a 
suitable vacancy becoming available.

The employee shall fully co-operate with the 47.6
Corporation by providing any and all relevant medical 
information related to employment and/or restrictions.

It is agreed and understood that employees 47.7
placed in a position or category of employment will be 
paid the rate of pay for the position in which they have 
been placed.

The employee will cooperate fully with the 47.8
insurance company and the Corporation in matters 
relating to training and/or opportunities for placement 
outside the Corporation if no placement inside the 
Corporation can occur.

Persons who refuse reasonable employment 47.9
opportunities or who fail to cooperate in obtaining 
suitable employment or who fail within the trial period due 
to their own lack of commitment or cooperation may be 
released from employment with no further rights of 
employment within the Corporation.

The above applies to all persons who apply and 47.10
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are accepted for L.T.D. from April 1, 1996 onward.

PARENTAL LEAVE48
Upon the birth or legal adoption of a child, all 48.1

CBC employees who have completed at least six (6) 
consecutive months of continuous employment will be 
granted leave of absence, to a maximum of fifty-two (52) 
weeks, in accordance with the following provisions:

Maternity Leave48.2

Expectant mothers with at least twelve (12) 48.2.1
consecutive months of continuous service who qualify for 
Employment Insurance Benefits will receive 
Supplemental Unemployment Benefits for a period of 
seventeen (17) weeks.

Expectant mothers with at least twelve (12) 48.2.2
consecutive months of continuous employment who do 
not qualify for Employment Insurance Benefits will 
receive:

two (2) weeks at full pay;i)

up to fifteen (15) weeks of leave without pay.ii)

Adoption Leave48.3

An adoptive parent with at least twelve (12) 48.3.1
consecutive months of continuous employment will 
receive Supplemental Employment Benefits for a period 
of twelve (12) weeks, plus up to five (5) weeks of leave 
without the SUB plan.  Regular CBC paid benefits 
continue during these five (5) weeks.  This period also 
counts for seniority and annual leave credits.
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Child Care Leave48.4

In addition to the above leave provisions, parents 48.4.1
with at least six (6) consecutive months of continuous 
employment are eligible for up to twenty-four (24) weeks 
of leave for child care purposes.  This may be taken at any 
time within the fifty-two (52) weeks after the child is born 
or comes into the parent’s care and custody.  In cases 
where both parents are employed by the Corporation, the 
combined leave will not exceed twenty-four (24) weeks 
and may be divided between them.

Absence Without Pay48.5

Employees with at least six (6) consecutive 48.5.1
months of continuous employment who are granted 
Maternity or Adoption Leave are eligible for a maximum of 
fifty-two (52) weeks of absence from work for maternity 
and child care purposes.  The total of seventeen (17) 
weeks of Maternity or Adoption Leave plus up to twenty-
four (24) weeks of Child Care Leave, plus a further period 
of absence without pay must not exceed a total of fifty-two 
(52) weeks.

Parental Three-Day Leave48.6

Co-parents (that is, the parent who is not taking 48.6.1
Maternity or Adoption Leave), with at least twelve (12) 
consecutive months of continuous employment, will be 
granted three (3) days Parental Leave with pay, for the 
birth or adoption of a child.

Leave of Absence48.7

Subject to eligibility, an employee’s leave of 48.7.1
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absence, with or without special monetary benefits, may 
comprise:

for the expectant mother: Maternity Leave, Child Care n
Leave, and Absence Without Pay;
for the adoptive parent taking Adoption Leave: n
Adoption Leave, Child Care Leave, and Absence 
Without Pay;
for the co-parent who is taking a child home: Parental n
Three-Day Leave, Child Care Leave, and Absence 
Without Pay.

Benefits48.8

Pension Plan48.8.1
For employees who qualify for UI benefits and have one 
(1) year of continuous employment, the first four (4) 
months of Adoption or Maternity Leave will count as 
pensionable service under the provisions of the 
Corporation’s pension plan but no contributions to the 
plan will be required from the employee.  (The 
Corporation will continue to pay its share of the plan).

For those with one (1) year of continuous employment 
who do not qualify for UI benefits, normal pension 
contributions from the employee will be required for the 
first two (2) weeks with pay, but will not be required for the 
following fifteen (15) weeks.

The first four (4) month period counts as pensionable 
service only if the employee returns to work immediately 
following Maternity or Adoption Leave and other absences 
permitted under this policy, and resumes pensionable 
service (i.e. receives salary for fifteen (15) calendar days 
in a calendar month and therefore resumes contributing 
under the pension plan).
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Employees with more than six (6) but fewer than twelve 
(12) months of continuous employment proceeding on 
Child Care Leave may choose to continue pensionable 
service if they maintain their share of contributions during 
this period.

Employees who continue on Absence Without Pay 
beyond Maternity and Child Care Leave may choose to 
continue pensionable service if they pay both the 
employer and employee shares of the pension 
contributions.  The commitment to pay both share must 
be made prior to beginning Child Care Leave, and 
arrangements to pay must be made immediately after the 
employee returns to work.

Supplemental Unemployment Benefits Plan 48.8.2
(SUB Plan)

The Corporation’s Supplemental Unemployment Benefits 
plan is dependent on the employee’s receiving 
Employment Insurance benefits.  As a result, the fifteen 
(15) weeks of SUB payments cannot start until 
Employment Insurance benefits begin.  The two (2) 
weeks of SUB payments at ninety-three per cent (93%) of 
salary will be paid for the two (2) weeks immediately 
preceding the fifteen (15) weeks, which are paid at 
seventy-five percent (75%) of the employee’s weekly 
salary.

If the employee receives earnings from other sources 
which reduce their Employment Insurance benefits below 
the normal weekly level, the CBC will not increase its SUB 
plan payment to cover the decreased amount of 
Employment Insurance benefits.  If the employee receives 
earnings from other sources which, when added to 
Employment Insurance benefits and SUB plan payments, 
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would exceed ninety-five percent (95%) of salary, the SUB 
plan payments will be reduced accordingly.

Note: Employment Insurance benefits cannot be 
applied until ten (10) weeks before the expected birth 
week and there is a two (2)-week waiting period.

Other Benefits48.8.3

For the period of Maternity, Adoption, Parental i)
and/or Child Care Leave, the Corporation will continue 
payment at no cost to the employee for employer-paid 
benefits, e.g. basic Provincial Hospital/Medical, 
supplementary coverage and Basic Group Life Insurance.

During the period of Absence Without Pay, the 
employee may elect to maintain coverage by paying 
required premiums in full.

For employee-paid benefits, the employee may ii)
arrange to continue coverage, at the employee’s expense.

Break In Service48.9

Continuity of service for purposes of seniority 48.9.1
shall be considered unbroken upon return to work 
immediately following leave authorized under this policy.

Annual Leave48.10

Annual leave credits will accumulate for the first 48.10.1
four (4) months of Maternity/Adoption Leave, provided that, 
at the end of the authorized leave of absence, the 
employee returns to active work for ten (10) working days 
within a calendar month.  Annual leave credits and 
Parental Three-Day Leave may not be used for this ten 
(10) day qualifying period.
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Severance Pay48.11

The first four (4) months of Maternity/Adoption 48.11.1
Leave will count as service for severance pay purposes 
provided they count as pensionable service.

Leave Requests48.12

Requests for Maternity Leave are to be submitted 48.12.1
in writing accompanied by a medical certificate, at least 
four (4) weeks before the starting date (unless there is 
valid reason why such notice cannot be given).  Leave of 
absence may commence at any time up to the anticipated 
date of birth, however, Employment Insurance 
maternity/adoption benefits and therefore SUB plan 
benefits cannot be applied for until ten (10) weeks before 
the expected birth week and there is a two (2) week 
waiting period.

Requests for legal Adoption Leave are to be submitted in 
writing at least four (4) weeks prior to the completion of 
Maternity/legal Adoption Leave.

Requests for Child Care Leave are to be submitted in 
writing at least four (4) weeks prior to the completion of 
Maternity/legal Adoption Leave.

Requests for leave should indicate the intended length of 
absence.

Upon request, the Corporation will inform each 48.13
employee on leave of employment, promotion and 
training opportunities in the employee’s location.

Returning to Work48.14

The employee must give a minimum of two (2) 48.14.1
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weeks, but preferably four (4) weeks written notice prior to 
returning to work.  All employees taking leave will be 
returned to their former positions, except that, if a valid 
reason exists for not being returned to the former 
position, the employee will be assigned to another 
comparable position in the same location, with the same 
wages and benefits, and appropriate to the employee’s 
skills and abilities.

The employee’s supervisor will ensure adequate 48.14.2
time for training for technological or operational change (if 
applicable) is provided after the employee returns to work.

An employee unable to return to work owing to 48.15
disability or illness will receive the benefits provided in 
Article 44, providing the employee has kept up coverage.

If an employee fails to return to work at the 48.16
conclusion of the leave of absence that was requested 
and granted, the employee will be separated from staff on 
the last date of their authorized absence.

An employee may request to change the duration 48.17
of Child Care Leave (within the maximum), upon four (4) 
weeks advance written notice to the Corporation.

There shall be no pyramiding or double payment 48.18
of CBC monies or benefits related to the application of 
this Article.

JURY DUTY49
An employee required to serve as a juror shall 49.1

receive regular salary for such period.
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When an employee is subpoenaed as a witness (not for 
the employee’s own case), the employee shall receive full 
salary for that period.

In both instances payment is subject to satisfactory 
evidence.

MILITARY SERVICE50
For purposes of the following Articles military 50.1

service means such service as defined in and covered by 
the Reinstatement of Civil Employment Act, 1946; and an 
employee who enlists in, or is conscripted for, military 
service shall be considered on leave in conformity with 
the provisions of said Act.

An employee leaving for such service shall 50.2
receive payment equivalent to salary for annual leave 
remaining to the employee’s credit as of the date of 
leaving for Military Service.

An employee promoted to take the place of one 50.3
on leave of absence for Military Service may, upon 
resumption of employment by an employee honourably 
discharged from Military Service, be returned to the 
employee’s previous position.  The employee so 
promoted and while such promotion is temporary, shall 
continue to accumulate experience credit which shall 
govern salary on return to the group from which the 
employee was promoted.  In the event of a subsequent 
permanent promotion to the higher group which the 
employee had filled temporarily, the employee shall 
receive full experience credit in such higher group for the 
period which had been engaged in that higher group.
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If an employee, upon return from such service, is 50.4
found to be physically incapacitated to the extent that the 
employee is unable to resume former employment, the 
Corporation shall make all efforts to place the employee 
in other acceptable employment, and shall consult with 
the Union thereon.  If such other employment is not found, 
the employee shall be given severance pay based on 
continuous years of service.

The Corporation may hire replacements for 50.5
employees leaving for Military Service.  These 
replacements shall be covered by all provisions of this 
agreement, except by the Military Service provisions of this 
agreement.  If this replacement should leave the 
Corporation for Military Service, the employee’s 
employment shall cease.  Upon return from Military 
Service of the employee so replaced, the employment of 
the replacement shall be terminated and at such time the 
replacement shall receive accrued vacation pay and 
severance pay.

Leave of absence without pay shall be granted to 50.6
employees upon their request for annual reserve service 
training in the Canadian Armed Forces whenever 
operational requirements permit.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE51
The employer will attempt to meet the needs of 51.1

an employee in accommodating an employee’s request 
for absence with/without pay.

Employees must request a leave of absence in 51.2
writing as far in advance as possible but in any case no 
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less than four (4) weeks prior to the requested 
commencement of the leave.

The Corporation shall review the request in light 51.3
of operational requirements, reason(s) for the leave and 
whether such a leave is related to the employee’s 
position or career within the Corporation.  If the granting of 
such a leave involves an additional cost to the 
Corporation, a clear benefit to the Corporation must be 
demonstrated.

The Corporation shall provide the employee with 51.4
a written answer within seven (7) calendar days of the 
employee’s written request (or as soon as possible 
thereafter should the seven (7) day time limit not be met).  
If the leave is denied, written reasons shall be provided.

While on leave without pay employees will 51.5
accumulate seniority in accordance with Article 37.3 
(Seniority).  Employees granted a leave without pay, who 
do not report on schedule upon the expiration of such, will 
lose their seniority.  Unless pre-paid arrangements have 
been confirmed in writing, no benefit plans will apply 
during the period of leave without pay.

Leave of absence with pay will be in accordance 51.6
with the Corporation’s policy on same.

BENEFITS52

Supplementary Health Care Plan
The Corporation will continue to pay 100% of the 52.1

cost of the prevailing supplementary health care plan.
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Dental Plan
The Corporation will continue to pay 100% of the 52.2

cost of the prevailing Dental Care plan.  The parties agree 
to revisit the plan structure in the future with a view to 
improving the plan, particularly when the plan deficit is 
paid.

HOSPITAL/MEDICAL 53
COVERAGE

Where the Corporation directly pays provincial 53.1
Medical/Hospital premiums through a payroll tax, no 
reimbursement will be given to employees.  Where no 
other payment scheme is available, the Corporation will 
pay one hundred percent (100%) of the Provincial 
Hospital/Medical premiums to ensure employee 
coverage.
In the event any legislation or alternative payment 
scheme(s) is introduced in the future which does not 
require payment by the Corporation, the Corporation 
reserves the right to retain any and all savings as a result 
of such alternative funding arrangements.

LIFE INSURANCE54
All full-time employees are entitled to insurance coverage 
in accordance with the following provisions.

SECTION A – OLD PLAN
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The provisions of Section A (Old Plan) apply only 54.1
to full time employees who chose to retain these benefits 
rather than the benefits outlined in Article 53.2.  For 
eligible employees the present premium rate for the CBC 
Group Life Insurance Plan is twenty-six cents (26¢) bi-
weekly for $1,000 coverage, and the Corporation at 
present contributes $2.99 bi-weekly for employees with 
single status and $5.98 for employees with married 
status.  Should the premium increase, the Corporation 
will maintain the same ratio of contributions to premium 
rate.

The current 24-Hour-Voluntary-Accident Death 54.1.1
and Dismemberment Insurance Plan will continue to be 
made available to eligible employees and they may opt in 
or out of such coverage on a twice- yearly basis (April 1 st).

A fully paid-up Life Insurance policy in 54.1.2
accordance with the schedule of paid-up insurance under 
the old Group Life Insurance Plan will be provided by the 
Corporation at no cost to all eligible employees at normal 
retirement age.

Employees who retire early (before age 65) can, at their 
option, continue to be insured, at the rate of one times 
(1x) basic salary with full cost to be borne by the 
employee.  Alternatively, and if eligible, the employee may 
elect to receive a full paid-up policy of $4,000. 

Employees covered under this plan are also 54.1.3
eligible for coverage under the Corporation Travel 
Accident insurance plan.

SECTION B – NEW PLAN
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The following provisions will apply to all those 54.2
full-time and eligible temporary employees who opted for 
coverage effective April 1, 1977, and will apply to all 
employees hired after April 1, 1977, as a condition of 
employment.

Effective April 1st, 1977, the Corporation will 54.2.1
provide at no cost to each eligible employee basic Life 
Insurance in the amount of $25,000.00 or two times (2x) 
the employee’s basic annual salary (whichever is 
greater).  Optional insurance coverage (at group rate cost) 
will be available to each eligible employee.  An employee 
may elect to participate in any of the optional portions of 
the new Group Life Insurance programs as described in 
and under the conditions of the Plan.

The following plans are optional and employees 54.2.2
may elect to participate:

In addition to the basic Life Insurance provided by the 
Corporation, under Article 53.2.1, the employee may 
purchase total basic and optional Life Insurance up to five 
times (5x) salary at group rates. Medical evidence of 
insurability will be required for all the above except for the 
extra one (1x) times option.

An employee may elect to participate in 54.2.3
Dependent(s) Life Insurance in the amount of $15,000.00 
for a spouse and $7,500.00 for each child.  Common-law 
relationships will be recognized after one (1) year of co-
habitation and single parents qualify.  The premium per 
family will remain at a flat rate regardless of the number 
of dependents.

Proof of medical insurability will not be required for 
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optional life coverage of one time (1X) salary or 
dependent Life Insurance if the employee enrolls within:

Thirty (30) days from April 1, 1977;i)

Within thirty (30) days from date of marriage;ii)

Within thirty (30) days from the birth of a child;iii)

Within thirty (30) days from date of employment iv)
for employees hired after April 1, 1977;

During the annual open enrollment period (April v)
1st)..

As an additional option, up to a maximum of 54.1.4
$100,000.00 in Reducing Term Insurance may be made 
available to each eligible employee at group rates upon 
evidence of medical insurability.  The rate remains fixed at 
the age-rate upon enrollment.

The current 24-Hour-Voluntary-Accident Death 54.1.5
and Dismemberment Insurance Plan will continue to be 
made available to each eligible employee and they may 
opt in or out of such coverage on a yearly basis (April 1 st).

A fully paid-up Life Insurance policy in the 54.1.6
amount of $4,000.00 will be automatically provided by the 
Corporation at no cost to all eligible employees at normal 
retirement age.  Employees who retire early (before age 
65) will continue to be insured at no cost by the 
Corporation’s basic life insurance of $25,000.00 or two 
times (2x) basic salary, whichever is the greater until 
normal retirement age. 

Employees covered under this plan are also 54.1.7
eligible for coverage under the Corporation Travel 
Accident insurance plan.
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TRAVEL ACCIDENT 55
INSURANCE

Travel Accident Insurance will be granted in 55.1
accordance with corporate policy 

MEDICAL CERTIFICATE56
In all cases of disability an employee shall 56.1

inform a supervisor as soon as possible. In all cases of 
disability in excess of three (3) days, the employee must, 
if required, produce satisfactory evidence (certified by a 
qualified medical practitioner) of inability to perform 
duties.  Notwithstanding the above, an employee who has 
been granted nine (9) days or more of sick leave within 
any consecutive twelve (12) month period, of which none 
has been certified by a qualified medical practitioner 
must, if required, produce satisfactory medical evidence 
(certified by a qualified medical practitioner) for each 
subsequent day of absence within that same twelve (12) 
month period.

The Corporation reserves the right to require a 56.2
certificate from an employee certifying that the employee 
is fit to resume full and normal duty following an absence.

In accordance with the Human Resources 56.3
Disability Income Protection Plans Policy, the Corporation 
may require an employee to undergo a medical 
examination by a medical doctor of its choice and at its 
expense. This may be required when it is necessary to 
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establish the state of health of a particular employee or 
as a safeguard for other members of staff, or to 
determine the cause of excessive absenteeism.  At the 
time of the examination, the employee will be advised of 
an ability or inability to return to work.  If the employee so 
requests in writing, the results of an examination will be 
conveyed to the employee’s personal physician.

SEVERANCE PAY57
Upon separation from staff caused by illness, 57.1

retirement or death, employees in the bargaining unit 
shall receive severance pay (except as provided for in 
Article 56.1.1) equivalent to:

Three (3) calendar months salary for completion 
of ten (10) years of continuous service and for each 
subsequent year of continuous service an additional one 
fifth (1/5) of one month’s salary to a maximum of six (6) 
months.

Employees in the bargaining unit with more than 57.1.1
three (3) years of service but less than ten (10), who are 
separated due to serious and protracted illness or 
employees who retire shall receive severance pay at the 
rate of one (1) week’s salary for each nine (9) months of 
service, but not to exceed a maximum of thirteen (13) 
week’s salary.

On retiring from staff at, or before, normal 57.1.2
retirement age, or on separation due to illness, an 
employee may elect to receive a Retiring Allowance 
equivalent to the severance pay provided in Article 56.1.  
Such allowance will be paid in the same manner as 
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regular salary and will be subject to deductions for the 
Corporation’s staff benefit plans, where applicable. The 
period during which a Retiring Allowance is paid is called 
Retirement Leave and will count as service for the 
purpose of the CBC Pension Plan. Retirement Leave 
cannot extend beyond the normal retirement date, as 
defined in the CBC Pension Plan.  Any balance remaining 
at that time will be paid as a lump sum.

No severance will be paid to an employee who 57.2
resigns, is laid off or who is dismissed for cause.

For the purpose of calculating the entitlement to 57.3
severance pay, a lay-off (if lay-off pay has been paid to the 
employee) shall constitute a break in service even though 
the employee may be re-employed within one year of the 
lay-off.

The National Office of the Union shall be advised 57.4
of Voluntary Severance provisions which could apply to 
members of the Bargaining Unit when they are set.

RETIREMENT58
Retirement is based on age and shall take place 58.1

in all categories of employm ent on the last working day of 
the month in which the employee reaches age sixty-five 
(65).
It is understood that other conditions of retirement shall 
be governed by any legislative requirements and any 
applicable Corporation policies which will be appended 
to this Agreement for informational purposes.

Managers who have been transferred to the 58.2
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bargaining unit as a result of the CLRB decision are no 
longer entitled to pre-retirement leave. However, those 
managers who presently meet the requirements for such 
leave and had already declared their intention to retire 
within three (3) years will be granted the pre-retirement 
leave.

UNION DUES AND 59
DEDUCTIONS

During the term of this Agreement the 59.1
Corporation agrees to deduct Union dues at a rate in 
accordance with any schedule as certified to the 
Corporation by CEP.

Beginning on the effective date of this Agreement 59.1.1
for every present employee.

Beginning on the first day of employment for 59.1.2
every new employee.

All said deductions shall be remitted to the 59.2
Communications, Energy, and Paperworkers Union of 
Canada, no later than seven (7) calendar days following 
the end of each bi-weekly pay period.  Dues deducted 
from supplementary payments made during the calendar 
month shall be remitted no later than the 15th of the 
following month.  

UNION ACCESS60
The Corporation will permit reasonable access 60.1
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to its premises by the accredited Union representatives to 
enable them to observe whether the provisions of this 
Collective Agreement are being complied with.  If the visit 
involves entry into restricted areas, arrangements can be 
made when notification is given.

Union business such as organizing campaigns 60.2
or union meetings on Corporation premises shall be 
done only with the consent of the Corporation.

At each location, the Corporation shall designate 60.3
Union bulletin boards in suitable places on its premises 
for the posting of Union announcements regarding 
meetings, elections, negotiations, Union policies and 
positions, and internal affairs of the Union.  The Union will 
not post material considered damaging to 
Union/Management relationships.  Union postings on any 
other bulletin board must be authorized by the Local 
officer responsible for Industrial Relations or the 
appointed delegate.

At the time of the ratification vote of the CBC/CEP 60.4
Collective Agreement, operational requirements 
permitting, the Corporation shall allow a period not 
exceeding one (1) hour to be taken during work hours to 
enable employees to vote.

Subject to space available and at Management’s 60.5
discretion, elections of Union officers may be held on the 
premises of the Corporation.  The Corporation may allow 
employees to vote during working hours and if they do so, 
time will be made up.

RELEASE FOR UNION 61
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ACTIVITIES
Leave without pay shall be granted to any 61.1

employee duly authorized to represent employees in 
order to attend executive committee meetings, Labour 
conventions, and other legitimate union activities.  A 
request for such leave shall be received in writing or 
electronically by the appropriate Corporate Industrial and 
Talent Relations representative at least four (4) days in 
advance of the schedule posting date, unless such time 
limit is mutually waived by the parties.  The Corporation 
reserves the right to limit the number of employees 
granted such leave in order to meet its operational 
requirements.  Such leave will not be unreasonably 
withheld.

The Corporation will maintain the regular salary 61.1.1
and benefits of an employee who is granted leave without 
pay in accordance with clause 60.1.  To recover the 
employee’s salary and complete cost of benefits from the 
Union, the Corporation will deduct, from the remittance of 
the Union dues to the National Office of the Union, the 
gross salary for the period of such leave.

A statement of account showing the date(s) and the 
name(s) of the employee(s) who were on such leave will 
accompany the remittance of the Union dues cheque 
from which this recovery is made.

Subject to any various restrictions contained in 61.1.2
various benefit plans, leave provided in clause 60.1 shall 
not deprive an employee of any benefits to which the 
employee is entitled under the terms of this Agreement.  
Employees granted leave under clause 60.1 above will 
continue to accumulate service for a continuous three (3) 
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month period.  If the period of leave extends beyond three 
(3) months, accumulation of service will not occur and 
arrangements can be made regarding possible benefit 
continuation including cost of same.

Subject to operational requirements and 61.2
reasonable notice, in the event that an employee desires 
to obtain leave of absence without pay to maximum of four 
(4) years for the purpose of accepting a position with the 
Union or an official Labour body, such leave shall be 
granted by the Corporation on receipt by the Corporate 
Industrial and Talent Relations Service, of a written 
request from the employee and the Union.  Any additional 
periods will be granted by the Corporation on receipt of a 
written request from the employee and the Union.

It is understood that such absence without pay 61.2.1
over three (3) continuous months will not be counted as 
service or continuous service with the Corporation.  
During the employee’s absence and subject to any 
limitations imposed by the plans and/or legislation, the 
employee may continue to participate in the pension, 
group life and medical/hospital plans, provided the 
employees pre-pays all required premiums/contributions 
(employee’s and Corporation’s share where applicable).

Upon termination of a position with the Union, 61.2.2
the employee shall be entitled to resume employment 
with the Corporation under the same classification and 
salary that was paid at the time of leaving plus any 
increases granted in the interim.  If such classification 
has disappeared, the employee shall be entitled to 
resume employment with the Corporation in the salary 
group of the classification that was occupied when 
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temporarily leaving the employ of the Corporation.

Upon request by the Union, the Corporation 61.3
agrees to release, without loss of regular pay or leave 
credit, Union representatives to attend negotiation and 
grievance meetings.  It is understood that the Corporation 
will not be required to release more than seven (7) 
employees for the purpose of negotiations nor more than 
six (6) employees for the purpose of Second Step 
(National) Grievance meetings, nor more than three (3) 
employees (five (5) in Toronto) for the purpose of First 
Step (Local) Grievance meetings.
A request for release for negotiation and Second Step 
(National) Grievance meetings shall be submitted to the 
appropriate Industrial Relations representative four (4) 
days in advance of the schedule posting for the period in 
question, unless otherwise mutually agreed.

A request for release for First Step (Local) Grievance 
meetings shall be submitted at the time the meeting is 
arranged.

Grievance Committee and Negotiating 61.3.1
Committee members outlined in clause 60.3, will suffer 
no loss in regular salary for time spent meeting with 
Management representative(s).

In the event that an employee is in attendance at 61.4
any of the meetings referred to above on a scheduled 
day-off, the employee shall receive a compensatory day-
off in lieu to be taken at a mutually convenient time.  Such 
day(s) shall, where possible, be assigned in conjunction 
with regular consecutive days-off.

It is understood the Corporation reserves the 61.5
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right to hire temporary employees for any releases 
contained in this Article.

UNION REPRESENTATION62
The Union will notify the appropriate Industrial 62.1

Relations Representatives, of the names of its national 
representatives, local officers and stewards at least once 
per year.  Similarly, the Local Union will advise the Local 
Officer in Charge of Industrial Relations of the names of 
its local officers and stewards.  In dealings with the 
Corporation, no employee shall act on or be recognized 
as acting on behalf of the Union, nationally or locally, until 
such notification is given.

With sufficient prior notification, the Union shall 62.2
have the right at any time to have the assistance of a staff 
representative of the CEP when meeting with the 
Corporation.  Where a staff representative attends such a 
meeting, sufficient notice should be given to allow for a 
Corporate Industrial and Talent Relations Officer to 
attend.

The Corporation will notify the Union nationally 62.3
and locally of the names of its Officers responsible for 
Industrial Relations or the appointed delegate.

NOTIFICATION TO UNION63
The Corporation shall give written or electronic 63.1

notice to the Office(s) of the Union directly involved a copy 
of the following:

National Union Officei)
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Notice of Vacancy in any classification (Article 24)n

Notice of Hiring and Termination on a monthly basisn

A copy of Local Joint Committee Meeting Minutes;n

National Union Office and Local Designated ii)
Officer

Notices in respect of probationary period, (Article 21)n

Notices in respect of Trial Periods (Article 25)n

Notices in respect of Discipline (Article 33)n

Notices in respect of Jurisdiction (Article 4)n

The Corporation shall mail to the National 63.2
Office(s) of the Union the following:

A copy of any mutually agreed interpretation or n
application of the Agreement in both official 
languages.
On a monthly basis a copy of the employee record n
listing of the CEP Units indicating the names of the 
continuing employees and temporary employees by 
location
A copy of Notice in respect of impending n
technological change (Article 40)
Statements of Union Dues Deductions (Article 58)n

Lists of short term temporary employees and n
freelancers, including location, department, days 
worked, classification, salary rate, etc.

A copy of all information regarding dues 63.3
deductions, remittances and adjustments for leave for 
union activity (Articles 58.2 and 60.1.1) will be forwarded 
to the local union officer at the location concerned with 
those employees.
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The union acknowledges that CBC is subject to 63.4
the Personal Information Protection and Electronic 
Documents Act and agrees to abide by the CBC Privacy 
Policy with respect to personal information that is 
provided to it by the CBC. The parties agree to the 
exchange of the following personal information of 
employees who are union members:

Name, home address and other contact §
information including home telephone 
numbers, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses;
Employee identification numbers;§
Human resources information including, but §
not limited to, date of hire, age, employment 
status, pay, and classification;
Disciplinary and grievance information;§
Medical information which relates to short §
term or long term disability matters or the 
parties obligation to accommodate an 
employee;
Advice to the Pensioner’s Association §
regarding the death of any Pensioner.

Information exchanged will be used for the following 
purposes: 

Name, home address and other contact §
information including home telephone 
numbers, fax numbers, and e-mail addresses  
- to ensure the Union and employer’s contact 
information is complete and to enable the 
union and the CBC to contact their 
members/employees;
Employee identification numbers – for human §
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resources and industrial relations purposes
Human resources information including, but §
not limited to, date of hire, age, employment 
status, pay and classification – to assist in 
salary negotiations, appropriate job placement, 
determination of bumping rights, pension 
calculations and other human resources and 
industrial relations matters;
Disciplinary and grievance information – to §
ensure reasonable administration of the 
collective agreement and the grievance 
process including appropriate discipline; and
Medical information which relates to short §
term or long term disability matters or the 
parties obligation to accommodate an 
employee – to ensure the appropriate 
placement on STD and/or LTD, to allow the 
parties to properly accommodate an employee 
where necessary.

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS64
It is recognized that the Management of the 64.1

corporation, the control of its properties, and the 
maintenance of order on its premises and the 
establishment of policies and standards governing its 
programming is solely the responsibility of Management.

The Corporation further reserves all other 64.2
Management rights including but not at all limited to:

the right to determine and effect its own methods and n
scope of operations;
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to determine the number of persons required to carry n
out its operations;
to select, hire, promote, downgrade, direct and retire n
its employees;
to decide the number and locations of plants;n

to establish policies and standards governing its n
operations;
to transfer or lay-off employees due to lack of work;n

to hire outside firms, contractors and/or freelance n
personnel as confirmed by the terms of this 
Agreement.

Such Management rights will not be exercised in 64.3
a manner inconsistent with the provisions of this 
agreement.

JOINT COMMITTEES65
In order to promote harmonious relations 65.1

between the Corporation and its employees represented 
by the Union and to discuss matters of mutual interest not 
covered by the provisions of the Collective Agreement, 
misunderstandings or problems arising from the 
application of the Collective Agreement, Joint Committees 
composed of at least two (2) representatives appointed 
by each party will be established at the local level.  
Minutes are to be kept, read and signed by both parties 
and forwarded to the Union’s National Office.
In addition it will be the function of this Committee to 
review the use of temporary employees in the location.

Upon request from the Union, the Corporation 65.2
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will release, without loss of pay or leave credits, up to 
three (3) employees for the purpose of attending local 
Joint Committee meetings.

NATIONAL GRIEVANCE 66
COMMITTEE

 The purpose of the National Grievance 66.1
Committee is to review and address all matters referred 
by Local Grievance, and Joint Employment committees.   
It is designed to provide an avenue where open and 
honest dialogue between the parties can exist and to 
promote harmonious relations between the Corporation 
and its employees.  The National Grievance Committee 
will also discuss issues such as:

changes in technologyn

training and professional developmentn

professional issuesn

issues related to downsizingn

workloadn

use of outside resourcesn

use of staff resources on non-CBC originationsn

Changes in time-cardsn

and matters of mutual interest not covered by other 
provisions of the Collective Agreement, or to discuss 
misunderstandings and problems.

The parties will review the local proceedings and 66.1.1
minutes and they will restate the issue(s) and their 
respective understanding of the issue(s) in dispute.  
Either party may reject a local settlement, for good and 
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sufficient reasons, in which case the matter may be 
referred back to the local level or continue to be dealt with 
by the parties at the National level.

Both parties will exchange any relevant §
information relating to the issue(s) in dispute 
and serious attempts will be made to effect a 
settlement.
It is understood that both committees have the §
full authority to resolve the issues in dispute and 
to impose such agreed upon solutions on the 
locations(s) where the grievance arose. Such a 
settlement shall be binding on all concerned.  In 
matters of collective agreement interpretation, 
the Corporate Industrial and Talent Relations 
Department shall be the final corporate authority.

Upon request from the Union, the Corporation 66.2
will release without loss of pay or leave credits, one (1) or 
more representatives from each location for the purpose 
of attending National Grievance Committee meetings. Up 
to five (5) employees will be released for the purpose of 
attending National Grievance Committee meetings.  
Such releases will be without loss of pay or leave credits.

National Grievance Committee meetings shall 66.3
be held on the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the 
following months and weeks:

January         4 th week§
March            2nd week§
April               3rd week§
June              1st week§
September    2nd week§
October         3 rd week§
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December     1st week§
Additional meetings can also be held by mutual 
agreement and any meetings may be cancelled or 
rescheduled by mutual agreement. The parties shall 
submit an agenda at least 10 days prior to such a 
meeting and by mutual agreement, other agenda items 
can be added which were not included in the ten (10) 
day time frame.

The National Grievance Committee may 66.4
establish, when necessary, a temporary sub committee 
to address issues that would result in a significant 
increase in work for the committee.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE67

Purpose
The purpose of the grievance procedure is to 67.1

ensure employee grievances arising out of the 
application, interpretation or alleged violation of this 
agreement are dealt with in an orderly and expeditious 
manner.  The parties further agree to make serious 
attempts to solve the issue(s) and to explore innovative 
solutions to resolve employee complaints prior to 
grievances being filed. 

Personal Submission of Grievances
The parties recognize that the “Canada Labour 67.2

Code, Part I” provides that any employee may present a 
personal grievance to the employer at any time. Any such 
grievance may be subject to consideration and 
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adjustment as provided in the following Article on 
grievance procedure.

If an employee or a group of employees has a 67.2.1
complaint they have the right to and should discuss the 
complaint with the supervisor prior to a grievance being 
filed.  A union representative may be in attendance.  The 
supervisor and the employee(s) shall make a sincere 
effort to resolve the complaint prior to a grievance being 
filed.  Once a complaint has been lodged, the parties will 
agree on a reasonable time frame to deal with the 
complaint and unless otherwise agreed, such time frame 
shall not exceed five (5) calendar days.

Step One
If the issue is not resolved at the complaint stage 67.3

above, no later than within twenty (20) days from the 
occurrence or knowledge thereof or within twenty (20) 
days of it being unsuccessfully dealt with at the complaint 
stage, a grievance shall be filed in writing on a prescribed 
form which appears as APPENDIX R of this Agreement, 
with the employee’s immediate management supervisor. 

In addition, the local union may also file 67.3.1
grievances, within the same twenty (20) day period as 
described above.

At each place of employment, local grievance 67.3.2
meetings shall be held as required or at mutually agreed 
upon regularly scheduled intervals.  Unless otherwise 
mutually agreed upon, a meeting must take place within 
twenty (20) days from the date of the filing of the 
grievance.
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Subject to operational requirements, such a 67.3.3
meeting may be attended by the grievor(s), the manager 
and/or supervisor involved. Upon notification to the 
Corporate I&TR department, National Union 
representatives may attend local meetings.  The 
Corporate I&TR Officer may also attend.

The Local Union Grievance Committee shall not 67.3.4
exceed three (3) members except as otherwise agreed 
and they shall suffer no loss in regular salary for time 
spent during their normal working hours attending such 
meetings.  If a grievance meeting occurs outside normal 
working hours for any such member, the member will be 
rescheduled so that the meeting takes place during 
working hours.  If such rescheduling is not possible, any 
time spent outside working hours will be compensated 
as time in lieu.  Such committee will be given adequate 
access to the grievors and other involved employees at 
the workplace, and reasonable working time to conduct 
their investigations on the facts of the issues.

At the local meeting, the parties shall record the 67.3.5
issue(s) and position(s) as understood by the other side.  
The parties shall fully discuss the issue(s) and make a 
sincere effort to resolve the issue(s) at the local level.

Settlements reached at the local level shall have 67.3.6
no precedent value and will not be referred to or imposed 
by either party to this Agreement elsewhere within the 
Corporation unless at the National Level, the national 
parties mutually agree to do so.

Minutes will be kept and read and signed by both 67.3.7
parties at the end of the meeting.  A copy of such minutes 
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will be forwarded to the Corporate Industrial and Talent 
Relations Officer and the National Union representative 
by the Local Human Resources Officer or other individual 
taking the minutes..  Upon request, a signed copy will be 
forwarded by mail.

Step Two
In the event the grievance is not settled at the 67.4

local level it shall be referred to the national level within 
thirty (30) days unless otherwise mutually agreed.

Minutes shall be kept of the National Grievance 67.4.1
meetings and each party shall read and sign such 
minutes at the close of the meeting.

Union or Corporation Grievance
Either party on its own behalf can file a grievance 67.5

at the National level concerning any difference between 
the parties regarding the interpretation, application, 
administration or alleged contravention of this Agreement.  
Such a grievance must be filed within twenty (20) days of 
knowledge of the events giving rise to the grievance.

Arbitration
If the issue(s) is (are) not settled on final 67.6

discussion at the National level, either party must inform 
the other party at the meeting of its desire to have the 
issue(s) resolved by arbitration.

There shall be two (2) arbitration processes: 67.6.1
expedited and regular.

EXPEDITED ARBITRATION, in accordance with 67.7
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the procedure below shall be used for all grievances 
except:

Discipline over five (5) days;n

Matters dealing with Article 4 (Jurisdiction);n

Matters dealing with Article 40 (Technological n
Change);
Matters dealing with Article 38 (Staff Reduction);n

Matters where the potential remedy is over five n
thousand dollars ($5,000); or 
Where the parties mutually agree to go to regular n
arbitration.

The parties may refer any excepted matter to 67.7.1
expedited arbitration by mutual agreement.

Within fifteen (15) days of referral to Arbitration, 67.7.2
the parties will mutually select an arbitrator who must be 
available to hear the outstanding matter(s) within thirty 
(30) days of being acceptable and/or contacted by the 
parties.  If the parties are unable to agree on an arbitrator, 
the parties shall request the Minister of Human 
Resources Development to appoint an arbitrator.

If either party has reason to object to a 67.7.3
proceeding on a preliminary or jurisdictional matter, such 
objection must be raised and arguments submitted in 
writing to the arbitrator at least ten (10) days in advance of 
the hearing.

The arbitrator can hear more than one (1) case 67.7.4
upon agreement of the parties.  The arbitrator must 
render a brief written decision within ten (10) days of the 
hearing.  Such a decision shall be final and binding on 
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the parties, for that grievance or grievances only.  Such a 
decision(s) shall not create a precedent or be used in any 
other case or matter by the parties, and the process shall 
be without prejudice to either party’s position should a 
similar case or matter find its way to arbitration under the 
relevant provisions of the Collective Agreement or the 
Canada Labour Code.

The parties can submit a brief joint statement of 67.7.5
facts outlining the issue(s) in dispute. If they cannot agree 
on a joint statement of facts, each party will submit its 
own statement of facts and issues in dispute. Such 
statement of facts must be submitted to the arbitrator and 
other party at least three (3) days in advance of the 
hearing.

The parties will not use legal counsel at the 67.7.6
arbitration hearing and the parties agree to keep the 
issues and facts simple and the witnesses to a minimum 
in order to allow for an expeditious resolution of 
grievances and/or issues submitted.

In arriving at a decision, the Arbitrator shall be 67.7.7
limited to the consideration of the issue as outlined in the 
statement or statements referred to previously and shall 
render a decision according to the terms and provisions 
of this Agreement, after having held a hearing at a time 
and place to be determined by the Arbitrator so the parties 
have an opportunity to present further evidence and to 
make necessary representations.  The Arbitrator shall not 
in any way amend, modify, extend or change any of the 
provisions of this Agreement.

REGULAR ARBITRATION
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If a matter is not resolved through the grievance 67.8
process and the matter is submitted to regular arbitration, 
the following process shall be followed:

The parties shall jointly select an arbitrator within 67.8.1
fifteen (15) days of the national grievance meeting.  If the 
parties are unable to agree on an Arbitrator, the parties 
shall request the Minister of Labour to appoint an 
Arbitrator.

A joint statement or separate statements by the 67.8.2
Corporation and the Union, describing the facts of the 
grievance and the issues to be decided by the Arbitrator 
shall be submitted to the Arbitrator within ten (10) days of 
acknowledgement to hear the grievance.  A hearing shall 
be held at a time and place to be determined by the 
Arbitrator, so that the parties may have an opportunity to 
present further evidence and to make necessary 
representations.  Written reasons for a decision shall be 
given by the Arbitrator within three (3) months of the 
completion of the hearing, which shall be final and 
binding on all parties. 

In arriving at a decision, the Arbitrator shall be 67.8.3
limited to the consideration of the issue as outlined in the 
statement or statements referred to previously and shall 
render a decision according to the terms and provisions 
of this Agreement, after having held a hearing at a time 
and place to be determined by the Arbitrator so the parties 
have an opportunity to present further evidence and to 
make necessary representations.  The Arbitrator shall not 
in any way amend, modify, extend or change any of the 
provisions of this Agreement.
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Dismissals
Grievances related to discharge shall be referred 67.9

directly to regular arbitration which will be an expeditious 
process. Unless otherwise mutually agreed, within fifteen 
(15) days of referral to arbitration, the parties shall jointly 
select an arbitrator who must be available to hear the 
grievance within five (5) days of being acceptable and/or 
contacted by the parties.

The parties can submit a brief joint statement of 67.9.1
facts outlining the issue(s) in dispute. If they cannot agree 
on a joint statement of facts, each party will submit its 
own statement of facts and issues in dispute. Such 
statement of facts must be submitted to the arbitrator and 
other party at least three (3) days in advance of the 
hearing.

The Arbitrator shall be required to arrange to 67.9.2
hear the grievance and render an award within fifteen (15) 
days from the conclusion of the hearing.

Cost of Arbitration
The cost and expenses of the arbitrator under 67.10

the expedited or regular arbitration process shall be 
borne equally by the Corporation and the Union.

Neither party will be required to share the cost of 67.10.1
stenographic transcript or simultaneous translation 
without their express consent.

The time limits outlined in the grievance and 67.11
arbitration procedure(s) are mandatory and any reference 
to days shall exclude Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
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The time limits may be extended by mutual 67.11.1
agreement in writing.

In addition to the foregoing provisions of this 67.11.2
Article, the time limits for filing a grievance concerning 
matters that were brought to the attention of the Local 
Joint Committees shall begin on the day on which the 
Committee disposed of such matters.

NO-STRIKES OR LOCKOUTS68
The Union will not cause, or permit its members 68.1

to cause, nor will any member of the Union take part in, 
any strike either sit down or stay in, or any other kind of 
strike or any other kind of interference or any other 
stoppage, total or partial of any of the Corporation’s 
operations anywhere in Canada during the term of this 
Collective Agreement.  The Corporation will not cause, 
engage in or permit a lockout at any of its locations in 
Canada.

Employees in the bargaining unit covered by this 68.2
collective agreement will not be required to handle, 
perform or assist in any work under the usual scope of 
any other bargaining unit which is on a legal strike 
against the Corporation and is represented by a 
recognized bargaining agent for persons employed by the 
Corporation.

Should an employee in the bargaining unit 68.3
covered by this Collective Agreement occupy a position 
which, as a regular component of that position, entails the 
carrying out of work which is also a component of a 
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position in a lawfully struck bargaining unit, then 
notwithstanding Article 67.2 any such employee shall 
continue to perform such work, provided that the 
Corporation,

does not change the assignment or re-assign i)
the employee for the purpose of carrying out struck work

does not transfer such employee to another ii)
location for the purpose of carrying out the work of any 
employee in a lawfully struck bargaining unit.

The Corporation will not assign, transfer or 68.4
require employees to go to any radio or TV station, 
transmitter, studio or property where a strike or lockout of 
any persons whose functions correspond to those 
covered by this Agreement, is in progress or to originate a 
program or programs especially for such station.

OFFICIAL TEXT69
Both the English and French texts of this 69.1

Collective Agreement shall be considered official texts, 
having equal force except where a difference in 
interpretation arises, the language in which the contract 
has been negotiated will prevail. 

The parties agree this collective agreement was 
negotiated in English.

All official interpretations of the articles of the 69.2
collective agreement shall be by joint agreement and 
shall be signed by both parties and shall contain working 
examples where necessary.
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CONCLUSIVE AGREEMENT70
The parties hereto agree that this collective 70.1

agreement is the conclusive agreement between the 
parties and that any matter not herein specifically dealt 
with shall not be the subject of negotiations prior to the 
expiration of this collective agreement unless mutually 
agreed.

Where the parties agree to any appendices to 70.2
this Agreement that form part of this Agreement, it is 
agreed and understood that such appendices will form 
an integral part of the collective agreement except that in 
the case of conflict between one text and the other, the 
provisions of the collective agreement shall prevail.

NOTICE OF NEGOTIATIONS / 71
RENEWAL

Prior to the expiration date of this Agreement 71.1
either party may within a period of three months 
preceding the date of expiration, by written notice, require 
the other party of the Collective Agreement to commence 
collective bargaining for the purpose of renewing or 
revising the Collective Agreement or entering into a new 
Collective Agreement.  If written notice is given by either 
party and no new agreement is reached, all the 
provisions of this Agreement shall continue to be 
observed by both parties until seven (7) days after advice 
has been received from the Minister as set forth in the 
Canada Labour Code . 
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Upon receipt of notice from one of the parties of 71.2
a desire to negotiate a new Agreement, as provided in 
Article 70.1 above, a meeting shall be held between the 
parties within twenty (20) days for the purpose of 
negotiations, and further meetings shall be held as 
frequently as possible until settlement is reached or until 
either party makes application for conciliation.

If neither party gives notice of termination nor of a 71.3
desire to negotiate a new agreement this agreement 
shall be automatically renewed for a further period of one 
(1) year and from year to year thereafter.

CONCLUSION72
The parties to this Agreement declare that it 72.1

contains responsibilities and obligations for each such 
party and that in signing the Agreement it binds the 
parties during the Agreement term to do everything they 
are required to do by the Agreement and to refrain from 
doing anything they are not permitted to do by the 
Agreement.  The parties further understand and declare 
that in case any provisions of this Agreement are now or 
hereafter inconsistent with any Statute of Canada or any 
Order-in-Council or Regulations passed thereunder, 
such provisions shall be to that extent deemed null and 
void or shall be applied in such manner as will conform 
with law.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND 73
DURATION
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This Agreement, except as otherwise specified, 73.1
shall be effective from December 31, 2001 and shall 
continue in effect until midnight, June 30, 2003.

GENDER74
Wherever in the wording of this collective 74.1

agreement either gender is used, i t shall be understood 
to include the other gender.

 TABLE OF LEAVE CREDITSAPPENDIX A
Based on 5 Day Week

Completed 
Months of 
Service 
during 

Preceding 
Fiscal Year

Less 
than 
8 Yrs 

of 
Serv

From 8 to 
19 Years 
of Serv.

From 20 to 
24 Years of 

Serv

.

After 25 
Yrs of 
Serv.

1 1 ¼ 1 2/3 2 1/12 2 1/2
2 2 ½ 3 1/3 4 1/6 5
3 3 ¾ 5 6 ¼ 7 1/2
4 5 6 2/3 8 1/3 10
5 6 ¼ 8 1/3 10 5/12 12 1/2
6 7 ½ 10 12 ½ 15
7 8 ¾ 11 2/3 14 7/12 17 1/2
8 10 13 1/3 16 2/3 20
9 11 ¼ 15 18 ¾ 22 1/2
10 12 ½ 16 2/3 20 5/6 25
11 13 ¾ 18 1/3 22 11/12 27 1/2
12 15 20 25 30

It is recognized that the fourth , fifth and sixth week's 
annual leave provisions are applicable during the fiscal 
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year in which an employee's 8th , 20th, or 25th anniversary 
occurs.

OUT OF COUNTRY WORKAPPENDIX B

Corporation personnel assigned to work and to 
be based outside of Canada on a continuing basis are 
not covered by the terms of this agreement except for the 
following provisions:

seniority accrual;n

annual leave credits;n

pension contributions (on base salary);n

Group Life insurance; andn

Accidental Death and Dismemberment coverage.n

At the conclusion of the out of country assignment, re-
integration will not be subject to the posting provisions of 
this agreement.  Such re-integration will be at the same 
salary level as the person had in their former 
classification, but may not be at the same location the 
individual left.

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONSAPPENDIX C
The purpose of the Statement of Qualifications is to 
identify clearly the requirements and expectations of the 
job to potential candidates.

A Statement of Qualifications will include:

a description of the core functions of the job;n

a description of the specific requirements of the n
employing department;
objective criteria;n

subjective criteria (as required).n

Objective criteria can include, but are not limited to, core 
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functional requirements such as:

ability to execute the skills required to carry out the n
tasks of the position
educationn

knowledgen

trainingn

experiencen

Subjective criteria can include, but are not limited to, 
specific factors such as:

demonstrated talent in the specific functions or areas n
required
demonstrated creativity in the specific functions or n
areas required
demonstrated innovation in the specific functions or n
areas required
demonstrated planning and organizational skills in n
the specific 
functions or areas requiredn

A Statement of Qualifications will identify subject areas 
which will be examined and the relative importance of 
these subject areas.

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON APPENDIX D
STAFF BENEFITS

There shall be a Consultative Committee on Staff 
Benefits whose terms of reference shall be as set out 
below.

ESTABLISHMENT
The established Consultative Committee on Staff 
Benefits will continue, membership in which shall be 
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opened to employee groups represented by recognized 
bargaining agents, and to the confidential and 
management groups in such a manner as they shall 
themselves decide. However, no employee may be 
represented by more than one union, association or 
group.  The Corporation shall be represented by the 
Director, Compensation and Benefits or the Director’s 
Designee, who shall be the Chairperson of the 
Committee.  The Vice-Chairperson shall be elected by the 
employee groups.  The Committee or any of its members 
may invite observers and/or technical advisors who shall 
have voice but not vote. The Committee shall establish its 
own rules of procedure.

FUNCTIONS
The function of the Committee shall be to discuss and 
make recommendations with respect to the 
administration and modification of all present and/or 
future benefits plans affecting Corporation employees.  By 
way of illustration but not limitation, the Committee may 
concern itself with:

Pension Plansn

Insurance - life, accident, etc.n

Health Insurancen

Leaven

Gratuitiesn

The Consultative Committee on Staff Benefits shall be 
provided with any or all information, material and/or 
correspondence relating to matters within the purview of 
this Committee.  Such information, material and/or 
correspondence will be forwarded to the Chairperson of 
the Committee who will arrange for its reproduction and 
distribution to all other members of this Committee.
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POWERS
Decisions of the Committee shall be by a simple majority 
of the votes cast.  The Corporation shall, subject to the 
provisions of Section 44 of the Broadcasting Act, 
implement all duly-adopted recommendations of the 
Committee involving adoption, alteration or termination of 
staff benefit plans, which do not involve the expenditure of 
additional funds.

Should any such recommendation result in additional 
funds being required, the Committee shall recommend to 
the Corporation and also to the various bargaining unions 
and employee groups what it considers to be a just and 
equitable cost-sharing agreement.

It is understood that the Committee is not empowered to 
amend or change any of the provisions of any of the 
Collective Agreements except by mutual consent of all of 
the parties to that agreement.

MEETINGS
The Consultative Committee on Staff Benefits shall meet 
quarterly or as otherwise decided by a majority of the 
Committee.  The agenda and related documents will be 
distributed two weeks before the meeting date.  The 
Chairperson of the Committee will cause minutes of the 
meeting to be kept and such minutes will be distributed to 
the Committee members within one (1) month following 
any meeting.

Nothing herein shall prevent any or all of the 
unions represented on the Committee from negotiating in 
their Collective Agreement any change in the 
Corporation's financial contribution to CBC staff benefit 
plans insofar as any group or groups of employees are 
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affected.  It is further understood that the Committee is not 
empowered to amend or change any of the provisions of 
any of the Collective Agreements except by mutual 
consent of the parties to that Agreement.

PROGRAM ACQUISITIONAPPENDIX E
It is the intent of the parties to this agreement to ensure 
the CBC will continue to originate a broad spectrum of 
programs using its own resources, subject to the 
availability of funds.  Specifically, the parties agree to the 
following:

News and Information Programming

In the areas of News, Information and Sports Journalism 
programming, the Corporation’s originations will be 
predominant.

Sports Journalism includes documentaries, investigative 
reporting, or regional and national sportscasts.

Arts and Entertainment Programming

CBC recognizes the value of in-house Arts and 
Entertainment production and it is our intent and desire 
to continue to produce in-house Arts and Entertainment 
programming. However, it is recognized by everyone 
that the CBC does not have complete control over it’s 
external environment on issues such as funding 
formulas, government policy, and competition which 
largely determine production decisions. 

Sports Programming

It is the Corporation’s intent to remain in the Sports 
programming and production business.  We plan to 
maintain our professional sports programming and build 
upon our commitment to amateur sports, sports 
journalism and documentaries.
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The CBC agrees to review its planned program mix on an 
annual basis with Union representatives.

INTERIM PROCEDURES - APPENDIX F
MAINTENANCE CAREER STRUCTURE

Group "A" Technicians in the Structure as of January 12, 
1989 will continue to have access to and progress on the 
Old "A" Scale" which is reproduced below. 

Group 8 Technicians connected with the Maintenance 
Career Structure in its initial implementation in 1979 will 
continue to be treated in accordance with a side letter to 
this Agreement the contents of which appeared as item c) 
in the Letter of Understanding on the Structure signed 
August 1980.
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The parties agree to the following method of remuneration for these Remote Area Transmitter 
Technicians Group "A":The parties have agreed that the provisions of Article 16.4 in respect to 
upgrading to Group "B" will not apply Remote Area Transmitter Technicians Group "A" assigned to 
work alone at remote area transmitter sites.In lieu of the application of Article 27.4.1, Remote Area 
Transmitter Technicians Group "A" assigned to work alone at a remote transmitter site will be 
remunerated as follows:
GROUP "A" Maintenance Technician

Date July 1,2001 Dec 2, 2001 Dec 31, 2001 July 1, 2002
Annual Bi-Wk Hourly Annual Bi-Wk Hourly Annua Bi-Wk Hourly Annual Bi-Wk Hourly

Start 32671 1251.76 16.152 33161 1270.54 16.394 33660 1289.6 16.641 34502 1321.92 17.057
6 m 34102 1306.59 16.859 34614 1326.21 17.112 35135 1346.1 17.370 36013 1379.81 17.804
1 Yr 35533 1361.42 17.567 36066 1381.84 17.830 36608 1402.6 18.098 37523 1437.66 18.550
18 m 36965 1416.28 18.275 37519 1437.51 18.549 38084 1459.1 18.828 39036 1495.63 19.298
2 Yr 38396 1471.11 18.982 38972 1493.18 19.267 39559 1515.6 19.557 40548 1553.56 20.046
3 Yr 39827 1525.94 19.690 40424 1548.81 19.985 41032 1572.1 20.285 42058 1611.42 20.792
4 Yr 41256 1580.69 20.396 41875 1604.41 20.702 42505 1628.5 21.013 43568 1669.27 21.539
5 Yr 42686 1635.48 21.103 43326 1660.00 21.419 43978 1684.9 21.742 45077 1727.09 22.285
6 Yr 44119 1690.38 21.811 44781 1715.75 22.139 45455 1741.5 22.472 46591 1785.10 23.033
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7 Yr 46318 1774.64 22.899 47013 1801.26 23.242 47720 1828.3
5

23.592 48913 1874.06 24.181
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JOB EVALUATIONAPPENDIX G
The Parties agree to form a joint committee to guide 
development of a job evaluation plan for unionized 
employees.  This memorandum contains the following:

Committee Mandate and Tasks1.

Development Methodology2.

Intent of the Job Evaluation Plan3.

Principles of the Job Evaluation Plan4.

Standards which the Job Evaluation Plan must meet5.

Job Evaluation and Compensation6.

Cost Impact of the Job Evaluation Plan7.

Interim Arrangements8.

Implementation Agreement9.

Date for completion of the Job Evaluation Plan10.

Term of the Memorandum of Agreement11.

Committee Mandate and Tasks
Recognizing the CBC’s right to organize work and to 
determine the content of any job, the Parties agree to form 
a Joint Job Evaluation Committee, consisting of equal 
numbers of Management and representatives from the 
Canadian Media Guild, and CEP, whose mandate will be 
to ensure development of a Job Evaluation Plan.

The Joint Committee will ensure the development of a 
Job Evaluation plan in accordance with this Memorandum 
of Agreement.  The roles and responsibilities of the Joint 
Committee and Management will be as follows:

Management Joint J.E. Committee

•Prepare Job Descriptions •Develop JE Plan
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•Give Job Descriptions to 
Committee

•Check and Validate Job 
descriptions for content

•Select Benchmark Jobs

•Test & evaluate the plan 
using benchmark jobs

•Evaluate all non-
benchmark jobs

•Present results to 
committee (Including job 
descriptions scores on all 
factors, total scores)

•Review results and 
Bargaining Units, 
provide feedback to 
management

Once it has completed its mandate, the Joint Job 
Evaluation Committee will be disbanded.

Dispute Resolution Mechanism
Should the Union disagree with the results of 
Management’s evaluation, within 30 days of receipt of the 
information, they shall inform Management in writing of 
their disagreement.  The Parties shall meet within a 
further 30 days to discuss the Union’s evaluation results.

Should the parties continue to disagree with the results of 
the evaluation of the job(s), the matter may be referred to 
a Dispute Resolution Process described as follows:

the parties shall arrange for a meeting with a n
mutually agreed third party who is familiar with this 
job evaluation plan to act as a mediator;
the mediator shall have no authority to impose any n
decision on the parties.  The process of mediation 
shall be conducted without prejudice to the position 
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of either party and the content of the discussions held 
cannot be relied upon by either party in any 
subsequent arbitration;
should the parties not resolve the differences n
between them at the mediation stage, the matter may 
be referred to an arbitrator within 60 days of the 
completion of the mediation process;
should the parties not be able to mutually agree on n
an arbitrator, they shall apply to the Minister for an 
appointment;
the parties agree the jurisdiction of the arbitrator shall n
be limited to the following areas only:

whether the Job Evaluation Plan process was properly i)
followed or;

whether Management’s evaluation rating were correct;ii)

it is further agreed the Arbitrator shall not:n

amend the Job Description or;i)

amend the Job Evaluation Plan or any part thereof.ii)

Development Methodology
The Parties recognize that they and others have already 
done work in developing job evaluation plans and it will 
be helpful to capitalize on that work.  Therefore where 
appropriate the Parties will make use of expert 
consultants who may investigate and assess options for 
a plan, measured against the agreed standards.  Such 
experts will consider and examine all or parts of the 
following:

internal and external plansn

previous work done by the parties with regard to a n
new J.E. plan
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developing a custom plann

Intent of the Job Evaluation Plan
To ensure the ongoing integrity of the job evaluation 
process, it is agreed that the following is the intent of the 
Job Evaluation plan and that it will form an integral part of 
it.

The CBC and its Unions agree that this job evaluation 
plan is solely for the purpose of establishing and applying 
objective criteria to new and existing jobs in our 
workplace in order to ensure that they are equitably 
ranked.

This plan is intended solely to determine the relative 
worth of jobs in relation to others in the organization.  Job 
evaluation is intended to determine the ranking of a job, 
not the performance of the incumbent; neither does it 
include setting the rates of pay.

Principles of the Job Evaluation Plan
The following principles will be used to guide both the 
development and the application of a new Job Evaluation 
plan, and they will form an integral part of the new plan.

Job Evaluation should not be substituted for the 1.
collective bargaining process to obtain salary 
increases for employees. 
Job Evaluation is the process of determining the 
value of an individual job in relation to the other jobs 
in the organization. Its end products are job profiles 
which describe the work, and ratings which place 
those jobs in the hierarchy. It is not a process to 
determine compensation. Compensation is 
determined through collective bargaining.
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Neither party uses the process to raise expectations.  2.
The plan will determine the outcome.
Job evaluation is concerned with accurate 
assessment of required work being performed. 
Ratings are the means of quantifying that 
assessment.
The focus of job evaluation discussions for all parties 
involved must therefore be concerned only with 
accurate work place information.

The JE plan is not intended to create windfall 3.
increases.
It is recognized that after implementation of a job 
evaluation plan there may be cases where similarly-
rated jobs were previously compensated at different 
levels.  In such cases, these jobs will now be paid in 
accordance with the application of the plan.

Factor interpretations should remain consistent4.
New interpretations of factors, unsupported by new 
facts, generate inconsistency.

Job Descriptions.5.
Describing work will be a simplified process with job 
content expressed functionally within broad 
categories.  For example, “editing” would be 
described in terms of the editorial judgement made, 
not the tools used.
The Parties acknowledge that current job 
descriptions are so restrictive that new job 
descriptions are required nearly every time a new tool 
is introduced or a role changes slightly, perpetuating 
expensive processes and arbitrations.

Quantity of tasks is not a job evaluation issue.6.
Depending on the operational needs of any location, 
personnel may be required to perform a variety of 
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different tasks within a given pay scale.  Such 
requirements will not affect the value of the role.
While it applies to future workforce structures, this 
principle is derived from practices that exist in current 
collective agreements.  Job Evaluation should not be 
used as a tool to attempt to raise the value of multi-
skilled roles.

Jobs can be rated downwards, upwards, or remain 7.
the same.
The relativity of previously rated jobs may need to 
change as job content changes.  The underlying 
principle is that if objective examination can cause a 
rating to increase, then it must be possible for 
objective examination to cause a rating to remain 
unchanged or decrease.

Not all factors will be applicable to all jobs.8.
The CBC is complex organization and contains a 
wide variety of jobs.  There will be factors applicable 
to some ‘types’ of work that will not apply to others 
and, in those cases, the factors will not contribute to 
the value of the jobs.

Standards which the Job Evaluation Plan 
must meet

The following will be the standards for the new plan:

One plan for all jobs in the Canadian Media Guild,  1.
and CEP

Fair and equitable2.

Reflects what is valued by the CBC3.

Must address the full range of work at the CBC4.

Simple process5.
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Inexpensive to administer6.

Cost Impact of the Job Evaluation Plan
The new plan will need to evaluate the relative worth of 
work as the Corporation moves into a future of reduced 
funding and more budget cutting.  Therefore the Parties 
agree:

cost impact options/plans will be completed prior to n
implementation of an agreed plan
salaries will be adjusted upward or downward n
according to implementation;
for positions adjusted upward retroactivity will n
commence from the date of agreement on a new 
plan;
for positions previously under challenge retroactivity n
will commence from the date of the challenge.

A significant financial impact, without any plan to mitigate 
it, can further hamper our ability to produce radio and 
television programs.

Interim Arrangements
1. Existing Activities
At the time of the signing of the collective agreement all 
Job Evaluation or Material Change activities will cease 
including existing challenges, committee activities and 
any matters currently underway in either of those 
processes, except:

those challenges at the National level or at n
arbitration; or 
those challenges which have been settled in these n
negotiations.

There will not be any new challenges either from 
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employees or from the Union.

The parties recognize that our current structure is skewed 
for historical reasons and that continuing application of 
inadequate processes will simply make the new plan 
implementation more difficult.

2.     Creation of new roles prior to implementation of plan
If new roles are created prior to the implementation of a 
new Job Evaluation plan the parties will jointly agree on a 
pay rate for the new role.  On implementation of the new 
JE plan the new role will be evaluated and, if the jointly 
agreed pay scale is not correct, salaries will be adjusted 
upward or downward accordingly.

Implementation Agreement
Once all work is completed implementation will proceed 
addressing such things as:

A communications strategyn

A freeze on all existing job profiles for the term of the n
agreement.  Neither the Union nor employees have 
the right to challenge past the signing date.
A description of the options that were developed to n
ensure implementation would result in all costs 
being contained within the existing salary base

Date for Completion of the Job Evaluation 
Plan

Unless otherwise mutually agreed, the new Job 
Evaluation Plan will be completed not later than twelve 
(12) months following the signing of a new collective 
agreement.

In the event that the Parties are not able to agree on a 
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new Job Evaluation plan by this date the Joint Job 
Evaluation Committee will be disbanded and the 
Corporation will, without limitation, proceed unilaterally 
with completion and implementation.

Term of the Memorandum of Agreement
This memorandum is in effect until the date of 
implementation of the new Job Evaluation Plan or until 
the agreed date for completion, whichever comes first.

HYBRID CROSS-UNIT JOBSAPPENDIX H

HYBRID JOBS and CROSS-SKILLING ACTIVITY

Preamble: The Parties have discussed the issues of 
creation, management and compensation for hybrid jobs 
as well as the broad general issue of cross-skilling 
activity.  These discussions have resulted in the 
agreements outlined in this document which are to be 
read as complementary to and, where appropriate, 
clarification of the existing collective agreements between 
the CBC and the CMG, the CEP (Unit 2) and the CMG 
(Unit 3), respectively.  This agreement does not, however, 
change, take away from, reduce, or enhance the 
provisions of the jurisdictional or training articles of each 
of the CMG, CEP collective agreements.  Nor does it 
change in any way the articles in those agreements which 
deal with bumping, redeployment, layoff and recall except 
as set out in Part B, item 2 of this agreement.

This document is divided into three separate and distinct 
sections which, when taken together, comprise the entire 
understanding of the Parties in respect of these issues.  
The sections are, respectively, Part A, which sets out the 
process and principles for the creation of hybrid roles and 
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the management of hybrid employees from this 
agreement forward, part B which describes the 
understanding among the Parties with respect to the 
hybrid employees now in place, and Part C which 
describes the understanding of the Parties with respect to 
cross-skilling activity on the part of non-hybrid employees.

PART A - THE CREATION AND MANAGEMENT of 
HYBRID JOBS and EMPLOYEES

 1. Union Affiliation:

The parties agree that hybrid jobs can exist in any one of 
the bargaining units in which some part of the work would 
normally fall.  For example, a video-journalist job could 
exist in either the CMG or the CEP.  Any individual 
incumbent would only be a member of one of the 
bargaining units - normally the unit to which he or she 
belonged immediately prior to moving into the hybrid job.  
If a hybrid job is filled from outside the Corporation, or 
from outside the bargaining units involved in the job, the 
new incumbent will be placed in a bargaining unit in a 
manner which respects the concept of equitable 
distribution set out in the collective agreements.

2. Working Conditions, Posting and Filling of 
Vacancies:

If a hybrid job includes work from CMG (Unit 1) job 
classifications, then CMG (Unit 1) working conditions will 
apply.  If the hybrid job involves only CEP and CMG (Unit 
3) job classifications, then CEP working conditions will 
apply.  In all cases, when hybrid jobs are to be posted 
and filled, the procedures contained in Article 25.1 of the 
CEP collective agreement, which govern the selection of 
lead hands and specialists, will be used. 

3. Creating a New Hybrid from Existing Staff:
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Each time that either an experimental or continuing hybrid 
role is to be created from existing staff, management will 
determine the nature and extent of any developmental 
process (training, practical experience, or a combination 
thereof) which will apply.  Management will seek 
expressions of interest from employees at the location, 
ensuring that the most senior employees who occupy 
either of the classifications, from which the hybrid is to be 
created, have an opportunity to compete.  In particular, the 
most senior employee who has indicated a desire to 
participate must be included in any developmental 
process offered.  In any event, if more than one employee 
is competing for the job, the best candidate will be 
chosen.

 4. Creating a new Hybrid Classification:

When a new hybrid classification - i.e. a combination 
which does not currently exist somewhere in the system - 
is to be created from existing staff, the Corporation will 
proceed as in item 3 above.  If the experiment is deemed 
successful, the incumbent will be confirmed, a job 
description will be provided to the unions involved, and 
hybrid compensation will begin to be paid.  Alternatively, 
the Corporation may simply develop a new job 
description, provide it to the unions involved and post and 
fill the vacancy or vacancies as per item 2 above.  The rate 
for the new classification will be negotiated among the 
parties at the national level and, when the necessary 
systems are in place, will take into account the relative 
value of the job as established by job evaluation.

5. Experiments:

If a hybrid role under consideration involves a 
combination of functions not yet in existence in any 
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"English file" (as per the CLRB definition) location, the 
Corporation shall have the unfettered right to conduct 
experiments and compensate the employees involved as 
outlined in the collective agreement(s).  If the hybrid role 
under consideration exists, but not in the medium at the 
location involved, the Corporation may conduct 
experiments in that medium at that location, not to exceed 
the length of the first such experiment, including 
extension by mutual agreement, should that be the case.  
If the hybrid role being considered already exists in the 
medium at the location in question, then the Corporation 
must provide a rationale for conducting further 
experiments and seek the agreement of the Unions 
involved.  Such agreement will not be unreasonably 
withheld.

6. Compensation:

The rates for the hybrid classifications identified at the 
time of this agreement are set out in the attached salary 
scales.  The salaries for those hybrid employees will be 
adjusted in the following manner:  If the 
successful employee is being paid on the higher of the 
salary scales involved, then his/her salary will be 
adjusted to the same year step of the hybrid scale and the 
anniversary date of progression will remain unchanged.  
If the successful employee is being paid on a lower 
salary scale, then s/he will be promoted to the hybrid 
scale, his/her salary will be adjusted by the equivalent of 
at least one full increment in her/his current salary scale, 
and the date of promotion will become the new 
anniversary date of progression.  In either case, the date 
of salary adjustment to the hybrid salary scale will be the 
date of appointment or promotion or, if there was an 
experiment, the date of confirmation at the conclusion of 
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the experiment.

Without limiting the flexibility of the Parties to respond to 
particular situations, it is agreed that one hundred and 
five percent (105%) of the value of the higher rated job 
represents a reasonable guideline for the compensation 
of future hybrid classifications.

Compensation during an experiment will be as provided 
for in the collective agreement - the greater of a three 
percent (3%) increase or adjustment to a step on the 
salary scale of the higher rated job - paid as a temporary 
salary adjustment.  During an experiment the employee’s 
working conditions will remain unchanged (i.e. neither 
hybrid working conditions nor hybrid salary scales will 
apply).

 7. Seniority:

For the purposes of this hybrid and cross-skilling 
agreement, whenever seniority is a factor, Corporation 
seniority shall apply.

PART B - AGREEMENT in respect of CURRENT HYBRID 
EMPLOYEES

 1. Grandparenting:

The Parties agree to confirm the current incumbents of 
hybrid jobs.  The lists provided to the Unions on August 
14, 1997, and as updated December 31, 1997 and as 
subsequently amended by agreement of the parties, will 
be used as the base, subject to joint review.  For those 
who have been in place for six months or more, 
confirmation will be effective six months after the 
commencement of the hybrid function.  The salaries of 
these incumbent will be retroactively adjusted to the rates 
outlined in item 6 of Part A above, effective the date of 
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confirmation.  For those who have not been in place for 
six months, Management will have fourteen (14) days 
from the date of this agreement to decide whether to 
confirm the incumbents or not.  If the incumbent is 
confirmed, then hybrid compensation, as outlined in item 
6 of Part A above, will begin to be paid effective the date of 
confirmation.  If the incumbent is not confirmed, the 
experiment will be terminated.

2. Layoff and Recall:

At locations at which there are employees grandparent in 
hybrid jobs as designated in Part B, paragraph 1 above, 
an employee who receives a notice of redundancy and 
who occupies one of the classifications which make up a 
hybrid job at that location, and who could, under the terms 
of his/her collective agreement, have bumped a 
grandparented incumbent of a hybrid job had that 
employee not been made a hybrid, will first exhaust all 
other opportunities to exercise seniority at their equivalent 
level at the location.  If the only remaining opportunity is 
against the incumbent of a hybrid job, the Corporation 
may, at its sole discretion, offer the redundant employee 
the option to exercise his/her rights within the region.  If 
the Corporation decides not to offer an option elsewhere 
in the region, or the employee does not accept an offer 
elsewhere in the region, the Corporation, at its sole 
discretion, may: 

  Offer the option of redeployment or bump on a national 
basis; or take alternative steps to resolve the issue.

In the event that the Corporation elects not to offer any of 
the above options and/or the employee elects not to 
accept an offer, the Corporation will provide the redundant 
employee with training and development similar to that 
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received by the hybrid employee and if the former 
employee becomes qualified as result of that process, 
allow him/her to bump the hybrid employee, subject to 
any normally applicable trial period.

In order to be recalled to a hybrid job, an employee must 
be able to perform all elements of that job.  The 
Corporation is not required to provide training to enable 
an employee to be recalled to a hybrid job. 

Part C - Cross-skilling by non-Hybrid Personnel

 1. General Agreement:

The parties recognize that when employees who are not 
incumbents of hybrid jobs are assigned on a regular 
and/or continuing basis to perform the essential work of 
members of another bargaining unit, financial recognition 
is required.  Equally, the parties recognize that in efficient 
and effective operations, employees will, out of common 
sense and/or necessity, perform many cross-skilled, 
incidental tasks related to their regular job.  In these 
cases, no payments will be required.  Finally, the Parties 
note that nothing in this agreement vitiates the concept of  
"occasional cross-skilling" as provided for in the relevant 
collective agreements.

 2. Incidental Tasks:

The following is a list of examples of activities, which the 
parties agree can be performed on a cross-skilled basis 
without attracting any additional compensation.  The list is 
not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to reflect the 
intent of the agreement among the parties.

 hosts, anchors, announcers, etc., controlling the speed 
of the prompter for themselves; a videographer posing a 
question to a subject after being asked to pose that 
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question; a radio technician performing incidental 
journalistic functions such as pulling clips, editing 
voicers; a reporter or producer assisting a videographer 
with lighting, sound, etc.; a technician shot-listing an 
incoming feed; an associate director "baby-sitting" a tape 
while shot-listing a feed; a producer, associate producer 
or reporter dubbing, recording or feeding audio; a 
producer or reporter performing desk-top radio functions.

The parties recognize that desktop functionality, 
analogous to that in radio, will soon be available in 
television and will, either as a result of common sense or 
necessity, generate some incidental cross-skilling 
activities.  The Parties undertake to identify those activities 
in a manner consistent with the intent of this agreement.

 3. Assignment:

Any cross-skilling work for which a premium is claimed 
must have been assigned by Management or a person 
designated by Management to make such assignments.  
In making such assignments, Management, or its 
designated representatives will take into account the 
skills and abilities of available staff.  Employees may 
express their reservations about undertaking cross-
skilled assignments for which they feel insufficiently 
qualified and Management will take these concerns into 
account to the extent possible.  Employees will not be 
penalized for the quality of performance of a cross-skilled 
assignment, which they felt unqualified to perform, and 
had informed Management to that effect.

4. Conditions which attract payment:

(a) a premium will be paid when an employee is 
assigned on a regular and/or continuing basis to perform 
non-incidental cross-skilled duties for ninety (90) minutes 
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or more in a given shift.  An example of this could be an 
associate producer assigned to work two hours each 
morning in a recording room.

(b) a premium will be paid, even if the ninety minute 
threshold is not met, when an employee is assigned to 
perform cross-skilled functions, unrelated to his or her 
job, on a number of occasions throughout the shift and at 
times and/or places over which the employee has no 
control.  An example of this could be a producer assigned 
to perform technical operations related to hourly 
newscasts throughout the day.

(c) a premium will be paid when an employee is 
assigned to replace a hybrid employee for more than one 
half of a shift.  Replacing a hybrid employee implies 
performing all the essential tasks of the hybrid job.

 5. Calculation of the premium:

The amount of the cross-skilling premium to be paid per 
shift will be determined by the level of the cross-skilled 
function.  The Parties will work out the assignment of all 
jobs in the CMG to entry level, generalist level and 
specialist level in a manner, which parallels levels in the 
CEP collective agreement.  In a similar fashion, for the 
purposes of Part B of this agreement, all hybrid jobs will 
be assigned to one of these levels.  In this case, the 
highest level of the essential components will determine 
the level of the hybrid job.  Based on these levels, and the 
approach laid out in the CEP collective agreement, the 
cross-skilling premiums will be as follows

into the entry level – $15.00 per shift; 

into the generalist level - $20.00 per shift; 

into the specialist level - $25.00 per shift; 
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from a specialist level into a higher specialist level - 
$30.00 per shift; 

into a hybrid job - $15.00, $20.00, or $25.00 per shift as 
appropriate; 

into a hybrid job formed from two specialist jobs - $30.00 
per shift.

December 1, 1997.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENTAPPENDIX I

CBC/CEP and CMG PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS

- Guidelines -
The CBC, CMG (administrative unit), CMG (program unit), 
and CEP believe that a corporation’s success and 
growth and the success and growth of the people that 
make up the corporation go hand in hand.  We are 
jointly committed to a workplace where people are set 
up to succeed in their work, where they understand 
how their work fits into the corporation’s overall 
direction, and where they have the opportunity to 
continually improve their skills and pursue a career 
path that benefits both them and the organization.  In 
order to bring this commitment beyond words, we have 
jointly developed a Performance Management and Staff 
Development process.  This process is an ongoing 
activity within the CBC, which we will review and 
improve on a regular basis.

Responsibility for managing this process rests with the 
CBC.  A Joint Performance Management and Staff 
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Development Committee comprised of representatives 
from CMG (administrative unit), CMG (program unit), 
CEP and the CBC will:

monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the §
process (this will include a full audit of the 
process after the first eighteen months of 
operation)
review and make recommendations about the §
CBC’s training investment in employees who 
are members of CMG (administrative unit), 
CMG (program unit), and CEP, and 
make changes to the Performance §
Management and Staff Development process 
as necessary.

The Performance Management and Staff Development 
process will include a regular performance meeting 
and feedback process, training and staff development 
component, and a skills inventory.

The parties accept that a climate of trust and 
commonsense is necessary to fully achieve this 
commitment.  

1. Objectives 

The objectives of the Performance Management/Staff 
Development process are : 

to provide a structure for individual §
performance planning and joint clarification of 
performance expectations to enhance 
individual and organizational performance; 
to provide a structure for constructive §
feedback to staff to assist with both 
performance improvement and the 
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1 This is not expected to be the case in CMG 
(administrative unit)

identification of individual developmental needs 
and goals; 
to enhance the effectiveness, objectivity and §
consistency of processes for:
managing probation and apprenticeship §
programs; 
recognizing and acknowledging outstanding §
performance and initially identifying possible 
unsatisfactory performance; and , 
validating and updating employees’ individual §
skills inventory.

2. Application and Scope 

The performance management/staff development 
process will be implemented for all CMG 
(administrative), CMG (program) and CEP (technical) 
employees at the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in 
accordance with these guidelines. 

Each employee will have a designated supervisor for 
the purpose of the Performance Management and Staff 
Development process. The employee will be advised of 
their supervisor at the time of their hiring/promotion, or, 
for existing employees, at the time of implementation of 
the performance management/staff development 
process, within their place of work. 

In some cases, the supervisor could be a bargaining 
unit member1.  In all cases the designated supervisor 
will have the necessary responsibility and access to 
training funds to carry out performance management 
and staff development plans.  Supervisors will actively 
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participate in a performance management and staff 
development process themselves. 

The implementation of the performance 
management/staff development process should 
commence with managers and supervisors followed by 
implementation for all other staff. 

Two key parts of performance management are setting 
realistic objectives and getting timely, constructive 
feedback.  Employees will be encouraged to get 
feedback from a range of sources, including their 
supervisor.  In some cases it will make sense to invite 
people who are or will be providing feedback to the 
performance management meetings.  The supervisor 
and employee will jointly determine when this is 
suitable, and how to best invite these people into the 
performance management process.

3. Components of the Process 

The performance management cycle will include the 
following elements: 

a participative performance planning process §
which will involve the development of an 
agreed set of performance goals, performance 
indicators and a feedback plan for the ensuing 
performance period; 
a mid term review §
an end of cycle review §
the completion of a personal development plan, §
and
an updating and validation of the employees’ §
skills inventory.

4. Performance Planning 
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2 The “next level supervisor” is the person who is 
designated to complete the performance management cycle 
with the first level supervisor.  In some cases, the next level 
supervisor could also be a bargaining unit member.

Effective performance planning is seen as central to 
the Performance Management and Staff Development 
process. Performance planning will involve the staff 
member and supervisor jointly developing and signing 
off on an agreed set of realistic performance goals, 
performance indicators and a feedback plan at the 
commencement of the performance management 
cycle. These may involve both quantitative and 
qualitative measures and will provide a basis for the 
mid-term and end of cycle reviews. 

The employee will retain an updated copy of the 
performance plan. 

Where agreement on the content of the performance 
plan or review cannot be reached between an 
employee and their supervisor the matter will be 
referred to the next level supervisor2.  The number of 
these situations will be one of the items included in the 
first audit and in the regular review of the Performance 
Management and Staff Development process.

5. Mid Term and End of Cycle Reviews

While employees and supervisors should, as a matter 
of course, meet regularly to review work progress and 
difficulties that may be encountered and to re-evaluate 
priorities, the performance management process will 
require a mid-term and end of cycle review. 

The mid-term review is an opportunity not only to reflect 
on progress but also to review goals/standards in the 
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light of any changes to priorities and direction within 
the area. 

The end of cycle review will focus on achievements 
against performance goals based on the performance 
indicators, validation and updating the skills inventory 
for the period, feedback on performance and 
identification of possible development 
needs/aspirations. 

The review processes will emphasize a joint approach 
with employees initially undertaking a self-appraisal, 
and sharing other feedback received, for discussion 
with their supervisor. 

6. Documentation 

A guide to the process will be developed (see attached 
guide) and reviewed from time to time by the Joint 
Performance Management and Staff Development 
Committee. The guide and forms will be kept simple 
and practical, recognizing that the value of the process 
is derived from the quality of the communication and 
planning between staff and supervisors, not from a 
form filling exercise. The guide will include

an overview of the process§
a guide for the subsequent mid term and end of §
cycle reviews, and 
a summary review form that includes: priority §
goals, performance indicators, feedback plan, 
summary of results achieved, and summary of 
developmental plans (which will usually be 
identified as priority goals).

Completed documentation about performance results 
3will be kept confidential to the employee and the 
employee's supervisor, unless both parties agree to 
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3 Performance results includes upgrades in skills which will 
be added to the skills inventory.

share them with others.  Documentation relative to 
objectives and development plans will be reviewed by 
the next level supervisor for consistency with other 
developmental plans and with higher level goals and 
corporate direction.

An employee will not be disadvantaged in relation to 
their employment if a recent performance document 
has not been completed through no fault of that 
employee. 

7. Links with Unsatisfactory Performance Procedures 

The procedures for dealing with unsatisfactory 
performance are set out in the various discipline and 
performance review articles in the participating union 
collective agreements.

Where a possible case of unsatisfactory performance 
for an employee, who has completed their probationary 
period and, which may warrant review and/or 
disciplinary action, is identified, the aforenoted 
procedures will prevail. 

Documents from the Performance Management and 
Staff Development Process will not be used to support 
a case of disciplinary action. 

8. Supervisor and Employee Support 

The parties recognize that the successful 
implementation of performance management at the 
CBC will require appropriate training and professional 
support. 

The CBC will develop a program of appropriate training 
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modules for supervisors and employees. This program 
will include: 

interview/counseling techniques §
identification and analysis of performance §
issues 
goal setting §
identification of development needs and career §
planning, and
identification of workload issues. §

Supervisors will be encouraged to take the above 
training before undertaking the performance 
management process. The training will be packaged in 
a variety of formats (classroom, self-study, Intranet, 
mini-briefings) and available on a continuing basis, in 
order to increase ease of training and raise the 
participation level.

9. Joint Performance Management and Staff 
Development Committee 

The Joint Performance Management and Staff 
Development Committee will include: 

a mutually agreed chair who has demonstrated i)
expertise in the area of performance management; and

representatives from CMG (administrative unit), ii)
CMG (program unit), CEP and the CBC. 

The terms of reference of this group will be to:

ensure that implementation of the performance i)
management is consistent with these guidelines

monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the ii)
process (this will include a full audit of the process 
after the first eighteen months of operation and it will 
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4 It is understood that clauses in collective agreements 
with respect to training will prevail.

include appropriate consultation with all stakeholders 
in the Performance Management and Staff 
Development process)

review and make recommendations about the iii)
CBC’s training investment, and 

make changes to the Performance Management iv)
and Staff Development process as necessary.

The parties to this Agreement are committed to 
reviewing and evaluating the Performance 
Management and Staff Development process after 
eighteen months of the commencement of the process. 

10. Training

In order to meet the training and staff development 
needs of this process, the CBC will implement a 
system, which informs supervisors of their access to 
training funds  before the initial meeting with 
employees occurs.

The Performance Management and Staff Development 
Committee will review the CBC’s annual training plan 
for employees who are members of CMG 
(administrative unit), CMG (program unit), and CEP, and 
review it’s end of year training report. The plan and 
report will include the CBC’s investment in4: 

induction training for new employees (e.g.: §
probationary, apprentice and employees in 
entry level positions) 
training to enhance an employee’s capabilities §
in their current position
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training for new technology and new work §
methods
training to equip staff to act in and advance to §
more senior level positions, and
training for new hybrid and multi-skilled §
positions. 

Responsibility for making decisions about the CBC’s 
training investment and for managing that investment 
will rest with the CBC.

CEP TRAINING FUNDAPPENDIX J
 The Corporation has established a fund for training of 
employees in this bargaining unit related to the specific 
matters contained herein.

The fund was in the amount of one million dollars 1.
($l,000,000) applicable to each year of the Previous 
collective agreement. Funds remaining at ratification 
will continue to be utilized as outlined below.

This training fund is designed to assist employees in 2.
this bargaining unit directly affected by technological 
change, contracting out, multi-skilling and cross-
skilling with a view to enhance their existing skills 
and equip them with new skills to increase their 
employability.

The Corporation recognizes the significant 3.
contribution the Union will make in the determination 
of the needs for training and the types of training 
programs required.  This shared value is reflected in 
the Corporation’s commitment to work with the Union 
to jointly determine the training needs of these 
employees and the types of training programs that 
will be appropriate.
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The Corporation will meet quarterly, with the Union, at 4.
the national level to administer this fund.  The 
accounting of dollars will be provided by the 
Corporation and quarterly reports on the allocations 
will be presented at each meeting.

Leave of absence, with pay, will be available for up to 5.
five (5) employees for participation in these joint 
meetings.

PREMIUM PAYMENTSAPPENDIX K
The following premiums will continue to exist:

* Training Premium - $20.49 per day

* Remote Area Premium - $9.88 per day and 
$1,238.00 per annum

The following premiums will continue to exist until new 
classifications are created with Job Evaluation:

* CAM Video - $23.33 per tour of duty

* Lighting Director (includes former Senior 
Production Switchers and Senior TV Audio Technicians 
occupied as TV Post Production Audio Technicians) - 
$1,526.00 per annum

* Co-ordinating Premium -  $19.45 per day and 
$1,944.66 per annum

* Plant Technologist Premium – 10% added to 
basic salary inclusive of premiums for co-ordination 
and/or training.

VTR Production Editors

In the 1998-2001 Collective agreement, certain VTR 
Production Editors were identified as being entitled to 
additional remuneration, added to base pay for all 
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purposes, and grandpartented and green –circled (i.e. 
the higher base pay will continue to rise with negotiated 
increases).  In addition any such employees in receipt 
of ad-rem over-scale payments will have those 
payments grandparented.  Such grandparenting will 
continue.

Pay for Performance
The Corporation undertakes to examine the concept of 
pay for performance during the term of this Agreement.  
The design of such a system will include the provision for 
a Part III type Pension Plan to provide employees the 
opportunity to invest such additional monies.  In essence, 
it would work like an RRSP and would be subject to 
restrictions imposed by law.

WORKPLACE REORGANIZATIONAPPENDIX L
The CEP and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
face an unprecedented period of change in markets, 
competition, technology, of government funding and 
employee values and expectations.  Past success is no 
guarantee for the future and the organization and its 
workplace must change accordingly.  There are 
substantial strengths within the Corporation and the 
Union which can be built on successfully.  As the parties 
face the challenges of the future, they share the following 
values:

viewer/listener impact;n

the overriding value of people as a resource;n

quality and continuous improvement;n

a continuous learning environment;n

union-management collaboration;n
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employee diversity;n

a commitment to training;n

positive human interactions;n

ability to compete successfully in the evolving media n
environment.

The overall goals of the Corporation are to continue to 
sustain a world-class broadcasting system, to provide 
employment opportunity, and to capitalize on local 
initiative based on principles and constructive joint 
relationships rather than on rules or restrictive practices.

The parties agree to a continuing objective of simplifying 
the workplace and to the creation of a more flexible 
collective agreement responsive to rapidly changing 
needs.

To oversee the progress of change at the CBC, the 
parties have established a Corporate Steering 
Committee. Senior executive officers and other 
representatives of the Corporation and the Union will 
work together on this joint committee thereby ensuring 
the commitment of both parties to moving forward on 
workplace reorganization.

The parties agree to meet regularly to share relevant 
information relating to the evolving media environment 
and to identify new approaches that might be 
incorporated into the collective agreement.  There would 
be at least one (1) meeting each year with the President 
along with the senior media Vice-Presidents.  In addition, 
senior media Vice-Presidents would meet with senior 
Union officers on a quarterly basis. In addition, the 
Corporation and the Union jointly accept the proposition 
that this evolutionary process is a key element in building 
trust.
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The parties recognize that stable employment is a mutual 
interest and goal and jointly agree to utilize every 
practicable means to assure it within the constraints of 
competitive, economic and regulatory realities.

Should the Corporation decide to proceed with a transfer 
of a portion of the Corporation to outside interests or with 
a partnership agreement involving work which regularly 
falls within the scope of the collective agreement, the 
Corporation agrees to initiate discussions, at the 
Corporate Steering Committee level, to establish a 
transition process that will minimize the impact on 
employees. This transition process will include 
discussion which may include but not limited to 
severance, pension, bargaining rights and transfer of 
work.  Such discussion will take place prior to 
notification to employees.  It is agreed that the 
Corporation will not be opposed to any application for 
certification involving Corporation employees (CEP 
members) transferred as a result of the sale of business, 
subject to applicable legislation.

The Corporation agrees to bring, whenever possible, to 
partnership arrangements, CBC employees as one of its 
assets.  Where the CBC is successful such employees 
shall be covered by the terms of this collective agreement 
except that for bumping purposes, said employees can 
neither bump into the CBC nor can CBC employees 
bump them.

PART-TIME RELIEF EMPLOYEESAPPENDIX M
The provisions of Article 14.4 through 14.6 of the old 
CUPE (Production) Agreement will continue to apply if a 
practice to use part-time relief employees has occurred.  
It is understood that these practices, once identified as, 
may be applied to the same classification in any CBC 
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location.

TRAINING - NON-CBC PRODUCTIONSAPPENDIX N
Operational requirements permitting and where possible 
and acceptable to the partner, the Corporation will 
undertake to arrange for opportunities for training and/or 
mentoring for bargaining unit members on non-CBC 
productions.  In addition, for major productions involving 
series or feature drama or variety productions, the 
Corporation undertakes to discuss with the Union at the 
National Joint Committee the best use of staff resources.

FREELANCE LOCALSAPPENDIX O
Subject to the producer rights recognized by the 
Corporation in Article 13 of the CBC/CMG contract, the 
Corporation is prepared to encourage producers, 
including independent producers of acquired and co-
produced programming to undertake best efforts to utilize 
CEP freelance members at CEP in-house freelance 
locals in locations where freelance members are 
available, where casual, temporary, or freelance labour is 
required for Corporation programming.

To this end, updated lists of available freelance talent will 
be distributed to CBC producers and managers as made 
available by CEP.

It is understood that CEP members who voluntarily leave 
the employ of CBC in order to avoid others being laid off 
will not be prohibited from accepting such freelance 
assignments.

CORPORATION POLICIESAPPENDIX P
The parties agree to meet and review the Corporation’s 
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new policies.  If there are portions of the new policies 
which provide a lesser cash benefit than the policies 
contained in the former Appendix P, then the portion of 
the old policy will apply unless a transition to the new 
policy is negotiated.

MEALS AND TURNAROUNDAPPENDIX Q
The following will only apply to continuing employees 
who are on the payroll on December 3, 2001. (Does not 
apply to employees on local or casual payrolls).

In consideration of the removal of the meal 
displacement and turnaround penalties, employees will 
be compensated for future instances when such 
penalties might otherwise be earned as follows:

55% of the total amount of these penalties earned 
during the period August 12, 2000 and August 12, 2001 
will be added to base salaries in the following manner:

55% of the average for the classification -  $1,463,000 
added to base (per the December 2, 2001 proposal).
Transition year, no employee will suffer a reduction of 
greater than $3000 (i.e. if 55% of the average in a 
classification is $5000, and an employee earned 
$10,000 in the above noted period, then the employee 
will receive an additional one time lump sum of $2000 
following date of ratification. 

Does not apply to Hybrid or self-assigned employees

The increase to base salary will continue as long as the 
employee remains employed with the CBC.

The base salary increase will be pensionable and 
subject to annual salary increases.

The CBC recognizes the concerns raised by the Union 
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as a result of the implementation of the Corporation’s 
rationalization of meal displacement and turnaround 
penalties.  It is not the intent of this proposal to cause 
an increase in meal displacement or turnaround 
situations.  The CBC, therefore, agrees to track, through 
its payroll systems, instances of missed meals and 
turnaround encroachments on an overall basis to 
ensure that they have not increased as a result of 
implementation of this proposal.  If there has been an 
increase, the CBC will take steps to correct the 
situation.  To this end the CBC will monitor the 
implementation of this proposal and meet with the 
Union in an attempt to address any concerns which 
may come forward following the proposal’s 
implementation.

New Employees - 1.0% percent will be added to all 
salary scales to compensate new employees for future 
instances when meal displacement and turnaround 
penalties might have otherwise been earned.  This 
increase will be added at the start of the first pay period 
following date of ratification.

Additions to Base Salaries as per Meal Proposal, 
Current Employees 

TITLE +2% +2.5%
ENG PRODUCER 0 0 0
PRODUCER/RECORDING 
ENGINEER 

0 0 0

SUPVERVISING 
TECH./ASSOCIATE 
PRODUCER 

0 0 0

SWITCHER/DIRECTOR 0 0 0
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TECHNICIAN/ASSOCIATE 
PRODUCER  

0 0 0

VIDEO JOURNALIST 0 0 0
VTR PRODUCTION 
EDITOR/DIRECTOR 

1817 1853 1899

ART DIRECTOR 
(COMMUNICATIONS) 

76 78 80

ASSISTANT COSTUME 
DESIGNER 

285 291 298

ASSISTANT GRAPHIC 
DESIGNER 

20 20 21

ASSISTANT SET DESIGNER 1082 1104 1132
AUTOMATED CONTROL 
FACILITIES TECH 

1081 1103 1131

CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM 
TECH RADIO 

593 605 620

COMPOSITOR 1402 1430 1466
CONSULTING 
TECHNOLOGIST 

264 269 276

COSTUME CUTTER 0 0 0
DESIGN COORDINATOR 3303 3369 3453
DESIGNER 589 601 616
DESIGNER LETTER 0 0 0
ENG EDITOR 1144 1167 1196
ENG/EFP RECORDIST 3352 3419 3504
ENGINEER IN CHARGE 
MOBILE

5382 5490 5627

FABRIC SPECIALIST 0 0 0
FILM CAMERA OPERATOR 0 0 0
LIGHTING DIRECTOR 1644 1677 1719
LIGHTING TECHNICIAN 2114 2156 2210
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN 212 216 221
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MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN  
REMOTE

24 24 25

MAKEUP ARTIST 452 461 473
MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN 
(SACKVILLE ) 

0 0 0

MECHANICAL RIGGER 0 0 0
MGR CEP TRAINING FUND 0 0 0
MICROWAVE OPERATOR 2035 2076 2128
NETWORK PRESENTATION 
COORDINATOR 

833 850 871

NEWSWORLD 
PRESENTATION COORD 

639 652 668

NTWRK CONTROL CENTRE 
TECH (TOR) 

782 798 818

OFFICER TECHNICAL 
TRAINING 

0 0 0

ON-AIR BOOTH CONTROL 
TECH

687 701 719

POST PROD AUDIO 
ENGINEER  TV

1566 1597 1637

PRODUCTION SWITCHER 1457 1486 1523
RADIO MASTER CONTROL 
TECH 

459 468 480

RADIO MASTER CONTROL 
TECH (WINNIPEG) 

821 837 858

RADIO TECHNICIAN 348 355 364
RECORDING ENGINEER 
(RADIO) 

781 797 817

ROBOCAM OPERATOR 2466 2515 2578
SATELLITE NEWS 
GATHERING TECHNICIAN 

3362 3429 3515

SCENIC ARTIST 209 213 218
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SCENIC CARPENTER 886 904 927
SCENIC CONSTRUCTOR 226 231 237
SCENIC CONSTRUCTOR 
(CREWLEADER) 

797 813 833

SENIOR ENG EDITOR 69 70 72
SENIOR LIGHTING 
TECHNICIAN 

2068 2109 2162

SENIOR MAKEUP ARTIST 1067 1088 1115
SENIOR MECHANICAL 
RIGGER 

7 7 7

SENIOR PAINTER 412 420 431
SENIOR RADIO TECHNICIAN 325 332 340
SENIOR SCENIC ARTIST 1757 1792 1837
SENIOR SET DECORATOR 1065 1086 1113
SENIOR SPECIAL EFFECTS 
COORD 

862 879 901

SENIOR TECHNOLOGIST 
MAINTENANCE 

770 785 805

SENIOR TECHNOLOGIST 
MTC REMOTE

62 63 65

SENIOR TELEVISION 
TECHNICIAN 

2475 2525 2588

SERVICE STAGEHAND 114 116 119
SERVICE STAGEHAND 
DRIVER

 202 206 211

SET DECORATOR 174 177 181
SHORTWAVE RECEIVING 
STN TECH 

71 72 74

SR AUTOMATED CONTROL 
FACILITIES TECH 

1808 1844 1890

SR CAMERAMAN 
(ELECTRONIC JOURNALISM) 

1211 1235 1266
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SR CENTRAL CONTROL 
ROOM TECH 

0 0 0

SR MECHANICAL TECH 
(SACKVILLE) 

0 0 0

SR MICROPHONE BOOM 
TECHNICIAN 

2831 2888 2960

SR ON AIR BOOTH 
CONTROL TECH

412 420 431

SR RADIO MASTER 
CONTROL TECH 

113 115 118

SR VIDEOTAPE PROD 
EDITOR 

1826 1863 1910

STAGEHAND 743 758 777
STAGING ASSISTANT 
(CREWLEADER) 

1897 1935 1983

STAGING CREWLEADER 991 1011 1036
SUPERVISING TECHNICAL 
INSTALLER 

1130 1153 1182

SUPERVISING TECHNICIAN 1472 1501 1539
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIST 879 897 919
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIST 
REMOTE

27 28 29

TECH IN CHARGE TECH'L 
STORES

17 17 17

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR 917 935 958
TECHNICAL STORES 
ASSISTANT 

0 0 0

TELEVISION ASSISTANT 144 147 151
TELEVISION TECHNICIAN 1306 1332 1365
TRADES SPECIALIST 2 1357 1384 1419
ELECTRICIAN TS 1 241 246 252
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TV MASTER CONTROL RM 
TECH (MTL & TOR)  

1515 1545 1584

VIDEOGRAPHER 2333 2380 2440
VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTION 
EDITOR 

1815 1851 1897

WARDROBE COORDINATOR 67 68 70
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GRIEVANCE FORMAPPENDIX R
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 LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING: TV MASTER 
CONTROL CENTRALIZATION

Any employee laid off as a result of the centralization of 
TV Master Controls in Canada will be paid layoff pay at 
the rate of four (4) weeks per year of service (one (1) 
week for every three (3) months of service).

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING: MAINTENANCE/IT 
UPGRADES

REVISED February 28, 2001

Production equipment definition and IT upgrade 
application

Any piece of equipment that is intended to perform 
functions as defined by Article 4 of the CEP/CBC 
collective agreement shall be deemed Production 
Equipment.  This will include some personal computer 
(P.C.) based equipment.

If a multipurpose PC technology package (all elements) 
contains both production and non-production related 
technologies, and is intended by staff to perform 
production-related tasks, it is deemed Production 
Equipment. 

In any comingled electronic software environment, 
where both Production and Business/Office (Non-
Production) software are contained within one unit, 
Management will assign work on Production Equipment 
to CEP maintenance staff. However, since the nature of 
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the problem could be the result of a comingled 
electronic software environment, management 
reserves the right to involve the expertise of the IT 
Department at anytime during the process.

In the case of a network application, such as Dalet, all 
pieces of equipment (server, switches, hubs, etc.) and 
cables handling the applications data will be 
considered Production Equipment. Devices hooked to 
this network with no direct production related purpose 
such as network printers used for printing scripts, print 
servers, etc. would be considered non-production 
equipment. 

Examples of IT related equipment or software are as 
follows; office computers, office telephones, Non 
Production LAN Equipment, non-production software 
(examples of such are Prolog, Word, CBC serve, E-mail, 
Telecommunications, HR and Finance systems, etc...) 

An  IT upgrade will apply on work performed by a CEP 
maintenance employee who is assigned by a manager, 
on a piece of non-production, IT related equipment. 

An IT upgrade will also apply if IT related work is 
assigned on a piece of production equipment known to 
need work relating to non-production software or 
hardware. If a non-production, IT related problem is 
determined, after work has commenced, a 
management designated supervisor will be advised and 
they will assign the work as an IT upgrade or refer it to 
the IT department. 

IT upgrades will be applicable to all levels of the 
Maintenance structure. For example, an ‘M-BI’ may be 
upgraded to a ‘M-CI’ for doing either ‘C’ level 
maintenance work or ‘C‘ level IT work. Under no 
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circumstance, should the individual (M-B) be 
compensated twice, by providing both an IT and Group 
‘C’ upgrade for the work performed. The proper way 
would be to compensate to the M-CI level.  The Co-
ordinating, training, remote area and plant technologist 
premiums will be applied in addition to upgrades as per 
the collective agreement.

In a small location where an ‘M-B’, ‘M-C’ or ‘M-D’ is 
assigned, on an ongoing basis, to do work qualifying for 
the IT upgrade, a new position will be created and filled. 
This will be posted as ‘M-I’. Only existing maintenance 
staff at the location may apply. The successful 
applicant will be reclassified with the addition of the ‘IT’ 
designation to their previous job title. 

If maintenance related work is performed on 
‘Production Equipment’, which is PC Technology based 
and the nature of the assignment is Maintenance Group 
‘C’ level work, as described within the job description, 
temporary upgrading will apply. Examples of such ‘C’ 
level work would be working on network components 
(servers, switches, hubs, etc.), writing programs, 
modification/design of boards, etc. The upgrade is 
applicable to hardware and/or software. A ‘D’ level 
could also be considered at the highest level of support.   
The IT function shall not be considered as cross-
skilling. As such the hybrid language is not applicable. 
Articles 16 (Temporary Upgrades) and 28 (Maintenance 
Career Structure) will apply to IT upgrades. 

The CBC will provide training and exams in the above 
mentioned areas in accordance with Article 28.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan
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Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING: TRANSFER

This letter confirms the understanding, between the 
parties, regarding the negotiation of Article 26 (Transfer).  
It is agreed that the application of the Corporation’s Home 
Disposal Plan is at the Corporation’s discretion.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING: SELF-ASSIGNING 
EMPLOYEES

Self-assigning is a new concept to the Bargaining Unit, 
the Corporation and our employees.  Its intent is to 
provide employees with a new level of control over their 
working hours, thus enhancing their quality of life, while 
giving the Corporation an opportunity to reduce its 
scheduling workload.

The Parties recognize that, as with any workplace 
innovation, there are opportunities for misunderstanding 
by any of the parties involved.  For example, over-anxious 
employees or managers could inadvertently cause inter-
employee bidding and the resulting ill-will would be at 
odds with the intent of the Article.  The Union and the 
Corporation believe it is best that misunderstandings are 
avoided but, if they do arise, they should be resolved 
quickly.

Therefore, as an interim measure, in addition to the 
monitoring required by the Collective Agreement, the 
Union and the Corporation will provide additional 
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observation. This will be achieved through discussions 
with personnel working as self-assigned and with 
persons responsible for the self-assigning 
arrangements.  To facilitate those discussions the 
Corporation will inform the Union in advance of any self-
assigning arrangements.  The information the parties 
gather will be shared openly by the National Grievance 
Committee to ensure that the spirit and intent of this 
Article are being met.  As well, recommendations may be 
made that will improve self-assignment to the betterment 
of all parties.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF AGREEMENT: CONTRACTS - LONG TERM 
FREELANCERS

The Corporation agrees to provide to the Union copies of 
current contracts it has with Long Term Freelancers.  This 
information will be provided upon receipt of letters from 
the Union, signed by the Long Term Freelancers, 
authorizing the Corporation to release the information.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF AGREEMENT: DESIGNERS

Letters of Agreement that were in effect prior to June 30, 
1980 will remain in effect until such time as the 
Designers involved and the Corporation agree to 
terminate those Letters of Agreement.
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Letters of Agreement that were negotiated since June 30, 
1980 may be terminated by Management upon thirty (30) 
days written notice prior to the annual or semi-annual 
anniversary of commencement of the Letter of Agreement.

The work completed by the National Joint Design 
Committee on updating the design standards shall be 
forwarded to the management committee implementing 
job evaluation to ensure the relevance of new job 
descriptions for designers.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING: TORONTO LOCAL 
MEETINGS

This will confirm the undertaking given in Negotiations 
that for the purposes of Local Grievance and Joint 
Committee Meetings, that Local 71M in Toronto will be 
entitled to up to six (6) employees to be released with pay 
for the purpose of attending such meetings.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING RE CONTRACTING OUT 
(ARTICLES 4.3 AND 41)

The Corporation recognizes the extreme sensitivity of 
contracting out to the Union and members of the 
Bargaining Unit.

The Corporation therefore agrees to provide a process 
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which is sufficiently transparent to ensure that the Union 
has a reasonable and independent ability to develop 
alternatives to outsourcing as part of the outsourcing 
process.

The Corporation commits to provide the Union with the 
same information that is provided to potential alternate 
suppliers and to consider any Union proposal on its 
merits consistent with the RFP process.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING RE PART TIME 
BENEFITS

The Corporation agrees to extend benefits to Part Time 
Employees in a manner consistent with other recently 
negotiated contracts.

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING RE SETTLEMENT OF 
OUTSTANDING GREIVANCES

Retroactivity for Grievances:

N298 – NWI filed February 6, 1995

N301 – Heavy Video filed May 12, 1995

N341 – EVS filed March 10, 1998

T1178  - Virtual Reality filed November 5, 1998

2nd level Chryon issue
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will be handled as follows:

A fund of $300,000 will be established for use by the 
National Grievance Committee to resolve retroactive 
claims by interested parties to the grievance.

All retroactive issues will be dealt with at the National 
Grievance Committee at a meeting (TBD).

Should there be no agreement the parties agree to use 
the services of Martin Freedman to act as a mediator.

This is in addition to money previously allocated for the 
implementation of job evaluation.

Should there be additional retroactivity flowing from the 
introduction of job evaluation, it will be calculated based 
on the difference between the grievance retroactivity 
and the job evaluation rates. 

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING RE: JOB EVALUATION

The JE Provisions contained in this Collective Agreement 
in 'APPENDIX G' are reproduced without change from the 
Collective Agreement between the CEP and CBC effective 
May 24, 1996.

The parties also wish to recognize that there are 
productive ongoing discussions with the representatives 
of Units 1, 2 & 3 and the representatives of the 
Corporation in the 'Joint Job Evaluation Committee' 
forum.

In these discussions it has been AGREED that:

1 All four parties have selected and agreed to a JE 
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plan on Nov 7, 1997.

2 As the work of the 'Joint Job Evaluation 
Committee' progresses the selected plan will require 
some changes. Any such changes will have to be 
AGREED between the parties.

3 That 'benchmark' jobs will be selected from each 
Union and these jobs will be rated jointly by the Union 
and Management. In addition all remaining jobs will be 
jointly rated. (This does not imply that jobs will be jointly 
rated after implementation)

4 Management has agreed to waive the provisions 
of the 'Date for Completion of the Job Evaluation Plan'.

5 The parties are jointly developing job 
descriptions for all jobs.

6 The job descriptions will be vetted by employees 
and management and may require changes as a result of 
the vetting process.

In the Bargaining for this Collective agreement it has 
been agreed that the effective date for increases as a 
result of JE will be July 1 1999. 

For the Corporation: For the Union:

Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING RE: EMPLOYEES IN 
HYBRID JOBS

The parties have acknowledged that Unit 2 employees in 
jobs which are combined Unit 1 and Unit 2 jobs will work 
under Unit 1 working conditions.  For clarity, the following 
language represents the Unit 1 working conditions which 
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are applicable to such employees.

Article 35 WORK WEEK, DAYS-OFF AND OVERTIME
35.1  The normal work week for daily scheduled 
employees will be thirty-eight and three quarters (38 3/4) 
hours per week.  
35.1.4  Hours worked in excess of eight (8) hours per day 
and/or forty (40) hours per week but not both will be 
compensated at the rate of time and one half (1 1/2 X) the 
employee’s regular salary.
35.5  All work performed by a daily scheduled or assigned 
(weekly) employee on a day-off shall be paid at the rate of 
one and one half times (1 1/2 x) the employee’s regular 
salary rate for all hours worked with a minimum payment 
of seven and three quarters (7 3/4) hours at the one and 
one half times (1 1/2 x) premium rate.
35.6  When a daily scheduled or assigned (weekly) 
employee works on both days off, all work performed by 
the employee on the second day-off shall be paid at the 
rate of two times (2x) the employee’s regular salary rate 
for all hours worked, with a minimum payment of seven 
and three quarters (7 3/4) hours at the two times (2x) 
premium rate.
36.1  For regularly scheduled employees, schedules of 
days-off and regular working hours shall be posted not 
less than two (2) weeks in advance of the week for which 
they apply.
36.2  Schedules may be changed due to illness or 
release of an employee or other reasons affecting an 
employee requiring special leave.  Schedules may also 
be changed in the event an employee is released for 
union activity after such schedule has been posted.  
Schedules may also be changed due to circumstances 
beyond the control of the Corporation, by way of example:
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a) emergencies or unexpected events of political, 
economic, or social importance requiring coverage of 
which the Corporation did not have or could not be 
expected to have had prior knowledge, (i.e., death of a 
politician or a celebrity, a disaster or a sudden national or 
world crisis or a national/international sports playoff.
b) in major productions: unexpected occurrences 
which the Corporation did not have or could not be 
expected to have had prior knowledge (e.g. weather 
conditions).
Other changes can be made by mutual agreement 
between the employee, the management and the Guild at 
the local level.  Such an agreement will not be 
unreasonably withheld.
36.3  The Corporation will make every effort to schedule 
employees in such a way that they will have no more than 
two (2) different start times in any given week.

Article 37 MEAL AND BREAK PERIODS
37.1  For daily scheduled employees only, there shall be 
a meal period of not less than thirty (30) minutes and not 
more than sixty (60) minutes unpaid meal period during 
each shift.
37.2  The meal period (as far as practicable) will be 
scheduled close to the mid-point of the employee’s shift. 
37.3  Employees will not be asked to displace meal 
periods.
37.4  In shifts of eight (8) hours or more, subsequent 
meal periods will be scheduled within the fourth (4th), fifth 
(5th), or sixth (6th) hour since the last meal period should 
have been completed.
37.5  There shall be a second and subsequent meal 
allowance.  Such amount for the second or subsequent 
meal allowance will be paid in accordance with 
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applicable policy.

Article 40 SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
40.1  For scheduled employees, all work performed 
between midnight and 7:00 a.m. shall be compensated 
for at fifteen percent (15%) of the basic hourly rate in 
addition to regular salary.  This additional payment 
applies only to the time worked between midnight and 
7:00 a.m.

Article 41 CALL-BACK
41.1  Call back occurs when a scheduled employee after 
leaving work is required to report back to work to perform 
duties which are expected to be completed before the 
commencement of the employee’s next scheduled shift.
41.2  An employee called back to work shall receive a 
minimum of three (3) hours pay at time and one half (1 
1/2x) the regular rate or time and one half (1 1/2x) the 
regular rate for all hours worked on such a call back, 
whichever is greater.
41.3  Call back does not apply to schedule changes or 
when the Corporation requires an employee to attend a 
meeting on a regular day-off or before or after their shift.  
In such cases, the overtime provisions shall apply.
41.4  Cancellation of call back before the employee 
actually reports for duty will not require any payment.

Article 42 TURN-AROUND AND ENCROACHMENT
42.1  No employee shall be scheduled to start a shift 
within twelve (12) hours after the scheduled completion of 
the employee's previous shift, except as provided for in 
clauses 42.2 and 42.2.1.
42.2  An employee who is scheduled to end work 
between 7:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. on the day preceding 
the employee's days off shall not be scheduled to begin 
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work before 8:00 a.m. on the day after the employee's 
days off.
42.2.1  An employee who is scheduled to end work 
between 11:30 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. on a shift preceding 
the employee's days off shall not be scheduled to begin 
work before 10:00 a.m. on the day after the employee's 
days off. 

For the Corporation: For the Union:
Ian Henry Mike Sullivan
Industrial Relations, CBC National Representative, CEP
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The Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union 
of Canada (CEP), on behalf of all employees in the Unit 
Two CEP bargaining unit, agree, by their signatures 
herein, to recommend the attached terms and conditions 
of settlement to their principals for ratification.

(original Signed by Ian Henry and George Smith for CBC,  
by Mike Sullivan, Chris Turner, Blayne Paige, John 
Seccareccia, Anton Szabo and Rick Warren for CEP, and 
by Arnold Powers for HRDC.)
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INTERPRETATION ISSUES 

on : 
Meals Call Back
Part-time Employees Work on a Second Day Off
Union Representation Overtime Buyout
CBC / CEP Collective Agreement
December 31, 2001.

Meals
Meals may or may not be posted. 

Meal period duration(s) must be indicated at the •
time of posting the schedules.  A change in the 
duration of a meal is a scheduling change, and is 
subject to the scheduling rules.
Meals will begin and end on the quarter (1/4) hour.•
Where employees are in full control of their work, •
and have not been assigned a meal time, they may 
be permitted to decide the actual time to take their 
meals.  They are expected to use their discretion, in 
recognition of the operational requirements, to 
decide when to take their meal.

Call Back
Work on a day off will not be affected by the callback •
language.  (Employees who work a day off will be paid 
as per Article 11.)
Callback cannot be scheduled.•

Examples:
Employee is needed back at work on Saturday, ∗
which is a day off.  Employee is paid for 7.75 hours at 
time and one half (1 1/2) as a minimum on that day.
Employee is called back to work on Friday night at ∗
21:00, after going home at 18:00. Employee works 
until 02:30 Saturday morning.  Saturday is a day off.  
Employee is paid 5.5 hours of callback at time and 
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one-half (1 1/2), since the callback was started on the 
Friday.
Employee is called back to work on Thursday night, at ∗
23:30 after going home at 16 00.  Employee works 
right through the night and into the next shift, originally 
scheduled at 06 00.  Callback becomes overtime 
added to the start of the Friday shift, rather than 
callback.

Part-Time Employees
Part-time employees may be used on a continuing •
basis for weekends and holidays.  However, part-time 
personnel can be hired for relief of continuing part-
time employees.
Continuing Part-time employees can be used during •
the week for emergency situations and replace absent 
employees but they must be assigned full shifts.
This is not meant to restrict the use of part-time •
employees, during the week, as provided for in 
APPENDIX M.

Work on a Second Day Off
The parties agree that in order to be paid for working a 
second day off at the 2X rate, the employee must have 
worked the first day off in a given week.

Union Representation
The parties understand that as per Article 61.2, the 
attendance of a staff representative at any meeting is in 
addition to any local representative who may be in 
attendance.

Overtime Buyout
The parties agree that there will not be any buyout 
agreements until the guidelines are worked out with both 
the Union and the Corporation at the national level. 
11.6i)Prepayment of overtime
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11.6ii)Buyout of expected overtime.

Official interpretation issues signed by:
FOR THE CORPORATION : FOR THE UNION:
Ian Henry Mike Sullivan

INTERPRETATION RE: TEMPORARY AND PART-TIME 
WORK

Recognizing that the Staff Reduction Article of the current 
collective agreement is confusing regarding the issue of 
Temporary work and silent on the matter of Part-Time 
work, management is prepared, on a without prejudice 
basis, to offer the following interpretation to clarify the 
matter.

1) Temporary full-time work, at the same location, will be 
offered to a permanent employee qualified to perform 
such work, if that will result in the avoidance of a lay-off of 
the employee.

 If a permanent employee refuses an offer of temporary 
full-time employment in the above situation (1) the 
employee will be laid-off without recall rights.

2) If management wishes to delay the bumping or 
redeployment process they may, at their option, offer a 
permanent employee temporary full-time work at the 
same location.

 If the permanent employee accepts the temporary full-
time employment that employee will exercise whatever 
rights remain under this article when the temporary work 
ends, unless there has been a return to full-time 
permanent work.

 If the permanent employee refuses the temporary full-
time employment in this situation (2), then the 
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employee’s bumping and redeployment rights in the 
Collective Agreement would not be affected.

3) When a permanent full-time employee has been on 
lay-off for a period of four (4) continuous weeks that 
employee will become eligible for re-engagement for 
continuing part-time work, at the same location, where the 
laid-off employee possesses the occupational 
qualifications to perform such work. Where management 
and union agree the laid-off permanent full-time 
employee is qualified to perform such work, the part-time 
position will then be offered for re-engagement at that 
time. Such part-time work may be new work not being 
performed by anyone or work being performed by a part-
time employee with less corporation seniority.

 If a permanent full-time employee accepts the part-time 
work they will be deemed to have been re-engaged as a 
part-time employee under the collective agreement with 
no extension of their original recall period. Such 
employees continue to have rights as per Article 38.5 for 
that period while engaged part-time.

 If a permanent full-time employee refuses an offer of 
part-time employment, no other rights contained in this 
article will be affected.

 It is agreed that a full-time employee re-engaged to such 
a part-time position will be subject to a trial period up to 
three (3) calendar months and should the employee fail 
such trial period they will return to lay-off status as a full-
time employee with their original recall rights based on 
their original lay-off date.

Ian Henry

Director, Industrial Relations
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Annual Leave
Buy-out on separation 

from staff 126
Carryover 123
Entitlements 122
Illness while on 125
Notification of 

Scheduled Start on 
Return from 34

Scheduling 123
Splitting 123
Table of Credits 172
Travel Time – CBC 

North 125
Unilateral Scheduling of 

Carry Over 124
Assignment

Definitions of Categories 
and Levels 70

Multi-Skilling 70
Benefits

Consultative Committee
174

Hospital/Medical 143
Life Insurance 144
Not paid while on leave 

of absence 143
On Out of Canada 

Assignment 2
Paid while on LTD 129
Paid while on Parental 

Leave 136
Part-timers - Pro-Rated

63
Temporary Employees

61
Travel Accident 

Insurance 147
While on Out of Canada 

Assignment 173
Breaks

Entitlements 36
Call Back

Cancellation 43
Credit for Work Related 

Phone Calls 42
Defined 42
Interpretation and 

Examples 229
Minimum Credits 42

Car
Insurance 52
Mileage Rates 52
Transmitter Techs - Use 

of own 53
Use of Employee's 52

Contracting Out
Consultation with Union

120
Educational Funding119, 

122
Job Opportunities with 
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Contractor 120
Redeployment 121

Credits
CEP Seal 99
Employee 99

Days Off
Cancellation of 

Scheduled Work on 
Day Off 34

Changing 34
Days off in Lieu while 

Training 95
Interpretation of 2nd 

Day off 230
May not be scheduled 

on Holiday 31
Minimum Credit for 

Work on 37
Minimum Weekends Off

30
Notice of Cancellation of 

Work 32
On Out of Town 

Assignments 51
Pay for Work on Days 

Off 31
Right to Refuse Work on

31
Scheduled around 

Holidays 47
Sunday-Monday 

entry/exit 30

Discipline
Dismissal part not 

applicable to 
Temporaries 61

Just and Sufficient Cause
96

Not Applicable to 
Probation Release 59

Notice of Meeting 96
Purpose 96
Removal from Record 98
Time Limit 97

Discrimination
Harassment 99
Prohibited for Union 

Activities 98
Prohibited Grounds 98
Reasonable 

Accomodation 98
Employee

Defined 2
Employment Status

Probation Period 59
Probation Period - 

Maintenance 79
Resignation Notice 63
Right of Full-time 

employees to stay as 
such 68

Excessive Hours
Repeated Assignment 

Prohibited 54
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FreelancersSee 
Jurisdiction

Grievance Committee
National – Defined 159

Grievance Procedure
Arbitration 164
Time Limits extended by 

Joint Committee 
Discussions 168

Harassment
Policy 99

Health and Safety
Climbing Assignments55
Excessive Hours 54
Labour Code Regulations

58
National Policy 

Committee 59
Powers of Joint 

Committee 56
Protective Clothing 55
Refusal to work due to 

Danger 55
Workers' Compensation

54
Health And Safety

Transmitter Techs not to 
work beyond 
Interlock 54

Holiday
Defined 46
Exceptions for Payment

48
Minimum Credit for 

Work on 37
Notice of Cancellation of 

Work 32
Pay for Work on 31
Scheduled around Days 

Off 47
Scheduling of Christmas 

and New Year's 48
Hybrid

Cross-Skill Premiums
194

Guild Working 
Conditions 224

Hybrid Deal 186
Information Collection

Privacy Policy 156
Insurance

Travel Accident 
Insurance 52

Vehicles 52
Job Evaluation

Completion Deadlines
93

Dispute Resolution 180
Grandparenting 28
New Job Creation 93
Process 179

Job Sharing
Conditions 64
Defined 63
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Minimum Hours 64
Jobs

Design 71
List of Classifications 7
Maintenance 74
Presentation 74
Production 72
Specialist,Lead 

Hand,Generalist,Entry 
Level 71

Joint Committee
Beverages at Worksite 

Guidelines 36
Defined 158
Employment 101
Extend Grievance Time 

Limits 168
Identification of Training 

Needs 94
Job Evaluation 179
Protective Clothing for 

Radio Studio 
Attendants 56

Recall 111
Tech Change 119
Training - Non CBC 

Productions 208
Workplace 

Reorganization 205
Jurisdiction

Building Trades 3
CEP Freelance Locals

208
Contracting Out - 

Business Case 5
Contracting Out - Given 

Service 5
Contracting Out - 

Installations Etc. 5
Contracts- Long Term 

Freelancers 220
Corporation origination 3
'House' Agreements (e.g. 

IATSE) 6
Long-Term Freelancers

65
Maintenance and 

Training 3
Mixed Crews 6
Notice to Union 6
Permission for 

Management 4
Permission for Other 

Units 4
Permission for STARF 4
Program Acquisition 176
Program Production 3
Transmission and 

Distribution 3
Jury Duty

Salary Maintained 140
Layoff

Caused by Transfer 69
Failure to complete Trial 
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Period 108
Fourteen day Notice of 

Relocation or 
Redeployment 103

Joint Employment 
Committee 101

Location – Defined 103
Non-Protected 106
Non-Protected – layoff 

pay 2 weeks per year
108

Non-Protected – 
Redeployment and 
Bumping 107

Non-Protected – Refusal 
to Bump or Redeploy 
means loss of recall 
rights 107

Not Protected – Extra 
Severance if layoff due 
to Cross-Skilling 115

Notice 101
Other CBC Employees 

may be redeployed 
into Unit 104

Part-Time Work Access 
Interpretation 231

Posting Waived 102
Proceed in Inverse order 

of Seniority 103
Protected – 4 weeks per 

year layoff pay 106

Protected – No forced 
Bump Available 106

Protected – 
Redeployment and 
Bumping 105

Protected – Refusal to 
take job means loss of 
recall 106

Protected Employee – 
Forced Bump 105

Protected Status Defined
104

Reasonable Assistance
102

Recall – Local 110
Recall – Local Joint 

Employment 
Committee 111

Recall – National 111
Recall – Notice 109
Recall – One Year 110
Recall – Order 109
Recall – Relocation 

Expenses 112
Recall _ Time Limits 112
Recall Notice copied to 

Union 112
Recall –Regional 111
Recall to Temporary 

Work 113
Regions 102
Relocation Expenses 114
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Salary Treatment on 
Recall 112

Sixty day period to 
report to new location

103
Temporary Employees 

Released First 102
Temporary Work 

Interpretation 231
Time off to look for 

work outside 108
Training for 

Redeployment 105
Trial Period for 

Redeployment or 
Bump 108

Layoffs
Count as a break in 

service for Severance 
pay 149

Due to Cross-Skilling
Rights 115

National Joint 
Employment 
Committee 159

Leave of Absence
Benefits not Paid 143
Employer will attempt 

to accommodate 142
Life Insurance

Coverage Defined 144
Long Term Disability

Benefits Paid 129
Defined 128
Reintegration into the 

workforce 132
Reintegration with 

Restrictions 133
Maintenance

Career Structure Defined
75

Changing Specializations
82

Coordinator Assignment
78

Downgrading Procedures 
- C&D 83

Exam Schedule 80
Grandparented 'A' 177
Grandparented Group 8

177
Maintenance-IT Job 

Creation 78
Pass Mark - B 

Promotion 81
Pass Mark - C 

Promotion 81
Pass Mark - D 

Promotion 81
Plant Technologist 

Assignment 79
Probation Period 79
Self-Assignment C & D

82
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Training 87
Training Assignment 78
Trial Period 79
Union Waiver of 

Corporation Service 
for Promotion 80

Upgrading 82
Management Rights

Defined 157
Meals

First 35
Interpretations and 

Examples 229
Local Options 35
Repeated Displacement 

Prohibited 54
Second and Subsequent

36
Second and Subsequent 

Meal Allowance 36
Travel time on Remotes

36
Military Service

Defined 141
Notification to Union

Privacy of Information
156

Recall Notice 112
Notifitation to Union

Itemized 155
Out of Canada

Applicable Provisions

173
Overtime

Advance Notice 38
Banking as Time in Lieu

38
Defined 37
Notification Required for 

Claim Reduction 33
Pre-Payments and 

Buyouts 39
Self-Assigning 40
Waived for Training 95

Overtime Buyout
Interpretation of 

National Application
230

Parental Leave
Absence Without Pay

135
Adoption Leave

Supplemental 
Employment 
Benefits 135

Benefits 136
Child Care Leave 135
Defined 134
Maternity Leave

Supplemental 
Unemployment 
Benefits 134

Promotion and Training 
Opportunities 139
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Return to Work 139
Seniority 138
Severance Pay 

Accumulation 138
Three-Day Leave 135

Part-Time
Short-Term Needs 61

Part-Time Employee
Defined 61
Interpretation re

use 230
Relief Employees 207

Pay Stub
Contents 29

Per Diem
Reductions for 

Secondment/Training
50

Performance
Downgrading Procedures 

- C&D Maintenance
83

Final Review 91
Final Review end 92
Final Review not 

Discipline 93
Performance 

Management
Defined 89
Skills Inventory 90

Phone
Calls Home while 

Travelling 50
Calls Regarding 

Schedules 43
Changing Schedules by 

Phoning Employee's 
Home 34

Payment for Work-
Related Calls 42

Postings
Full-Time Work 65
Statements of 

Qualifications 66
Temporary Jobs 44
Union consent for 

Reclassifications 66
Premiums

CAM Video 204
Chief Technician 204
Coordinating 204
Cross-Skilling Hybrid

194
Lighting Director 204
Plant Technician 204
RATTS 204
Temporary Upgrade 

Amounts 44
Training 204
VTR Production Editor

205
Promotion

Bargaining Unit Member 
on Seletion Board 67
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Entry or Generalist 67
Lead Hand or Specialist

66
Maintenance - Exam 

Required 76
No requrement to 

Transfer for Entry or 
Generalist 67

Pass Mark - C 
Maintenance 81

Pass Mark - D 
Maintenance 81

Pass Mark - 
Maintenance B 81

Return after failed Trial 
Period 28

Salary Treatment on 28
Statement of 

Qualification 173
Temporary Employee 

Rights to Full-Time 
Jobs 67

Trial Period 67
Trial Period - 

Maintenance 79
Recognition

Certificate 1
Outside Canada 2

Retirement
Defined 149
Retiring Allowance 148

Salaries

Above Scale 
Negotiations 12

Advance Recovery 29
Anniversary Increases 28
Letter of Agreement 

Designers 220
Payday 29
Performance Pay 205
Progression up the Scale

28
Return after Failed Trial

28
Salary on Voluntary 

Downgrade 29
Schedules

Calls to Home do not 
invoke Call Back 43

Changing - Illness, 
Power Fail, Etc. 34

Changing - 
Productions/Out of 
Town 33

Changing - Union 
Activities, 
Unexpected Events 33

Christmas and New 
Year's 48

Late Changes - 
Employee Consent 34

Notification of Start 
Time after Leave 34

Notification to 
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Employee 34
Posting Time 33
Self-Assigning 

Employees 40
Self-Assignment

Interim Procedures 219
Maintenance C & D 82
Right to Refuse 41
Scheduled 40
Unscheduled 40

Seniority
Breaks in Service 100
Carry-Over 100
Defined 100
Parental Leave 138
Unit 100

Severance Pay
Defined 148
While on Parental Leave

138
Shifts

Clean-up Time 32
Latest Start before Days 

Off 32
Night Differential 42
on Christmas Eve/New 

Year's Eve 47
On Eve of Holidays 47
Standard Work Day 

Defined 32
Sick Leave

Entitlements 127

Medical Certificate 147
Medical Exam by CBC 

Doctor 147
Notification to 

Supervisor 35
Special Leave

Bereavement 126
Defined 126
Definition of Immediate 

Family 127
Strikes

No strike breaking by 
additional cross-
skilling 169

No Strike-Breaking 168
Not Permitted 168

Tech Change
Defined 116
Meeting 117
Notice 116
Redeployment 117

119
Temporary Employee

Eighteen Month Rule 60
Exams - Maintenance 88
Layoff 102
May be hired for Union 

Leave Replacement
154

Rights to apply for Full-
Time Jobs 67

Salary Scale Credit 28
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Temporary Employees
Money in lieu of 

Benefits 61
Part Time 61

Training
Days off in Lieu while 

Training 95
119

Identification of Needs
94

Maintenance - 
Assignment of 
Premium 78

Non-CBC Productions
207

Overtime and Penalty 
Payments Waived 95

Redeployment during 
Layoff 105

Training For 
Maintenance 87

Training Fund 203
Travel Time not Paid 95
vs Familiarization 95

Transfer
Employee Consent 68
Home Disposal Plan 219
Payment of expenses 69
Refusal results in 

Redundancy 69
Transmitter Techs

Working beyond 

Interlock Prohibited54
Travel

Accident Insurance 52
Additional Turnaround

51
Advances 49
CBC North Travel Time 

Credits 125
Expenses Paid 49
Laundry Expenses 50
Local Travel Paid For 51
Mileage Rates 52
Not Paid for Training 95
Phone Calls 50
Reduced Per-Diem for 

Secondment/Training
50

Single Room 
Requirement 50

Taxis to and from Work
51

Time Credits 50
Travel Accident 

Insurance 147
Trips Home on Long 

Assignments 51
Use of Employee's Car

52
Turnaround

Days Off 43
Minimum 8 hours 43
Repeated Short 
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Turnaround 
Prohibited 54

Turn-Around
Additional for Travel 51

Union Access
Access to Premises 

Permitted 150
Bulletin Boards 151
Elections permitted 151

Union Dues
Deductions and 

Remittance 150
Union Leave

Conditions for Granting
151

Days in Lieu 154
Negotiations and 

Grievance Meetings
153

Over 3 months requires 
Benefits pre-paid 153

Union Representation
Interpretation re

National 
Representative 230

Notice of Officers 154
Staff Reps may be at 

Meetings 154
Toronto Local Meetings

221
Upgrading

Maintenance 82
More than 4 Weeks 45
Per-Shift Payments 44
Right to Refuse 44
to Management 45

Winter Allowance
Transmitter Techs 53

Work Week
Defined 30
Local Option Permitted

30
Workers' Compensation

Leave With Pay 54
Workers’ Compensation

Entitlements 131

CBC Location and Local Numbers
181 Vancouver 604-662-6000 83M loc83m@cep.ca

Victoria 250-360-2227 83M loc83m@cep.ca
Pr. George 250-562-1184 810m loc810m@cep.c

166 Calgary 403-521-6000 818M loc818m@cep.c
164 Edmonton 403-468-7500 86M loc86m@cep.ca

La Ronge 306-425-3324 811M loc811m@cep.c
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167 Regina 306-347-9540 87S loc87s@cep.ca
165 Saskatoon 306-956-7400 811M loc811m@cep.c

Brandon 204-726-3222 82M loc82m@cep.ca
Flin Flon 204-687-3222 82M loc82m@cep.ca
Thompson 204-667-3222 82M loc82m@cep.ca

161 Winnipeg 204-788-3222 82M loc82m@cep.ca
174 Inuvik 867-777-7600 85M loc85m@cep.ca
179 Iqaluit 867-979-6100 85M loc85m@cep.ca
172 Kivalliq 867-645-2244 85M loc85m@cep.ca
173 Whitehorse 867-668-8400 81M loc81m@cep.ca
175 Yellowknife 867-920-5400 85M loc85m@cep.ca
150 RCI Carp 613-831-1200 74M loc74m@cep.ca
150 Ottawa 613-724-1200 74M loc74m@cep.ca
190 Sudbury 705-688-3200 71M loc71m@cep.ca
193 Thunder 807-625-5000 71M loc71m@cep.ca
151 Toronto 416-205-3311 71M loc71m@cep.ca
176 Windsor 519-255-3411 75M loc75m@cep.ca
146 Chicoutimi 418-696-6600

Kuujjuaq 819-964-2971
147 Matane 418-562-2900
141 Montreal 514-597-6000
145 Quebec 418-654-1341
140 Rimouski 418-722-2217
148 Sept Iles 418-968-7200
135 Fredericton 506-451-4000 92M loc92m@cep.ca
134 Moncton 506-853-6666 97M loc97m@cep.ca
133 Sackville 506-536-2690 96M loc96m@cep.ca
137 Saint John 506-632-7710 916M loc916m@cep.c
131 Halifax 902-420-8311 91M loc91m@cep.ca
132 Sydney 902-539-5050 95M loc95m@cep.ca
136 Charlottetown 902-629-6400 911M loc911m@cep.c
123 Corner 709-634-3141 93M loc93m@cep.ca
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124 Gander 709-256-4311 93M loc93m@cep.ca
127 Goose Bay 709-896-2911 910M loc910m@cep.c
122 Grand Falls 709-489-2102 93M loc93m@cep.ca
125 Labrador 709-944-3616 910M loc910m@cep.c
121 St. John's 709-576-5000 94M loc94m@cep.ca
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CEP Offices
CEP National Servicing Phone Fax
Mike Sullivan

msullivan@cep.ca
416-240-7836 416-240-9854

Len Deiter
ldeiter@cep.ca

905-938-2029 905-938-5223

Patricia Storek 
(Secretary)

pstorek@cep.ca

416-622-2740 416-620-0781

CEP Regional Offices Phone Fax
Vancouver 604-682-6501 604-685-5078
Prince George 250-563-7202 250-563-5973
Edmonton 780-425-0707 780-424-2505
Calgary 403-236-2293 403-236-3903
Regina 306-777-0000 306-584-8714
Winnipeg 204-988-1400 204-942-2952
Thunder Bay 807-344-0628 807-344-2394
Toronto 416-622-2740 416-620-0781
Sarnia 519-332-4102 519-332-3858
Ottawa (National Office) 613-230-5200 613-230-5801
Moncton 506-857-8647 506-858-8313
Halifax 902-422-5757 902-422-5766
St. John's 709-726-5667 709-726-4538
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2002
M T W T F S S M T W T F S S

January July
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 8 9 10$ 11 12 13 8 9 10 11$ 12 13 14
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
21 22 23 24$ 25 26 27 22 23 24 25$ 26 27 28
28 29 30 31 29 30 31 August

February 1 2 3 1 2 3 4
4 5 6 7$ 8 9 10 5 6 7 8$ 9 10 11
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
18 19 20 21$ 22 23 24 19 20 21 22$ 23 24 25
25 26 27 28 26 27 28 29 30 31

March 1 2 3 September 1
4 5 6 7$ 8 9 10 2 3 4 5$ 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21$ 22 23 24 16 17 18 19$ 20 21 22
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

April 30 October
1 2 3 4$ 5 6 7 1 2 3$ 4 5 6
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
15 16 17 18$ 19 20 21 14 15 16 17$ 18 19 20
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
29 30 May 28 29 30 31$

1 2$ 3 4 5 November 1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16$ 17 18 19 11 12 13 14$ 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
27 28 29 30$ 31 25 26 27 28$ 29 30

June 1 2 December 1
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
10 11 12 13$ 14 15 16 9 10 11 12$ 13 14 15
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27$ 28 29 30 23 24$ 25 26 27 28 29

30 31
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2003
M T W T F S S M T W T F S S

January July
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6

6 7 8 9$ 10 11 12 7 8 9 10$ 11 12 13
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
20 21 22 23$ 24 25 26 21 22 23 24$ 25 26 27
27 28 29 30 31 28 29 30 31

February 1 2 August 1 2 3
3 4 5 6$ 7 8 9 4 5 6 7$ 8 9 10
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
17 18 19 20$ 21 22 23 18 19 20 21$ 22 23 24
24 25 26 27 28 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

March 1 2 September
3 4 5 6$ 7 8 9 1 2 3 4$ 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
17 18 19 20$ 21 22 23 15 16 17 18$ 19 20 21
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
31 April 29 30 October

1 2 3$ 4 5 6 1 2$ 3 4 5
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
14 15 16 17$ 18 19 20 13 14 15 16$ 17 18 19
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
28 29 30 27 28 29 30$ 31

May 1$ 2 3 4 November 1 2
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15$ 16 17 18 10 11 12 13$ 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29$ 30 31 24 25 26 27$ 28 29 30

June 1 December
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9 10 11 12$ 13 14 15 8 9 10 11$ 12 13 14
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
23 24 25 26$ 27 28 29 22 23 24$ 25 26 27 28
30 29 30 31


